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Introduction
Letter from the editor
Thoughts about the year following the Lebanon war

Dear colleagues,
Let me start with a poem written by Constantine P. Cavafy (1911) called the Road
to Ithaca.
When you set out on your journey to Ithaca,
pray that the road is long,
full of adventure, full of knowledge.
The Lestrygonians and the Cyclops,
the angry Poseidon -- do not fear them:
You will never find such as these on your path,
if your thoughts remain lofty, if a fine
emotion touches your spirit and your body.
The Lestrygonians and the Cyclops,
the fierce Poseidon you will never encounter,
if you do not carry them within your soul,
if your soul does not set them up before you.
…….
Always keep Ithaca in your mind.
To arrive there is your ultimate goal.
But do not hurry the voyage at all.
It is better to let it last for many years;
and to anchor at the island when you are old,
rich with all you have gained on the way,
not expecting that Ithaca will offer you riches.
Ithaca has given you the beautiful voyage.
Without her you would have never set out on the road.
She has nothing more to give you.
And if you find her poor, Ithaca has not deceived you.
Wise as you have become, with so much experience,
you must already have understood what Ithacas mean.
Constantine P. Cavafy (1911)
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The terrible summer days of 2006 are over now and the consequences are
becoming apparent. The damage to homes is covered by new colours, the winter
rain (scarce as it was) has washed a lot of the ash from the trees in the woods
around Kiryat Shmona and the Upper Galilee and the trauma wounds have also
become invisible The summer of 2007 is finding us asking ourselves what has been
accomplished during this year.
The summer of 2006 was a time when after 26 years I was about to reduce my
involvement in Trauma work. I was planning to remain one or two days a week as
a consultant to CSPC.
On 1st July I signed all the formal papers and was waiting for 1st September to start
my new job. Twelve days later this entire plan was completely turned upside down.
The war, its length and the terrible turmoil it engendered made me shelve all of
these plans. What has been the most important effect of the war? In my mind it is
the loss of a sense of security.
We know from our many years of research that a sense of security, a perceived
social alliance, the belief that if something bad happens, the government and the
local authorities will come to one’s aid and the IDF will make sure that one’s
suffering will be as brief as possible is even more important than “real security”.
This perceived security has been badly affected, the above-mentioned services
were not mobilized for over two and a half weeks and instead of official help, the
system had to rely on volunteers, who brought food and even organized evacuation
and shelter for the evacuees. To that extent, all of the municipal workers were also
volunteers because a State of Emergency was never declared. To my mind all the
well-wishers - and there were many - cannot replace a sense of security that “my
country will come to help me.”
Our second study of the whole population of the North has indicated that there are
many "transparent wounds" and that suffering is still rather severe. We have found
that even after 10 months, those who were not helped - about 25%-30% of the
area's population (adults and children, newcomers and veterans, Arabs and Jews) are still suffering from severe symptoms. We found that 30% of the children are
frightened by the possibility of new attacks. We learned that the people of the
North (96%) do not want their children to be sent away alone, and that despite the
huge disappointment from the government and their local authority, 97% expect
them to take charge and be responsible for their future safety.
The war led to a rise in the level of dependence upon and trust in NGOs and 60%
expect volunteers to help them again, but is that the proper way? NGOs are only
partners of the local authorities and government ministries; they should not serve as
replacements and the fact that the war exposed that gap should be discussed and be
part of future preparations.
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It is very clear from our study that ongoing work should be done on the local level
to build a comprehensive resiliency approach and to make sure that municipal
services as well as local residences are more prepared to withstand an unfortunately
foreseeable conflict in the North.
It is a combination of activities, dealing on the one end of the continuum with those
suffering from psychotrauma, anxiety and depression (as a result of the war) and on
the other, working on morale and local pride and in between, developing social and
community projects and services to project a sense of stability, coherence and
safety.
Our study shows that 70% of those who were treated recovered, that children who
perceive their parents and family as supportive and strong have very low symptoms
and that people who see their community as weak and have little trust in their local
leadership are prone to a high degree of PTSD symptoms.
The fact that both the UJA Federation of New York and the UJC came forward
with funds to support our intervention programme with the local population has
made it possible for the CSPC during the year following the war, to provide
individual psychotrauma treatment to over 600 people. It has conducted over 80
workshops for about 1,600 parents, has directed school and kindergarten-based
interventions for over 9,000 children and has trained more then 300 professionals
and launched many community resiliency projects. These include: Posttraumatic
Growth for women (over 90 participants); for the elderly and new immigrants (over
2,200); populations with special needs (87); community playback theatre and
community theatre (involving over 900 people); first responders project for five
stations with 100 people and many more. The combination of our expertise and
prestigious position in the region, our community approach and the resources
provided by donors is the "secret" of these tremendous achievements.
What is the challenge for the future?
The fact that there is never a dull moment in Israel means that today's news is
quickly out of date and by the next day another thing has caught everyone’s
attention and focus. The road to recovery is the most neglected road: it provides
very little glory and requires a lot of perseverance, a task that CSPC with its 27
years of experience is geared for.
At the CSPC we see ourselves as the generators. But without collaboration,
coordination, and understanding of the importance of the rehabilitation process all
these efforts may become a bleak potential memory or a mere helpful gesture. We
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therefore believe and hope that the collaboration that we have formed with local
authorities and services, with donors and other NGOs can help us to get to "Ithaca".
I wish to return to the last verses of the poem:
Ithaca has given you the beautiful voyage.
Without her you would have never set out on the road.
She has nothing more to give you.
And if you find her poor, Ithaca has not deceived you.
Wise as you have become, with so much experience,
you must already have understood what Ithacas mean.
Yours
Prof. Mooli Lahad, PhD
President CSPC
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The State of Israel

Ministry of Social Services and
Social Affairs

Community Work Service
In February 2006 the Community Stress Prevention Center held an international
conference in Israel to mark 25 years of activities. The name of the conference was
"Islands of Resilience". Little did we know that within a few months Israel's own
islands of resilience would be put to the test. In the summer of 2006 both the
southern and northern part of our country faced major challenges to their resilience.
The Community Work Service of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Social
Services has been working for over a decade to improve the resilience of the
communities in Israel to the multiple threats which they are facing. This work has
included a variety of ongoing interventions in communities all over Israel and has
been carried out through local and regional councils in cooperation with other
government and non governmental agencies.
As part of this ongoing effort we were co-sponsors of the 2006 conference and also
helped fund and publish this edition of the journal. The article by Mooli Lahad and
Uri ben Nesher gives somewhat of an overview of the efforts of our ministry and
other organizations to improve the resilience of the communities in Israel. We are
constantly updating our knowledge and reevaluating our efforts.
This past year has seen some major work on improving resilience in economics on
a community basis. Both employment and economic development can benefit from
a resilience analysis and intervention. We have made substantial progress in
improving economic resilience in the rural sector and are now trying to duplicate it
and broaden its scope in the urban sector.
We are starting a major effort to organize community emergency and resilience
teams in all of the communities around the country. This effort is being launched in
both the north and the south. In the coming years we hope to expand this to the
central part of the country as well.
At this time we are working on a new integrated view of resilience from a complex
systems and an ecological viewpoint. This approach is being used in a number of
other countries including Australia. We believe that it has the potential to bring
unifying principles to the resilience interventions on the physical, economic and
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social levels while explaining the differential results of emergencies and disasters
on communities. We hope to publish a working paper on this in the near future.
Although this particular issue of the journal was very much influenced by the
traumatic effects of the war last year I hope that we can look forward optimistically
to a future of less trauma and more and more Islands of Resilience.
Baruch Sugarman
Director
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Chapter 1

The Relationship between Professional Competence, Self-perception,
and Psychosomatic Phenomena among General Hospital Staff to
Emergencies and Disasters
Moshe Farchi, Mooli Lahad and Alan Cohen
Introduction
The spread of terrorism all over the world, mainly by extremist groups with
no inhibitions or limits, has made it crucial for medical systems, both pre-hospital
Emergency Management Systems (EMS) and hospitals, to be prepared for sudden
Mass Casualty Incidents (MCIs).
It has been established in recent years that following various disasters and
MCIs, there is a surge of people flooding hospital ER Departments, (Lahad &
Rogel, 2003) exhibiting acute emotional reactions to the incidents. In addition, large
numbers of agitated and worried relatives flood the hospital gates, thus disrupting
the triage and early intervention phase. Hospital staff members (namely medical
teams, administrators and psychosocial care teams) are all exposed to the horrific
sights of mutilated bodies, severely injured patients and emotional outbursts.
Whereas in the past the basic assumption was that the hospital staff was capable of
dealing with such events (Lahad, 2000), we know that exposure in general and
repeated exposure in particular to horrific scenes may result in severe symptoms
(vicarious traumatization) or compassion fatigue (Figley, 1995, Lahad, 2000).
We will examine the effect of recurrent exposure of Israeli general hospital
staff to victims of terrorist activities in relation to professional competence, selfperception and psychosomatic phenomena and consider the urgent need for
intervention programs for doctors, which can strengthen their ability to share their
thoughts and fears with others, especially with regard to feelings of failure.
Secondary traumatization
Exposure to the pain and suffering of victims of trauma can lead to the
development of secondary traumatization in the therapist. This is exhibited in the
form of symptoms similar to that of PTSD. Therapists suffering from secondary
traumatization dream the client's dreams, have intrusive thoughts connected with
their clients, and experience noticeable tension when they recall the events
undergone by their clients (Cerney, 1995). Furthermore, therapists are liable to
experience distress while trying to suppress or prevent thoughts about their clients,
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distress which expresses itself in psycho-physiological ways such as lack of sleep,
eating disorders, hyper-vigilance, concentration problems, etc. (Figley, 1995).
McCann and Perlman (1990) indicate that therapists' negative reactions
stem from difficulties accumulating over time: prolonged exposure to trauma
victims and multiple events can cause severe distress. A positive connection has
been found in several studies between therapists' distress level and the extent of
exposure to clients who had been through traumatic incidents (Baird & Jenkins,
2003; Dekel & Peled, 2000). In contrast, Figley (1995) is of the opinion that
worker distress can appear suddenly, without prior warning. This distress is
expressed by a sudden outbreak of symptoms accompanied by feelings of
helplessness, confusion and isolation. He claims that there need not necessarily be
any connection between intensity of exposure and distress level. This claim has
been substantiated in a number of research studies in which no connection was
found between intensity of exposure and level of distress. (Baird & Jenkins, 2003;
Follette et al., 1994).
An additional risk factor is related to the length of time the therapist has
been working in his profession. Neumann and Gamble (1995) emphasized that
being new in the profession is a risk factor, especially in cases where the patient
was a victim of a traumatic incident and relates horrific stories. These therapists’
feeling of professional identity is not yet consolidated; thus they can suffer from
lack of confidence in their own professional abilities. When they listen to clients'
personal stories, they tend to worry about their own personal safety and may
despair of all the evil and violence in society, begin to suspect people and cast
doubts on the possibility of therapy ever improving their clients' situation. In
contrast, senior workers who have already acquired confidence in their ability have
found ways of separating between their professional and their personal lives. Some
research studies have found an inverse connection between seniority and distress;
seniority was found to be negatively related to distress, the less the seniority, the
greater the level of distress (Adams et al., 2001; Baird & Jenkins, 2003; Dekel &
Peled, 2000; Perlman & Saakvinte, 1995).
Yet other researchers have shown that the connection between seniority
and distress is curvilinear rather than linear. In other words, both junior and senior
workers report higher levels of distress than that of workers with intermediate
seniority (Rudolph, Stamm & Stamm, 1997; Steed & Bicknell, 2001).
Against the background of non-uniformity in signs of secondary
traumatization and difficulties in explaining these findings, researchers have begun
to develop the concept of compassion fatigue. The term “compassion fatigue” was
first coined by Joinson (1992) and later adopted by Figley (1995) as an alternative
to the earlier concept of secondary traumatic stress disorder (McCann & Perlman,
1990). Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary (1989) defines “compassion” as
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“sympathetic consciousness of others’ distress together with a desire to alleviate
it.” Both terms describe the influence on mental health professionals of a
therapeutic encounter or intervention with victims of disaster suffering from PTSD.
Lahad (1999) describes various factors affecting these phenomena based on clinical
observations of helpers following their exposure to horrific sights either at the
scene of a disaster or afterwards at the ER.
Since the outbreak of the Intifada (the Palestinians uprising) in September,
2000, there have been over 1,000 fatalities and 7,000 injuries on the Israeli side
needing medical intervention as a result of terrorist activity
(http://www.mfa.gov.il/MFA/). The Israel Ministry of Health’s (MOH) Mental
Health Department estimated that the number of non-injured / psychologically
affected patients has been in the ratio of one injured to 15 or more ASR symptoms.
Inevitably, the number of horrific sights and reports that hospital staff have seen
and heard are beyond the normal capacity of ordinary ERs in Western countries.
Lahad (2005) claims that the fact that disaster sites in Israel (be they malls,
boulevards or bus stations) are often in close proximity to the hospital and are
known to the staff from personal experience means that the staff or their loved ones
could well have been in the vicinity of the disaster. Familiarity with the place
makes them vulnerable, as they cannot mentally distance themselves from the
experience. This familiarity means that many a time, the staff either know some of
the victims or their relatives, making what Lahad describes as “rituals of
differentiation” almost impossible. Schreiber et al. (2004) and Lahad and Rogel
(2003) have recorded how Israeli hospital personnel have become accustomed to
this situation in practical terms.
In compassion fatigue, symptoms resembling the physiological, emotional
and cognitive symptoms of victims appear among those who administer help to
them. In three per cent to seven per cent of cases, these may be so severe that the
professionals themselves develop PTSD, with all its long-term implications
(Hodgkinson & Stewart, 1991).
The subject of emotional burnout among mental health professionals has
been widely researched (Freudenbeyer, 1974; Maslach, 1982; Maslach & Jackson,
1981; Pines, 1993). This literature describes a continuous process of burnout
composed of three principal components: emotional, physiological and mental
(Pines et al., 1988). However, while burnout develops gradually, there are advance
warnings such as emotional fatigue, irritability, difficulty in concentrating and
other physiological and mental phenomena, whereas compassion fatigue may
appear suddenly with no previous signs (Figley, 1995). In addition, Figley (1995)
notes that, unlike mental burnout, there is a strong sense of helplessness here. On
the one hand, there is confusion, a feeling of being cut off from support and
psychosomatic symptoms similar to those of survivors or victims; on the other
hand, recovery is usually very rapid.
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Many studies have identified stressors and coping strategies of hospital
staff and primary health care providers (Boey, 1999; Carmel & Glick, 1993; Chong
et al., 2004; Fothergill et al., 2000; Johnson, 1991; Moszczynski & Haney, 2003;
Slusarcick et al., 1999). In Spain such factors as seniority, social, labor or family
conflict and certain personal and job characteristics were associated with high
levels of burnout (Prieto Albino et al., 2002). Conversely, in another research
study from Wales (Lees & Ellis, 1990), the five most frequently cited stressors for
nurses were understaffing, conflict with nurses, dealing with death and the dying,
overwork and conflict with doctors.
Who are Likely Victims of Compassion Fatigue?
Figley (1995) indicates two major components that lead to compassion
fatigue: empathy and exposure. Without the presence of both empathy and
exposure, there is low probability of developing compassion fatigue. In principle,
according to Figley and other researchers, work with trauma victims (survivors,
family relations and the injured) subjects helpers and those engaged in intervention
to extremely intensive exposure to trauma-inducing factors.
Lahad (2000) suggests that the following factors make it very difficult for
helpers to differentiate between themselves and trauma victims, thus contributing
to their vulnerability: "The Rituals of Admission", i.e. the activities that protect
professionals from “over-identification" with the patients, following mass injuries
are often receive lower priority: the usual lengthy intake that makes it clear who is
being treated (questioned) and who treats; other "rituals" include the limitation of
the encounter to 50 minutes by the therapist, the date setting, generally according
to the therapist's availability and diary and the location, which is usually on the
helper's turf. In a disaster all these "shields" are unavailable to the helper. There is
no time nor is it recommended to focus on in-depth interviews, time is determined
by the incident itself and the duration of immediate intervention may take hours. In
addition, the site where treatment is given is usually not the helper’s quiet and
defined room. Thus, exposure to accounts and sights in an unprotected atmosphere
can make helpers vulnerable. Other factors mentioned by Lahad (2000) are
connected with the concept of “Proximity” that was found by researchers to be a
predictor of impact of exposure (Shacham & Lahad, 2004). This refers to
geographical proximity, social proximity and psychological proximity.
Geographical proximity means that the helpers live or work near the incident site
or know it very well (as was the case in the WTC, NY in September 11, 2001, a
place known to virtually everyone in New York). Social proximity is when the staff
either knows some of the victims personally or when the victims are from a similar
social background to the staff. Psychological proximity is when staff members are
unable to say "This couldn't happen to me." Because disasters can happen
“anywhere any time to anyone,” it is hard for staff to distance themselves from any
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particular incident. Rosenfeld et al., (2005) summarize some of the factors that may
exacerbate compassion fatigue:
Professional isolation: Helpers may find they have no one to talk with about the
nature of their work or its impact on their lives.
Emotional and physical drain: Helpers are constantly faced with giving of
themselves to others. They often feel the need to be available for the people they
serve at all hours of night and day. They are compelled by an ethical imperative to
sacrifice themselves to help meet the needs of those exposed to disaster.
Ambiguous successes: Many helpers have felt ambivalence in the aftermath of a
crisis response. No matter how successful the intervention, there may be a sense of
depression.
Lack of expected rewards: Most helpers do not consider financial gain their
primary reward. Crisis helpers are notoriously underpaid, if paid at all, for their
services.
Helpers may also be survivors. Helpers often arrive at a disaster scene without
recognizing or taking into account that they may also be victims in the sense that
they occupy one of the circles of vulnerability.
Lack of nurturing resources. Helpers need to ask for help and be willing to receive
it.
Method
The subjects investigated in our research were participants in a series of
workshops conducted by the Community Stress Prevention Center (CSPC) in 2004.
One hundred and ninety-eight general hospital personnel who came to training
were asked to fill in a series of questionnaires at the beginning of three workshops
entitled “Helping the Helpers.” These workshops were based on the Best Practice
Consensus Protocol developed by a group of mental health professionals from the
leading general hospitals in Israel. Their goal was to provide practical coping tools
to staff under both the intense pressure of large-scale incidents and the ongoing
stress of working in their profession. Most of the participants were doctors, social
workers and nurses working in emergency rooms in hospitals that had received
victims from at least one mass-casualty terrorist incident. Psychologists and
administrative staff also participated in these workshops.
Questionnaires were administered with the aim of gauging the current
situation of the participants both with regard to their present state of knowledge
and utilization of coping tools and their level of mental and physical wellbeing as a
result of their involvement in dealing with critical incidents.
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Objectives
This research study focuses on the relationships between the following
factors: profession, professional competence, levels of stress due to terrorist
incidents, perceived psychological coping and general problem-solving capacity.
Research Tools
Questionnaires, which were edited and processed by the authors, were used
in the research study to obtain information from various professionals working in
the hospitals. The reliability of the questionnaires was measured by Cronbach's
Alpha Test alpha = 0.74, p < 0.001). Validity was tested by means of a panel of
judges who answered a pre-test questionnaire upon which the final version was
based.
Part One examined the confidence ER workers feel in their role as helpgivers to trauma victims. Part Two investigated the degree of personal difficulty
felt in their professional capacity as help-givers to trauma victims. Part Three
examined how much they estimated their contribution to be of help to these
victims. Part Four investigated the degree of professional satisfaction they felt in
the role of helper, while the last question in this section sought to determine their
estimated self-efficacy in helping trauma victims. Part Five related to how they
viewed their ability to help trauma victims.

Results
Research Population
The research population comprised 198 participants who were members of
general hospital emergency staff responding to multiple injury incidents in Israeli
hospitals, in the following professional categories:
Table 1 - Distribution of Research Population by Profession
Occupation
Social workers
Nurses
Doctors
Psychologists
Administration /security worker
Total

N
75
69
22
11
21
198
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Percentage
37
35
11
6
11
100
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The distribution of professions is not even, but rather reflects the
proportions prevalent among hospital staff from several hospitals taking part in this
research. Seventy-two per cent of participants were social workers and nurses; the
remaining 38% consisting of medical practitioners, psychologists and
administrative staff.

Table 2 - Difference in competence factors average by profession
Profession

PS

SW

NS

MD

AS

Competence
factors

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Professional
Confidence

2.7

1.0

2.4

.85

2.5

.85

2.5

.71

2.6

.89

- NS

Degree of
Difficulty

2.2

.70

2.1

.73

2.0

.74

1.8

.80

1.6

.82

SW-AS- .50 *

Contribution
Estimation

2.9

.94

2.6

.76

2.6

.72

2.3

1.0

2.9

.80

AS-MD - .60 *

Means Differences

MD-NS - .50 *
Professional
Satisfaction

3.2

.70

2.8

.82

2.9

.78

2.4

1.0

3.1

.73

MD-AS - .70 *
MD-PS - .80*

Ability to Help
Trauma Victims

PS-AS - .80 *
3.2

.70

2.6

.84

2.6

.86

2.4

1.0

2.4

.83
PS-MD - .80*

Note: M=Mean, SD= Standard Deviation PS= Psychologist, SW=Social
Worker, NS=Nurse, MD=Medical Doctor,
AS=Administration. * p<.05. Means differences where calculated using one
way Anova with post hoc Dunnett 2 sided
The differences between the professions were analyzed using Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA).
Professional Confidence: No significant differences were found in the
average responses between professions. However, it is interesting to note that the
lowest rating was given by the social workers, while the highest was that of the
psychologists. Nurses and doctors were identical in their feeling of confidence,
closer to the social workers and less than the psychologists (although not
statistically significantly so).
Degree of difficulty: There was a significant difference between social
workers and administrative staff. Whereas social workers reported great personal
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difficulty in their task as helpers, administrative staff did not. Doctors also reported
a lesser degree of personal difficulty in dealing with trauma victims.
Contribution estimation: The only significant difference in this section was
between doctors and administrative staff. The doctors rated themselves in an
intermediate position regarding the belief that they actually helped the trauma
victims, whereas the administrative staff rated their contribution higher.
Professional satisfaction: Doctors rated themselves lowest on the scale of
professional satisfaction (2.4) as opposed to nurses (2.6), psychologists and
administration workers (3.2). These differences were statistically significant and
indicate some of the differences in professional perceptions between doctors and
other team members.
Ability to help trauma victims: A significant difference was found between
the psychologists who rated themselves highest of all in their ability to help trauma
victims (3.2) and doctors and administrative staff who rated themselves lowest
(2.4).
Professional Competence and Psychosomatic Phenomena
Professional competence was examined by five ordinal questions. These
questions were divided into two groups, which indicated lack of agreement or total
agreement with a statement. The psychosomatic variables were checked by six
dichotomous questions dealing with physiological phenomena appearing or
becoming worse after critical incidents: headache, stomach ache, breathing
difficulties or asthma attacks, sleep problems, eating problems and finally any
other health problems. In order to process the data statistically, all the positive
responses were changed into one continuous variable.
Our research was based on the assumption that professional competence is
supposed to affect psychosomatic phenomena, therefore in analyzing the variance,
the variable of professional competence was taken as the independent variable and
the continuous scale of health problems was defined as the dependent variable.
Table 3: Somatic symptoms by professions
(PS)

Somatic
Symptoms
Scores

(SW)

(NS)

(MD)

(AS)

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

means
differences

1.17

.75

1.10

1.0
0

1.0
2

1.1
6

0.2

.52

.95

1.4
7

SW-MD.90**
NS-MD.82**
AD-MD.75*
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Note: M=Mean, SD= Standard Deviation PS= Psychology, SW=Social Work,
NS=Nurse,
MD=Medical Doctor,
AS=Administration. * p<.05. Means differences where calculated using one
way Anova with post hoc
Dunnett 2 sided
Table 3 indicates the tendency of medical doctors to report less psychosomatic
symptoms than their other work colleagues. Apart from the differences between
doctors and others, no significant differences were found. There was a noticeable
similarity in reports of somatic symptoms on the part of social workers, nurses and
psychologists, in contrast to the administrative staff, who reported fewer (although
not significantly less) psychosomatic phenomena.
Table 4 Differences in the Averages of Reported Psychosomatic Phenomena
according to Type and Degree of Professional Competence

Scale of
Professional
competence
Report of Health
Phenomena

Low

High

T-test

Questions of
Professional
Competence

N

M

SD

N

M

SD

T

P

Professional
Confidence

17

1.59

1.73

167

.90

1.0

2.4

.02

Degree of
Difficulty

42

.52

.70

142

1.1

1.2

-2.9

.004

Contribution
Estimation

17

1.29

1.8

163

.95

1.0

1.63

NS

Professional
Satisfaction

13

1.00

1.5

168

.98

1.1

.05

NS

Ability to Help
Trauma Victims

18

1.3

1.7

165

.93

1.0

1.4

NS
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Results from Table 4 indicate two consistent, significant directions:
Reports of psychosomatic phenomena were significantly more frequent in the
groups which felt less professional competence in their abilities as helpers of
people injured in terrorist incidents (M=1.59, p<.05). Reports of psychosomatic
phenomena were also significantly more frequent in the group which felt great
difficulty in helping people injured in terrorist incidents (question 2). (M=1.1,
p<.005). Since Question 2 was phrased in a negative way as opposed to all the
other questions, when relating to the statistical analysis we changed negative to
positive. There were no observed significant differences between the two groups
regarding the other questions.
Discussion
From the point of view of personal difficulty in helping victims of critical
incidents, social workers were at a distinct disadvantage as compared to
administrative staff. From in-depth discussions with the staff, it became apparent
that the intense level of personal involvement on the part of social workers
increased vicarious traumatization and increased the degree to which they
experienced personal difficulty in this field. This should come as no surprise, since
unlike the administrative personnel, the social workers' task is long-term and
continues beyond the ER. Even in the ER they sit with the victims for hours on
end, whereas the administrative staff is involved in short encounters with the
victims and their next of kin. This prolonged exposure and close proximity makes
social workers more vulnerable.
Another aspect could be the diffuse role of the social worker as opposed to
the structured role of the administrative personnel, which is not only well defined
but also easily quantifiable, thus helping the latter to rate their contribution to
trauma victims more highly than do doctors or nurses. This difference is even more
noticeable when considering the degree of professional satisfaction, with doctors
scoring lowest of all the professional groups: doctors' rating of their own selfefficacy tended towards the lower end. It would be expected that medical
practitioners, who are high in the hospital hierarchy, should consider themselves
able to help psycho-trauma victims at least as much as the careteam and the
hospital administrators. The above findings are thus perplexing, as doctors reported
their perceptions of their ability to help patients with psycho-trauma as
comparatively low, as were their sense of self-efficacy and personal satisfaction.
We can understand this in the light of compassion fatigue as a result of the specific
nature of mass casualties, such as after a terrorist attack. Most of the people
reaching the ER are not physically injured, but are either accompanying someone
who is, or are having a psychological reaction to the incident. This places a
different kind of stress on the medical practitioner, who in many cases has not been
specifically trained for such eventualities. Doctors are expected to be competent in
all ER areas. However, exposing a medical staff with very little training and even
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less personal interest in these issues to feelings of incompetence in times of distress
may elicit two reactions: first, dissatisfaction with work, and second, rejection of
the victims as a burden and living proof for their incompetence. The literature
refers to this situation as one of vicarious traumatization and burnout phenomena
(Cerney, 1995; McCann & Perlman, 1990).
Another possible explanation of these findings (i.e. the comparative
negative self-ratings of doctors as opposed to the other groups) may be obtained by
examining more closely the therapeutic contract of each of the professionals in
question and their ability to honour this contract. The common bond between
therapist and client is based on mutual participation in a dialogue whose purpose is
to promote recovery (Herman, 1997). As noted above (Lahad, 2000), in times of
multiple injuries, changes take place in the doctor-client relationship. The length of
time available for treatment is curtailed and the treatment focuses on the physical
state of the client and the doctor’s professional ability to help the client. As surgical
staff did not take part in the study, we can only assume that the ER medical staff
that are called upon to give emotional support find it difficult and unsatisfactory. In
cases of terrorist attacks, the usual boundaries of physical treatment and short
psychosocial intake are confounded with a much more flexible and therefore more
challenging encounter. The looser boundaries resulting from the patient's regressive
behaviour and the quantity of these reactions make it often very difficult to
maintain the usual boundaries and rituals of differentiation under the intense
scrutiny of the media. In Israel terrorist incidents with multiple traumatic injuries
are considered of high national interest, thus placing even more pressure on the
staff to give these victims superior treatment above and beyond the official
protocol. Psychotrauma victims tend to cling to the helpers they meet on their first
encounter. Upon admission to the ER, they need physical, psycho-social and
emotional help from all available professionals and will often seek this help from
the first person they encounter, generally the intake doctor in the ER. On their part,
doctors may try to preserve the boundaries of their profession, partially to protect
themselves. The protective mechanisms of professional distancing gain extra
reinforcement when the doctor refers the client for emotional support, as demanded
by hospital protocol. This may intensify feelings of helplessness in the doctor who
is aware of his inability to complete the job, because at that particular moment the
client needs more than medical treatment to calm him down.
Repeated exposure to the reports, sights and injuries puts the doctors' art to
the test and intensifies vulnerability, especially in cases where the doctor is already
finding it difficult to be of professional assistance. These feelings can weaken selfconfidence and increase cynicism and pessimism (Herman, 1997). The doctor's
feelings of helplessness, lack of confidence, etc. can combine with the helplessness
of the injured client. This creates a cycle of transference and counter-transference,
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in which the doctor struggles with what in effect is compassion fatigue; from his
point of view, this is a disturbing and unwanted phenomenon.
Similar findings can be observed in social workers, but at a lower level. As
opposed to doctors, social workers have every justification for externalizing their
emotions; it is part of their profession. This externalization of emotions allows the
social workers to support each other without having to try and hide the effects of
compassion fatigue. The trauma situation poses little challenge to the regular
therapeutic contract of clients with social workers; it enables social workers and
psychologists to use emotional and social support skills.
In general, social workers constitute a secondary workforce in the hospital,
so it is their job to help in all the areas that are not directly connected with medical
treatment or nursing. This is what differentiates social workers from doctors, the
latter of which are often expected to meet both physical and other needs of the
clients. However, even the social workers' role may be challenged. The "rituals of
intake" mentioned above (Lahad, 2000( include interview, setting and time limit
that aid in creating the correct setting for therapy. In multiple injury cases, these
procedures are either modified or dispensed with, as the meeting is often a one-off
encounter. The intensity of the encounter (that may at times last a few hours) and
the emotional and psychological demands it places on the social worker, often
become clear to him only after the client has left and he reviews his notes and
conceptualizes the case. Only then does the therapist begin to reconstruct the
boundaries that have been traversed.
For social workers, the legitimacy of emotional cooperation turns the
traumatic event into a common experience. Fox )2003( describes at length psychophysiological reactions of shock, confusion, helplessness, anxiety, dizziness,
exhaustion, headaches and irritability as phenomena that characterize the
experiences of common stress. However, if the psycho-trauma is shared, it could
exacerbate the above symptoms but could also enable togetherness, serving to
alleviate symptoms, increase alertness and maximize functioning. Marmar et al.,
(1996) are of the opinion that in such circumstances, caregivers tend to put
themselves into a dissociative state which enables them to cope with the events and
sights to which they are exposed. However, there is a price to pay for such
dissociation. In the long term caregivers report serious disorientation, integration of
the events and confusion (Weiss et al., 1995). However, our findings suggest that
sensitivity can lead to rejection of negative feelings. Doctors' admissions of
discomfort show some degree of openness, possibly resulting from the need to
preserve their own self esteem by distancing the "emotional" part of the job and
regarding it as "not related to me," but to other members of the care team.
A further explanation for the wide difference of symptoms and coping
methods displayed by social workers as opposed to doctors is connected to counter-
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transference processes and social workers’ ability to empathize. Wilson & Lindy
(1994) described four types of empathetic tension stemming from countertransference processes when working with psycho-trauma victims. The first two empathetic withdrawal and empathetic repression - are associated with withdrawal
behaviours such as the wish to deny or not see the situation as it really is.
Empathetic withdrawal occurs when therapists have not experienced personal
psycho-trauma, whereas therapists who have suffered and continue to suffer from
personal psycho-trauma are in danger of empathetic repression. The other two
types – empathetic cohesion and empathetic imbalance - are related more to
reactions of over-identification where the therapist wants to help the client but
loses control due to difficulties in defining the limits of professional involvement.
Therapists who have experienced significant personal psycho-trauma are in danger
of empathetic cohesion whereas others are in danger of empathetic imbalance.
Since social workers experience traumatic events alongside their clients, it can be
assumed that the vacillation between reactions of over-identification and
dissociation can be explained in terms of empathetic repression on the one hand as
opposed to empathetic cohesion on the other. Social workers tend towards
togetherness; it is this factor that even in extreme circumstances will override
temporary repression and help them gain a grip on reality by sharing the effects of
the psycho-trauma with other colleagues. Doctors, on the other hand, will tend
towards a more severe dissociation because there is less approval for sharing
personal experiences. These mechanisms may continue to strengthen until
detachment occurs not only from emotional matters, but also from physical ones.
Doctors are also trained to react with dissociation to the sight of bodies, especially
those in a horrific state, thus negative feelings are likely to be expressed in terms of
dissatisfaction with the task rather than by somatic complaints. They may
rationalize their having to refer patients to the mental health team and thus buffer a
cognitive sense of failure, but the failure may linger in other areas.
Administrative staff members tend to experience conflicting feelings, being
uplifted at having a meaningful role to play in a national disaster, as part of the
rescue team rather than as "mere clerks," but on the other hand they may
experience shock at being exposed to terrible sights. Nevertheless, the euphoria of
being conscripted to the rescue team may be strong enough to overcome the results
of exposure to disaster.
Summary
This research study investigated the emotional and psycho-physiological
symptoms of First Responders of various professions working in hospitals. The
findings primarily indicate differences between doctors and other professionals, but
in opposing directions. Despite the fact that doctors rated themselves significantly
lower on a scale of professional functioning, there was no somatic evidence for
this. Doctors rated themselves as suffering from practically no physical ailments
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whatsoever in comparison to members of other helping professions. Furthermore, it
was found that the average reporting of somatic phenomena was highest among
those reporting low professional confidence and a feeling of greater professional
difficulty in their helping capacity.
It may be understood from the findings that the group of doctors also
differs from other professions regarding protective somatic reactions. The
protectiveness generally required by their profession in order to survive the
difficult sights and incidents to which they are exposed is applied differently by
various helping professions. A low estimation of professional skills in doctors may
stem from unwillingness to compromise professionally on the one hand and a lack
of peer group support on the other. Low professional self-evaluation protects them
against a feeling of failure (for example, the use of cognitive dissonance
mechanisms such as "I am not good at this because it is not my job"), a position
which doctors are unwilling to occupy due to their status and role. This same
unwillingness to be considered failures may also be the reason for the fact that
doctors hardly report any somatic phenomena. Here the protection device takes a
different form and resembles a type of defense mechanism based on denial and
distancing. Other professions, particularly social workers, are much more amenable
to sharing their experiences, thereby enhancing their ability to tolerate failure.
Against this backdrop, we note that social workers are able to maintain high
professional expectations supported by the knowledge that when these expectations
are in danger of not being met, their professional peer group will offer its support.
Admitting to having somatic reactions is acceptable within the psychosocial and
administrative care team, thus lessening the need for defense mechanisms and
indicating the ability to report difficulties to colleagues in order to receive support
and reinforcement
Ambivalence may be observed regarding Compassion Fatigue. Doctors
rarely enter the role of the victim, however they do experience less confidence and
lower expectations of success in their professional ability to help psycho-trauma
patients, resulting in a lowering of their self-image. This is not a diminishing
phenomenon; conversely, its effects may be quite wide-ranging. However, it is
possible that due to the long-term consequences of such phenomena, we may be
looking at burnout rather than Compassion Fatigue, which is intense, short and
usually quickly remedied.
Professional personnel may become empowered by challenges to their
professional ability. The need to cope with Compassion Fatigue drives the social
worker to find inner solutions in the form of internal statements and to search for
meaning to support and strengthen their professional competence. Nonetheless, this
situation can create psychosocial pressure leading to accentuated somatic
symptoms until such time as a better solution and new equilibrium has been found.
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Conclusion
This research study underscores doctors' need for emotional support. This
group, previously considered immune and protected by virtue of its professional
skills and mainly by its role in leading other helping professionals, was found to be
vulnerable and weakened, with a tendency to suppress somatic signs. Precisely
because of doctors’ central role in the care team, it is imperative for them to receive
emotional support. Lack of intervention is liable to reinforce the existing
undesirable situation and weaken the chain of treatment received by patients. The
differences discovered in the research study between doctors and other
professionals in the hospital system were most striking and worthy of attention. As
differences between other professions were statistically insignificant and very
minor, further research needs to be carried out to specifically examine the coping
strategies employed by other hospital professionals working under the stress of
terror and mass injury incidents.
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Chapter 2

Beyond Words - Trauma-Healing Experience & Methods in the Wake
of the Tsunami Disaster
Ofra Ayalon
The challenge
This chapter describes a post-Tsunami "Helping the Helpers" training for
two hundred teachers and mental health workers from Thailand, Singapore,
Malaysia and Indonesia, six months after the Tsunami disaster.
The goal of the training was to develop support systems for disaster
helpers, and train them to help the local direct or indirect Tsunami victims. The
training program included theory and experiential activities concerning trauma,1..
We have chosen to go "beyond words" in introducing our holistic "body-mind"
methods of coping with trauma. As trainers, we put special emphasis on non-verbal
expression, such as movement, relaxation, healing touch, guided imagery and a
variety of forms of art therapy, symbol-therapy, Mandala painting, debriefing and
narrating trauma stories and therapeutic-metaphoric COPE cards. These methods
helped participants access their coping resources and develop new strategies for
dealing with stress and trauma. Using mostly non-verbal communication and
healing methods provided culturally accepted means of assisting individuals,
families, and even communities devastated by the Tsunami disaster.
Our great challenge as Israeli trainers was to consider and respect local
traditional and cultural values and the variety of religious belief systems, such as
Buddhism, Islam and Christianity. We learned from the participants that Southeast
Asian cultures did not encourage open expression of distress. In their words, both
men as women were expected to pretend that all was well, avoid expressing
sorrow, refrain from discussing the disaster and endeavour to return to "life as
usual." These cultural norms conflicted with our basic assumption about the
importance of discharge and personal expression in healing from trauma. We had
to be sensitive to the possibility of conflicting messages that could confuse our
trainees.

1

Two five-day workshops, sponsored by the American-Jewish organisation JDC, aimed at training
about 230 mental health workers, teachers and counselors to use creative body-mind tools for healing
trauma and loss. Workshop leaders were three Israeli experts: Dr. Ofra Ayalon, a trauma
psychologist, Nira Shiran-Mizrahi, art therapist and Dr. Gillat Raisch, pediatrician and family doctor.
All three have international experience in dealing with trauma and post-trauma resulting from wars,
terrorism, road accidents and natural disasters.
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Circles of vulnerability
In cases of a major disaster such as a Tsunami, victims and helpers are
similarly exposed, and often are enmeshed with each other. This social and
emotional proximity makes the helpers' task difficult, as it is impossible for the
helper to create the needed neutral space of security, a "potential space" where the
healing process takes place (Winnicott, 1971). Helpers in the "circles of support"
find themselves as part of the "circles of vulnerability" together with their clients.
This "shared fate" of being victims/survivors and helpers at the same time placed
extreme demands on helpers (Ayalon, 2003). Thus, many of our participants
grieved for the death of members of their family, suffered loss of homes and
devastation of their villages. One group of teachers barely survived the big wave
that flooded their school. Luckily it happened on Sunday, when the school was
closed. They were still under the horror of the brush with death, expressed as:
"what if it had been Monday?"…
" I often speak with the other teachers about what we’re going to do if Tsunami
happened again: Who would grab which kid? In which direction would we
run? What would happen to the other children who I would not be able to
reach? These pictures haunt me day and night."
Such recurrent post-traumatic reactions emerged when the helpers identified
themselves as part of the victims' "circles of vulnerability" in the aftermath of
trauma. Helpers as well as victims may experience disruption of the sense of
continuity of place and time, cause and effect, social connections and professional
roles as a result of the disaster. Helpers may experience shock, confusion,
frustration, fear, horror and loss of the control over their life (Omer & Alon, 1994).
Many studies point out the risks of burnout and secondary traumatization for
disaster helpers (Lahad, 2005). Helpers often suffer from "compassion fatigue",
amplified by their physical and social proximity to the affected population (Figley,
1996). "Compassion fatigue" can have deleterious effect on their work and
personal lives. Indeed participants reported symptoms of trauma, such as sleep
disturbances, fears, recurrent images of the destruction, guilt for having failed to
rescue others and also self-accusation for having been saved while others had
perished. Some vacillated between their "rescue fantasies" and apparent
helplessness:
"We wanted to rush to the spot of disaster for help, but were scared that
Tsunami will strike again".
Post-Tsunami verbal and non-verbal training
The goals of the training were:
a. To share theory-based conceptual information on trauma and healing.
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b. To establish a safe place where trauma can be faced, expressed and
contained, by transforming the traumatic memories associated with the sea
into feelings of reconciliation and of trust.
c. To train the participants in verbal & non-verbal supportive methods
which are culturally appropriate and transferable to survivors'
communities.
a. The first goal was both didactic and experiential. Our program included
essential theoretical information on different aspects of trauma: anatomical and
neurological aspects, psychological and social aspects of traumatic and posttraumatic responses. Participants received information and techniques of our
"holistic model of coping methods". They learned to recognize risk factors and to
understand the traumatic and coping responses typical of children and adolescents.
Through experiential learning they received psycho-educational methods of
treatment and of enhancing coping skills.
b. The second goal involved the understanding that in south-East Asia the
sea that was the source of livelihood became associated with fear, pain and loss. In
order to reach the second goal of desensitizing the disastrous connotations and
memories, we invited participants to take part in a ritual of "appeasing the sea."
This ritual was inspired by cultural rituals, while at the same time reflecting a
method of healing based on metaphoric and creative activities. Participants were
asked to create their own "symbols of security" by choosing a personal "healing
colour" and painting on sheets of paper, and. All the paintings were hung on a rope
between trees alongside the beachfront.
Picture no. 1 - Symbols of security
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Then they painted personal symbols on shells and coral stones found on the beach
The painted shells and corals were placed on the water line as offerings to the sea.
This ritual was accompanied by silent prayer.
Picture no. 2 - Offering to the sea

c. To reach the training's third goal, participants took part in a series of
multi-sensory expressive experiential activities, geared to help them reach the pain
that was hitherto locked up in their bodies and souls. It became clear that the
Tsunami victims' horror and anxiety were contagious and affected the helpers. As
often happens, exposure to trauma triggered old traumas and flooded participants
with memories of pre-disaster experiences of loss and grief. We dealt with this by
discussing issues of loss and grief in the plenary, and also by small-group
body/mind activities. Healing activities of body-work, art-work and metaphoric
story-telling Cope-cards generated many painful narratives of pre-tsunami times,
such as childhood losses, parents' death, separation from a mate, painful divorce
and difficulties in daily life. These body/mind activities enabled participants to
process the loss and separation and broke the dam of cultural self-restraint.
Participants reacted emotionally to the "permission to cry." They paired up to
create a "buddy system" for mutual support, while sharing old grief and pain with
each other. The sharing and caring allowed the expression of grief, which was then
contained and eventually transformed into helping attitudes. The non-verbal
methods included body awareness and pain release through light massage and
aromatic smells, breathing and relaxation exercises, free movement to the sounds
of music and vocal singing, art expression in colour and shape for creating personal
archetypal symbols and Mandalas.
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Picture no. 3 - Painting symbols of bringing light into the darkness

Verbal activities included the narrating of the personal trauma stories.
These narratives were elicited by the use of a special method called "COPE
metaphoric cards" (Ayalon, Lukyanova & Egetmeyer, 2000). Participants
introduced to this specially designed card deck were asked to choose cards to
portray their personal manner of coping with traumatic events in their lives.
Picture no. 4 - The cards circle

Half the cards were placed face up and half were placed face down. The
choice of the open card allowed a feeling of control and mastery, while picking up
a card at random created suspense and surprise and prompted new learning and
insight. The sharing in small groups brought forward a great number of stories of
pain and loss, some dating back to early childhood. It seems that the common
disaster triggered previous loss and unresolved grief that were elicited by the
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pictures and shared in the confidence of the group. Having unloaded the emotional
burden, participants were guided to look for their inner strength and find in the card
the image of their coping skills.
Pictures no. 5 and 6 - COPE cards for telling the trauma story

Re-narrating trauma on the road to healing

An essential component of any treatment of traumatic experiences is the
debriefing of personal narratives of the traumatic experience and bearing testimony
to the untold events (Ayalon, 2005). Workshop participants were encouraged to tell
their stories in small groups and to listen to one another with empathy, devoid of
criticism or advice. Releasing one's personal story, the horror of which was
sometimes "beyond words," was made easier through artistic, creative and
metaphoric expressive methods. It was obvious that re-narrating the trauma story
contributed to the gradual discharge of the emotional burden during the postTsunami training. Giving and hearing testimony enabled participants to cast light
on the darkness of the trauma, to reinstate order in place of chaos and confusion, to
fill memory gaps and to authenticate what had happened. Supportive listening lent
legitimization to the most bizarre and unusual personal experiences.
Tsunami stories from afflicted areas captured everyone's attention. One
participant, who in previous months had refused to talk with local psychologists
about her distress ("I was afraid that they would think that I was crazy "), described
the despondent search for her mother, whose body was discovered three days after
the destruction of her village. Another teacher shared the devastating saga of her
flight from the big wave to the nearby mountains, her feelings of anxiety and
desolation, and also her gratitude for the food and shelter local residents gave her.
A school counsellor told of the painful disenchantment after the first "honeymoon
phase of social cohesion: "The disaster brought us together and created many
instances of reciprocal help, but following the donation of money from other
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countries, suspicion and competition tore up the social fabric and the friendly
atmosphere deteriorated." A sense of hopelessness echoed in some stories: "I lost
my trust in the world as a safe place." Others expressed a collective guilt:
"…nature punishes people for destroying the environment.”
Respecting cultural diversity - Pacing and leading
Our great challenge as trainers from a foreign culture was to consider
traditional and cultural differences and the variety of religious belief systems, such
as Buddhism, Islam and Christianity, and the diversity of traditional ways of
coping. Southeast Asian cultures do not encourage expression of distress. Both
men and women were expected to avoid expressing sorrow and weeping, refrain
from discussing the disaster and endeavour to return to "life as usual." These
cultural norms conflicted with our basic (Western) assumption about the
importance of emotional discharge and personal expression. We had to be sensitive
to the possibility of conflicting messages that could confuse our trainees. Our
solution to that dilemma was to employ the Eriksonian method of "pacing and
leading" (Rossi, 1986). "Pacing" or "joining" is a method of effective
communication that enables the therapist to meet the clients within their own frame
of reference, join them in their distress and understand their perspective from
within their culture and their experience. "Pacing" relies on language, tone of voice
and body language to create affinity, understanding and confidence. Once this is
established we start "leading," suggesting new ways of expression and conduct that
help release participants from being stuck in the aftermath of their traumatic
experience. The technique of "pacing and leading" employed in a cross-cultural
situation demands that trainers pay special attention to participants' non-verbal
expression. "Pacing and leading" serves helpers to establish supportive contacts
with varied populations of victims and survivors.
Coping Resources
The central axis of our "helping the helpers" training was the theory and
practice of "positive psychology" that focuses on natural resilience and coping
resources. We stress people's innate or acquired ability to manage stress and crisis
and to turn distress into an opportunity for growth. We applied this approach to the
Tsunami workshops, using the multi-dimensional model of coping resources called
" BASIC Ph " (Ayalon and Lahad, 1991; 2000; Lahad & Ayalon, 1994) used in
training helpers and therapists throughout the world ( Rosenfeld, Caye, Ayalon &
Lahad, 2005). " BASIC Ph " identifies six "coping channels" that together form the
spectrum of coping resources: Beliefs channel, Affect (feelings) channel, Social
channel, channel of Imagination and Creativity, Cognitive channel of logic and
thinking and Physical channel of bodily activity. We apply this model (Ayalon,
1992; Lahad, 1993) with families, groups and communities during and in the
aftermath of personal or communal trauma, in situations of uncertainty, loss, anger,
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aggression, and vindictiveness (Ayalon, 1998).
The following are examples of the variety of coping channels emerging from
responses to the question "what helped you most during and after the disaster?"
Belief in God or in supernatural powers:
"At the time of the Tsunami I was praying in the mosque. The wave arrived
abruptly, flooded the street, circulated the mosque and did not touch it. A
miracle happened and I was saved."
Affect and expression of their feelings:
"There was a session where I experienced an immense feeling of pain inside
me. It’s hard to explain. Even after you share your feelings with your friends,
at the end of the day you stay alone with your thoughts. That’s why this
workshop was very important for me: It allowed me to deal with my own
feelings, so later I could help other people.” It was especially valuable to help
heal those who will, in turn, try to help others overcome the trauma they
suffered.
Social skills:
"I volunteered to help people who were hurt. Their suffering was much greater
than mine. By helping others I helped myself".
Imagination:
"Do you want to know how I was saved from death? As I was drowning I
imagined a strong rope in the water. I seized it and pulled myself up. I was
saved, in spite the fact that there was no real rope in the water".
Cognitive solutions, search for information and understanding:
"Two weeks after the Tsunami I could not fall asleep. So night after night I
searched for information about Tsunami on the web. Then I started visiting
schools and sharing my newly acquired knowledge. That is why they sent me
to this training.
Physical activity:
"I had to immerse myself in the hard work of cleaning up the debris after the
storm. This was the only way I could manage my anxiety and sadness."
Another teacher said: "Working with children, I succeeded in calming them
down by engaging them in vigorous movements until they tired, sat quietly,
breathed deeply and relaxed.”
There is no one single appropriate method of coping for all situations, all people or
all ages. Each person, family, and community has their specific combination of
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coping channels that constitute their basic coping language. The effective way for
the therapist to help is to join the victims' basic language, and then guide them in
developing additional coping resources. Dr. Amporn Sornprasit of Prince Songkla
University, our local partner in organizing the workshop, summed it up: “Only now
we understand that we, in Thailand, need to be prepared in the event of another
crisis. Here we are training the new cadre of helpers and teach them how to assist
victims and their families.”
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Chapter 3

From Improvisation to Accepted Practice: Communities Cope with
Terrorism by Preparation, Intervention and Rehabilitation
Mooli Lahad and Uri Ben Nesher
For many years now, both international and Israeli literature on emergency
preparedness has related in most cases to the ensuing results, costs and physical
damage of the incident, whereas human behaviour is mentioned as only a marginal
aspect of this preparedness. In addition, the topic is usually addressed from an
organisational-command perspective. At best, the people involved are viewed as
innocent victims, and in the worst cases as an unruly rabble, liable not only to get
in the way, but also to disrupt government efforts to minimise damage, rebuild
infrastructures and restore order as quickly as possible (Ben Nesher et al, 2003).
The fact that the affected public (a term that in our opinion is preferable to
"victims," which has morbid connotations) functions according to different
rhythms during different stages of the disaster is understood as an obstacle to
returning to "business as usual." Initially the population reacts more quickly than
the authorities do, because it reacts immediately to what is occurring. Later on its
rhythm slows down, as the residents gradually become aware of the extent of the
blow and the personal, family, economic and psychological significance of the
disaster. This gap is an obstacle for organisational psychology, one that obstructs
decision makers' attempts to plan for emergencies and crisis.
It may be surprising to learn that in January 2002, within four months of
the Twin Towers disaster, when the clearing of the debris was still at its height,
insurance companies had already assessed the damage at $19 billion. However, this
calculation of the damages incurred neglected to take into account the long process
of emotional rehabilitation, treatment of the families of the affected public and of
those who experienced the terrible disaster firsthand, as well as those in the outer
circles of vulnerability.
The studies that survey emotional responses tend to emphasise their
pathological aspect. In fact, according to Israel Health Ministry estimates (Ben
Gershon, 2003), in some cases the ratio between physically injured and
emotionally reacting individuals can be as high as one to 15-20. Following the Iraqi
missile attacks on population centres in Israel during the Gulf War in 1991,
Solomon reported that 70% of the affected public were psychologically affected
(Solomon, 1995).
On at least two occasions, North revealed a rate of post-traumatic
responses ranging from 30-50% among those exposed to various (natural and manmade) disasters (North et al., 1992, North et al., 1999). In our opinion, these data
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distort the overall picture and create confusion between symptoms and functioning.
Does any literature exist that points to a world-wide or even local epidemiology of
post-traumatic response on the part of the masses whose ability to function as a
community has been adversely affected for many years? On the contrary, in a
critical review (Ozer et al., 2003) claim that "between 50%-60% of the American
population will be exposed to traumatic events, but only 5%-10% will develop
PTSD."
There is some concern that various experts among mental health
professionals are "prophesying doom" to decision makers, loudly proclaiming
hither and thither in interviews to the media about the consequences of traumatic
distress reactions following exposure to disasters and describing them as a
phenomenon that affects vast numbers of people. If the syndrome is mentioned in
its broader sense (not necessarily as deriving from terrorism-related disasters), we
believe that data should be supplied about the general effects on the population. For
example, it could be mentioned that the cost of not treating all of those with posttraumatic syndromes can be as high as three billion dollars (Kessler, 1997). In our
opinion, non-specific reports and panic elicit at least three responses from the
authorities:


A request for de facto proof that the masses are panic-stricken and
overwhelmed by fears and are dysfunctional;



Coming to the conclusion that if the phenomenon really affects
such a large portion of the population, then perhaps it is actually
the norm, not an anomaly; or



A request for treatment designed for a mass audience, as opposed
to expensive and ongoing individual treatment.

The danger also exists of over-generalising the preventive approach. The
preventive approach presents a well-ordered ideology that rests on an analogy to
preventive medicine, but with scant evidence of similar effectiveness. With respect
to disease control via the development of various inoculations, scientific evidence
shows that diseases can be eradicated or controlled. If they do emerge, their spread
can be curtailed with clear and vigorous measures, so that they do not develop into
a widespread epidemic. An illustrative example was the SARS epidemic in 2003,
when an international effort to curtail the epidemic included such measures as
insisting that suspected carriers be quarantined, monitoring the body temperature of
international travellers and having them complete medical questionnaires before
disembarking from aeroplanes.
With respect to psychological prevention, on the other hand, there is some
doubt as to the effectiveness of the programs. An example is Garland's report about
programs for suicide prevention (Garland et al., 1989). Those who believe in
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primary prevention (and the authors of this article are among them) claim that in
the absence of these programs, the phenomenon would be more widespread.
However, we do believe that they must assume the burden of proof.
The concept of "preparation" has often been understood as primary
prevention the purpose of which is to prevent the development of a disaster and on the level of wishful thinking - perhaps even the very occurrence of a disaster.
This chapter relates to preparation on two levels: preparation for the prevention of
psycho-social morbidity and preparation in the sense of preparation of responses
from the system that will reduce damage in the wake of an emergency (i.e.
mitigation).
In this chapter we will present a community perspective regarding findings
on the individual level. The goal is to inductively understand the social/community
significance of these findings by relating to the extent of the identified distress, its
duration and the amount of time that passes until it dissipates. We will also survey
the most current literature on resilience, which describes what has been found to be
effective in helping families and communities to cope with disasters. The last
section of the chapter will focus on the various systemic models that have been
developed in Israel since the 1980s in response to the needs of the population
during emergency situations. It will also indicate those areas not currently covered
by those models. Based on this analysis, we will propose a multi-dimensional or
meta-model as a basis for future responses. We will also provide recommendations
for maintaining and developing community resilience, in light of the research and
current practice in this field.

Community implications of research findings about reactions to disasters
In a critical review about the influence of disasters on populations, Norris
et al. (2002) surveyed 80 disasters that affected 50,000 people. Two-thirds of those
surveyed reported posttraumatic reactions, while more than a third reported
depression, anxiety and stress, and in a few cases, panic. About ten per cent
reported health problems and psychosocial problems. The authors concluded that
the more resources lost in the disaster (regardless of their sources), the greater the
psychological stress. Psychological resources such as optimism and a sense of
being in control are liable to collapse during an ongoing disaster. Social resources,
especially unity and a sense of social support, are greatly affected by the results of
a disaster and their loss is a decisive factor, which affects the mental health of the
victims.
There is a significant increase in symptoms related to Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder among those who were in close geographical proximity to a
disaster. These include: hyper-arousal, irritability, invasive memories of the event,
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sleep disorders, depression and sadness. These symptoms decrease with the
passage of time, but to a lesser extent than with other less-exposed populations, and
there are many cases in which the severity of the symptoms does not lessen over
time (Shacham, 2000).
There are also reports of a rise in complaints about various aches and
pains, eating disorders, increased alcohol consumption, smoking and drug abuse as
well as a general sense of insecurity (Pfefferbaum et al., 1999). Behavioural
variables of distress following a disaster that have been identified through research
include absenteeism from work and school; avoidance of public places, travel and
modes of public transport; and hostile behaviour and violence directed at
minorities.
As mentioned previously, in most cases the post-traumatic symptoms fade
quite dramatically in the first few weeks or months following the event, unless the
damage is so extensive that the individual or community is unable to recover. Such
extensive damage would include the injury or death of loved ones and especially
children or youths (Sela, 1996) or when there is severe collateral damage, such as
the destruction of community infrastructures – houses, buildings and more.
To sum up, following a disaster one may expect immediate psychological
and somatic reactions that in the vast majority of cases will decrease within days. It
thus follows that the provision of basic coping tools, such as emotional first aid
within the family and community, is likely to provide help that is sufficient for
most people. On the systemic level, advance preparation of training programs in
the media can provide an immediate response to these reactions. From a psychiatric
perspective, it is advisable to identify at-risk populations in advance and to provide
them and their families with the tools to cope with a potential worsening of their
situations.
Family resilience as a component of community resilience
The family is a significant unit within the resiliency preparedness concept.
Resilience programs in the US focus on working with the family and the
educational system. However, a small number of investigators have defined and
investigated family resilience, and as is apparent from the following, the overlap
between community and family resilience is not coincidental. McCubbin and
McCubbin (1993) define family resilience as characteristics, dimensions and
components within families that help them to be resistant in the face of disruptions
resulting from change and to demonstrate the ability to adapt when faced with
crisis situations. Based on a survey of the research, Patterson (2002) indicates a
number of factors that can provide families with emotional protection in times of
stress:
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A. Unity. A strong sense of family unity helps to protect the family from the
consequences of significant stress.
B. Adaptability and the ability to sustain its identity in the face of danger.
C. Communication. Extreme stress can affect the communication within a
family, especially with respect to expressing feelings or refraining from
expressing negative feelings because they may contribute to family
pressures. Such "reservations" in communication decrease the family's
ability to adapt and remain united.
D. Attribution of meaning. Families forge and attribute meaning to disasters,
thus influencing their familial worldview. The meaning attributed to the
disaster will affect the manner in which the family copes. Resilient families
believe that they have the ability to cope, to adapt and to overcome
obstacles and they view the difficulties as a family challenge. An example
of a worldview that can help a family to cope is religious belief, which
gives meaning to the suffering.
E. Psychosocial variables that affect the ability to recover. Families that are
isolated, poor, older, dependent on others or members of a group that
does not speak the local language, homeless families or illiterate
families are all likely to suffer more. Families in which a relative has
died or become handicapped also tend to recover more slowly
(Rosenfeld, 2005).
In summation, the family is an important mediating variable with respect to
its members' ability to cope, as well as an important unit to relate to for the
implementation of primary prevention. This includes the preparation of basic
equipment and food in the event of emergency, an evacuation plan and a plan for
maintaining open lines of communication in the event of a disaster.
A community encounters disaster
The concept of community is defined in a number of ways in the literature,
for it is used in various contexts. There are territorial definitions, as well as those
that relate to groups of people who share a specific interest, belief, language or
culture (Galbraith, 1990; Magrab, 1999). Community provides a sense of identity
and a foundation from which to relate to a shared history and tradition. Community
has defined boundaries that indicate who belongs and who does not, and how one
can become a member (Gordon, 1997). During emergency or disaster situations,
communities may be a source of support for those who are injured, as they provide
necessary resources such as emotional support, shelter, food and money.
Communities may also be a source of additional stress, when they categorise
certain sources of assistance as "good" and others as "bad," thus preventing their
members from receiving assistance from some sources.
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According to Gordon (1997), a high-powered community process called
fusion occurs during a disaster. During large-scale disasters, this social
phenomenon will encompass the entire community, whereas in the case of a
localised disaster, the process will occur only in the area of the disaster. Individuals
quickly create "legacies" about the disaster and survival that include symbols,
memories and ceremonies. They function with minimal conflicts and a sense of
shared destiny, and focus on helping each other while temporarily ignoring the fact
that have been "victims of bad luck."
Community needs take precedence over individual needs. Sometimes the
residents must pay the price of loss of privacy and the pressure to make a
demanding, long-term personal commitment to the community that takes
precedence over family obligations.
The closeness and sense of unity that ensue prevent the inclusion of those
"who weren't there," regardless of whether they are strangers or locals. At times
this social phenomenon may lead to a rejection of external assistance, to an
incorrect assessment of the strengths of the community and above all to a disregard
of the needs that actually necessitate seeking outside help. Since such a situation of
social fusion cannot meet long-term rehabilitation needs. Three forces work against
it:
I.

The transition from survival mode to a rehabilitative mode that
necessitates a different structure

II.

The community structure that was in place before the disaster,
comprising organisations and systems, , seeks to return to its predisaster state, and this includes those residents who were affected to
a lesser extent. The great challenge is to tailor the services and
systems to the new situation, while preserving the organisational
structure to facilitate the achievement of objectives. In addition, the
residents' feelings of togetherness and their sense that as a united
front they can overcome all obstacles during the fusion period may
cause them to see the organised rehabilitation efforts as dry,
insensitive bureaucracy. This is intensified by the juxtaposition with
their sense of unity and group cohesion that prevailed during the
time of crisis.

III.

Community members' emotional response. As time passes old
conflicts arise and new ones emerge, such as when community
members become aware that different individuals were affected to
varying degrees and that people have different needs.

The rehabilitation of a community always involves more than simply a return to
the way things were before disaster struck. According to Gordon (1997), the
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necessary strategy is to develop a new vision for the future. The new vision should
relate to the event as a historical fact. It should encompass the developments since
the time of the event, and should as much as possible synthesise and rebuild
whatever was damaged/destroyed via new initiatives in an attempt to create a
shared program for all community members (Gordon, 1997).
Risk factors for psychosocial morbidity in the community
Disaster research indicates that risk factors for the community are similar
to those for the individual. The literature mentions a number of these, as follows:
A. Ongoing exposure to traumatic events is liable to cause significant
damage to infrastructures, which impedes rehabilitation. It can lead to
uprooting, resettlement or long-term unemployment as well as
massive destruction of property. A disaster can damage the identity
and even the structure of a community.
B. Repetitive incidents. Communities can rehabilitate themselves when
there is a belief that they will return to normalcy and to their regular
routines. But this is not the situation when the community is located in
an area that is prone to natural disasters, or when the community is
experiencing prolonged civil war or terrorism (Williams et al., 1999).
C. Events that embody the intention to cause disaster. In communities
that live with the sense that disaster is deliberately directed at them,
there is a greater risk of intensive mourning and acute traumatic
responses (Gurwitch et al., 2002).
D. Disasters that cause physical and psychological damage are more
likely to affect communities as a whole than those that only cause
damage to property.
E. Events that destroy or damage supportive community infrastructures:
Events that cause extensive damage, like the Chernobyl disaster,
earthquakes that cause widespread damage and death and civil wars
cause such serious damage to service infrastructures that citizens tend
to lose their faith in the system's ability to protect them.
F. Lack of co-ordination and competition between different community
bodies. This situation derives from the expectations of community
organisations that they will receive praise and prestige for their efforts
following a disaster (Granot and Brander, 1987). Kaplan (1973)
describes the "overwhelming desire to help" phenomenon that occurs
when helpers rush to meet certain needs, while other vital - but less
dramatic - needs are completely neglected.
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Community resilience
Community resilience is defined as a community's ability to "stand firm" in
the face of potential loss of life or when recovering from loss of life/damage (Ben
Nesher, Lahad, and Shacham, 2002). Community resilience is also the sum of a
community's efforts to take focused action that combines both the personal and
collective ability of its residents and institutions, and responds efficiently to
changes in the security, social or economic situation in order to influence the future
course of the community. (Peled, 2004). Resilience is also a facet of a community's
ability to absorb a tragic blow and return to a normal routine, even if it is a new
routine (Rosenfeld 2005; Raphael, 1986). Ben Nesher, Lahad and Shacham (2002)
distinguish between hygienic community resilience factors and motivational
resilience factors. Hygienic resilience is defined as the resilience of measures, such
as security or social measures that are provided to the resident by the authorities.
Motivational resilience is defined as those same activities and services that increase
the residents' ability to help themselves. Motivational resilience factors are intercommunal and derive from individual and community functioning in a given
situation. Six potential motivational components have been defined:


Awareness of threat and/or a situation of distress - attribution of
significance;



Need/drive to function despite the prevailing situation transforming of crisis into challenge;



Internal locus of control - self efficacy and a sense of forging the
future;



Belief in the ability to cope - sense of capability;



Community cohesion, unity and identity - a sense of belonging to
the community; and



Commitment, steadfastness and persistence - the drive to achieve
objectives and demonstration of endurance.

In summary, despite the fact that following a disaster the vast majority of
the population functions well with respect to coping with loss, bereavement,
disaster and destruction, most of the professional literature continues to focus on a
clinical picture concerned with individuals as opposed to the community.
Klingman (2003) comments, "Researchers who focus on the individual approach
stress the psychological trauma and its long-term influence. However, researchers
who relate to disasters from a community perspective reach a different conclusion.
In their opinion the psychological effects of disaster generally prevail for only a
short time, and then pass" (p. 145).
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Indices and characteristics of community resilience
Granot (2003) proposes three categories of indices that influence
community resilience during disaster:
A. Criteria related to the community's background: the average number
of people living at home; the level of unemployment in the
community relative to the national level; the budget for emergencies.
B. Criteria related to the critical incident itself: the length of time
between the warning and the occurrence of the event; the immediacy
of the danger, timing (time of day); the intensity of the danger and
the management skills of those in relevant positions.
C. Influencing factors: the immediate, identifiable influences of the
disaster on the community and its members.
Granot proposes accumulating two categories of data to determine
the level of community resilience: quantitative and subjective. Quantitative
data include:
1. Political criteria – local, in terms of the deficit in the local budget; the
efficiency level of the local government, etc.
2. Professional level – for example, the level of education of the
teachers; and the number of social workers relative to the number of
dentists, where the former indicates the weakness and the latter the
strength of the community.
3. Informal relationships within the community – for example, the
balance of emigration and the rate of population exchanges per year;
the level of non-independents among the population; and the level of
preparedness for emergency in terms of the extent of allocated
budgetary and other resources.
Granot lists the following under subjective data:
Social network and mutual support - for example, the number of families that a
given individual visits; satisfaction with the place; the level of emergency
preparedness of educational, community and local authority services.
To provide information for community systems, Lahad (1999) created an
observational questionnaire to formulate a comprehensive picture of community
resiliency measures. This questionnaire is based on the integrative resilience model
originally developed for individuals and families (Lahad, 1997). This model is
known as the BASIC Ph model (Ayalon and Lahad, 2000, Lahad, 1993)
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The model provides a summary, from a meta-perspective, of the resilience
theories and research over the past three decades and distils it into an integrative
model that describes the components of resilience and coping in individuals and
systems. The clusters that were identified by Lahad are organised in six groupings,
as follows:
1.

Belief - beliefs and values, self-image, hopefulness, meaning and
mysticism;

2.

Affect - personal and interpersonal emotional resources, verbal and
non-verbal resources;

3.

Social - components of assuming a task, a sense of belonging, the
desire to be part of a group and to function within it and for its
benefit, drawing strength from belonging to a system and an
organisation;

4.

Imagination - characterised by use of fantasy, distraction, creativity,
improvisation and humour;

5.

Cognition - logical, realistic, characterised by a need for knowledge,
gathering and processing of information, thoughts about alternatives
and priorities, learning from others' experience, rational thinking and
ability to plan independently; and

6.

Physiology - "doing", activity, somatisation, rest, relaxation and
more.

The dimensions examined in the questionnaire to evaluate community
resilience include:
The Value and Belief System. For example: Is the community identified
with a specific ideology? In recent years has it been actively involved in
political/ ideological issues? Is there an archive where the history of the
community is housed? What is the degree of respect accorded to different
cultures and traditions within the community?
The Level of Interpersonal Emotional Relationships in the Community and
General Concern about Emotional Wellbeing. For example: Do the
residents trust each other? What is the nature of the atmosphere in the
community – anger, panic, hostility, trust in strangers? Do community
members celebrate together? Grieve together? Organise commemorative
events together and support each other in times of crisis?
The Attitude to the Social Organisational Component. For example: Is the
elected leadership accepted? Does an alternative/historical leadership
exist? Is the community socially and culturally homogeneous? Is it
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homogeneous with respect to age groups? What is the level of involvement
in helping others on a daily basis? How high a priority is it? How many
elderly, children and other groups are there that require special attention?
The Creative/Aesthetic Sphere. For example: How much does the
community invest in public places and to what extent are they aesthetically
pleasing? How many initiatives (private or public) for such community
projects have been undertaken recently; in previous years? Is there
investment in the artistic and decorative aspects of community events?
The Thought, Planning and Organisational Spheres and Learning from
Experience and Applying Lessons Learned. For example: How structured
is the organisation of the community? Are there written procedures for
various topics (such as a code of regulations, etc.)? Do community services
exist (such as a cultural centre, health funds, pre-schools, schools, local
grocery stores)? What is the maintenance level of the private homes in the
community; the public buildings? Is there a model/code for procedures in
the event of an emergency? Are there drills of these procedures and if so,
are they evaluated so that conclusions can be drawn and procedures can be
changed accordingly?
Physical and Recreational Activities. Are sports events held (such as
marches, competitions)? Is there sports equipment in the community (such
as a swimming pool, gym or playing fields)? Is it used?
The resilience profile of a community is based on an analysis of those
areas in which there are activities and involvement. Those areas with significantly
high levels of activity are identified as the resilient modes of the
community/organisation. As such, the preliminary intervention in an affected
community should both focus on and be based on these modes, whereas the
rehabilitative interventions, whose goal is to develop areas where resilience is
weaker or undeveloped, should be undertaken at a later stage.
Israeli models for community coping with crisis and catastrophe and
strengthening community resilience
There are various Israeli models for community assistance and support that
are designed to minimise damage, provide assistance to communities and restore
their ability to function in the event of a catastrophe or an emergency situation.
This section surveys a number of models that have been developed since the early
1980s. by the Community Stress Prevention Centre's work in building the
Emergency Preparedness Model for Kiryat Shmona (Shacham, et al., 2003)
A model for local authorities specifically for isolated settlements or for regional
councils under threat is called Community Emergency Teams (CETs), (Cohen &
Gilad, 1997) (also presented below). The Home Front Command's Model for
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Assistance to the Population (Ben Nesher, Gidron and Sha'anan, 2003) is
presented, as is "The Diamond Resilience Model" for developing systemic,
organisational and family resilience (Ben Nesher, 1985) as well as an additional
model for community resilience centres. All the models listed share the same basic
assumptions:


Citizens have resources. It is important to identify them in
advance, to direct them and to activate them so that they will
facilitate functioning in the event of an emergency, or, as the
Home Front Command puts it "to help them to help themselves"
(Ben Nesher, Gidron and Sha'anan, 2003, p. 13).



The local authority is charged with the responsibility of providing
residents with assistance in all areas. This generally refers to
psycho-social assistance.



The local authority should be responsible for the professional
spheres, which it is better suited to handle than are outside systems
such as the army or the central government. The local authority
should have responsibility for providing for the population’s
ongoing needs for logistic and psycho-social support and should
set up information centres.



Following the initial shock reaction, most people respond
logically, recoup their strength and act to save themselves and
those close to them. "Basic, direct, accessible assistance and the
encouragement of natural support systems (extended family,
friends, community) can create significant, positive change in
coping with the difficult reactions inherent in such events."
(Ya'acov 1997, p. 8)

None of the models surveyed here provides a response to a scenario where
there is a chemical or biological disaster or to a disaster that destroys the
infrastructure to a very significant extent and causes the deaths of hundreds or even
thousands of people (such as an earthquake). In other words, Israel does not yet
have models for community intervention beyond those that relate to the level of
local authorities. In addition, there are no models for implementing the transfer of
responsibility and treatment to the citizens themselves following an expectation of
difficulties on the part of central or local government to provide a "personal"
response to the problems of the individual.
A new trend that has not yet been tested in the field is the model of a
community resilience centre that was proposed by the Ministry of Welfare (2003)
and will be presented at the conclusion of the following survey.
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The Community Emergency Team Model (CET). This model is based on the
assumption that there may be disaster scenarios in which some time may pass
before the regional authority will be able to send assistance. This time lapse may be
critical, certainly from logistic, defence and health perspectives, and in different
scenarios, such as loss or siege, even from educational and psycho-social
perspectives. The teams are comprised of volunteers from the
settlement/neighbourhood, both professionals and non-professionals, who organise
to manage the settlement in the event of an emergency. Their tasks include
assuming responsibility for crisis intervention and control, identifying affected
individuals, operating internal support systems and implementing community
rehabilitation programs. In order to carry out these functions the Community
Emergency Teams comprise: a team leader; an individual responsible for security
who works with designated security volunteers; an education centre with
accompanying educators and volunteers; a nurse or doctor from among the
residents (if under routine conditions the staff at the local clinic are not residents of
the area); a logistics team to deal with immediate problems pertaining to water,
electricity and infrastructures; community and welfare volunteers (usually social
workers who are residents of the neighbourhood but aren't necessarily employed by
the local authority); information centres and spokespeople. Each team defines its
tasks and responsibilities and implements them under the guidance of a coordinator from the local authority. The team is constructed of small groups or links
that are spread out over the neighbourhood.
During an emergency a headquarters team convenes to activate the volunteers in
the neighbourhood in co-ordination with the headquarters of the regional authority
and other external elements, such as the home front, police, ambulances etc.
Preliminary data exist for the reactions of the CET volunteers to conditions
of repeated, ongoing terrorist attacks. Brander (2001) surveyed the functioning of
volunteers from 40 settlements in Judea, Samaria and Gaza after 2-4 months of the
Palestinian Uprising (the Al Aksa Intifada). Findings showed that 94% of those
interviewed expressed general satisfaction with the functioning of the system, but
53% showed signs of burnout and fatigue. Most of the symptoms were manifested
in a decrease in the ability to function as part of the emergency team, emotional
and physical fatigue, an increase in the amount of time required to get organised,
difficulty in fulfilling all the required tasks, physical and emotional stress, and
reduced attendance at group meetings and activities. The reasons supplied by the
team members for the preceding were: a team member who had moved away from
the neighbourhood, absence of a clear work structure for a situation of "ongoing
emergency", ongoing stress and pressure, fatigue on the part of the rest of the team,
apathy on the part of the residents and a decrease in cooperation. Brander's central
conclusion was that the difficulties discovered derived from the fact that the CET
teams were built according to an "isolated-event" model or a model where there is
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a series of emergency events, separated by significant periods of time and taking
place on different settlements. In practice, with the outbreak of the Al Aksa
Intifada in October 2000, the members of the CET teams dealt with ongoing,
overlapping events in which members of their communities were killed, often
numbering among them children and infants. This situation placed a heavy burden
on the volunteers and contributed to serious burnout.
Community Resilience Centre Model – Ministry of Welfare (October 2003). This
model is proposed in response to the need to cope with ongoing stressful situations
with a view "to developing and advancing community activities, to improving
resilience, and to treating crisis situations from an interdisciplinary vantage point,
that seeks to galvanise a community's potential and to encourage residents to act to
change their situation, to take responsibility, to be active participants and to help
themselves and others to develop coping resources under the direction and
supervision of the welfare services in co-operation with other bodies” (p. 5). The
centre is intended as a focal point for the amassing of resources and for coordination between official bodies and local, regional and national voluntary
organisations. The centre is meant to be active in two areas: 1. Treatment of the
population in crisis. 2. Improvement of community resilience and unity by
recruiting and activating designated target groups and volunteers. The community
resilience centre will house an interdisciplinary assistance centre and the following
task forces: a security committee, community development teams to provide
physical/psychological support, an emergency/trauma treatment team to treat
special needs groups, absorption, community information and communication, an
economic/social team, a fund-raising team, an educational team, a cultural and
leisure team and a training committee.
As stated, this model attempts to respond to the need to both preserve and
develop ongoing resilience, as opposed to only relating to resilience in the context
of the aftermath of a disaster. The model leads to empowerment by bringing
together and co-ordinating between the social and educational community
resources and combining them with the additional layers of the economic systems
and voluntary bodies.
Beyond Improvisation
A survey of the scientific literature presented above indicates the need for
preparedness to advance the resilience of communities under attack. However, in
the absence of empirical research on the effectiveness of the preparations, we can
only use the experience accumulated to date to ascertain the minimum
requirements for an effective preparedness program, the principles for their
differential application, the research needs in the area and which indices are
relevant in order to develop the subject. The models developed in Israel are mainly
directed toward two scenarios: a local emergency scenario (a contained act of
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terrorism, a local industrial disaster or a traffic accident) or a war scenario, in
which the entire country is recruited for a war waged on a distant front. Four years
of ongoing terrorism in Israel and the disaster that occurred in New York in
September 2001 have altered the distinction between the home front and the
"traditional" front. These years have made it clear that there is a need to relate to a
third, complex scenario in which one event or a series of events are engendered
with the purpose of sowing death and undermining the psychological well-being of
the citizens of a country.
When confronted by such a complex and vague scenario, one has no
choice but to integrate the existing models into a meta-model comprised of
independent and semi-independent units ranging from the level of the family unit
to the level of the apartment building or neighbourhood (similar to the CET
model). This should be done via an interim structure comprised of local units
capable of managing and providing assistance on the level of a number of
neighbourhoods (similar to a local administration), a cluster of settlements
(community emergency team in regional councils) and above these, units on the
level of geographical districts or bureaucratic districts that can manage themselves
with minimal assistance from the central government. On this level it is necessary
to co-ordinate between local and higher levels regarding food, fuel, water,
transportation, health, education, and even internal security. The starting point for
all levels of preparedness must be unity, as all these models rest on local resources.
It is important to remember that individuals have good coping abilities, and this
message must be conveyed in advance.
In our opinion, starting from the level of disaster preparedness, it is
important to stress that one of its important goals is the creation of an infrastructure
for a dialogue and familiarity between the different partners that provide
interventions and are involved in the aftermath of a disaster. It is also important to
emphasise that, despite meticulous planning and preparedness, there will be times
when reality will dictate changes in the contingency plan. Therefore, the population
should be assured in advance that this in no way indicates failure, but rather an
acknowledgement of the limitations of the ability to predict all the possible
repercussions of a disaster. Our experience shows that the more possible scenarios
are developed, the better the integrated preparedness of the emergency
headquarters. Another widely held conclusion is that the free flow of information
and real-time updates to the members of the affected community are vital to ensure
the co-operation of the residents and their ability to follow instructions.
Consequently, a community emergency plan must include preparation of
the media for scenarios in which they will function as a main source of guidance
for citizens. Beyond logistics, it is important to focus on preparedness with respect
to recouping lost resources, especially resources of social and psychological
support. Since all the models emphasise confidence in the coping ability of the
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individual and the community (which is far more important than the quality of the
coping), it is essential to prepare the leadership with the help of the media to
provide empowering and reassuring activities. It is important to ensure that the
citizens of the affected community believe that they are capable of helping
themselves and their families and that additional assistance from the authorities is
available to them, should it be needed.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Most disaster research concludes that the vast majority of residents of
communities affected by disaster recover quickly and that only a minority is
affected over time, to the extent that it is unable to function normally. We are of the
opinion that the risk factors for ongoing psychological disorder are usually known
and at least partially identifiable prior to the disaster (at-risk populations), and
subsequent to it (based on the extent of the damage). One neglected research area
that in our opinion is also very important to develop is the study of community or
national resilience. An example of a subject for future research in this area is the
study of the relationship between resilience within the family unit as a basic social
unit and the resilience of the community as a whole. It is difficult to plan a study
during a period of emergency. Consequently, it is important to develop readily
available research tools that can be activated within a reasonable period following
the occurrence of a disaster. Developing tools to evaluate community resilience
will facilitate controlled assessment of the effectiveness of the models. Since
disasters are rare occurrences, simulations may be used as research models to
assess the preparedness level.
Of course one could easily imagine differences of opinion with regard to
the role of the media during emergency situations (raising morale vs. critical,
reliable reporting). However, one must consider the opportunities of the media to
have a constructive influence on the functioning of the community during a crisis
and on a community's perception of its own resilience. This subject is in its
infancy, so planned and focused co-operation between community welfare agencies
and the media during times of emergency cannot be taken for granted. However,
Lahad (1997), Ross (2003) and Ben Nesher (2001) have developed a model that
focuses on the community information and communication teams’ ability to
effectively utilise the resources of the mass media to transfer information and guide
and instruct the public during disasters or emergency situations. Of course, to
implement such a model one must first identify the common interests of the media
and of those who provide assistance to the public during an emergency.
This chapter is mainly limited by the absence of any reference to disasters
that we have not yet encountered. We have no experience with chemical, biological
or nuclear disasters. Disasters such as these are liable to damage extensive
infrastructures (for example, through ecological pollution), to cause widespread
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outbreaks of disease and mass fatalities, and to cause long-term disruption of the
central government's ability to function. Such a scenario could significantly
challenge all the existing knowledge in the field of community coping and
resilience. To plan for such eventualities, the bulk of the responsibility should be
transferred to the general population. In the framework of this kind of
preparedness, sources of local assistance and knowledge should be identified and
organised in advance, basic survival skills training should be provided for the
general population in complex circumstances, and the use of readily available,
home-based measures for preliminary defence should be encouraged. To this end a
program should be developed in the spirit of Churchill, who promised the British
people during World War II that their response to the enemy would be comprised
of "blood, sweat and tears.” The population should be prepared for scenarios in
which the citizen is master of his/her own fate.
An interesting attempt that demonstrates a possible direction for assistance
in a disaster of apocalyptic dimensions is described by Ayalon et al (2004). She
describes optimum usage of a small group of experts in Turkey following the 1999
earthquake. A small team of experts from CSPC used the "Cascade Model.” The
initial group of local professionals was 90, out of which 20 expressed their wish to
become trainers and supervisors in the rehabilitation period. The contract was that
these 20 would train 12 each and these 12 would treat at least 20 people, thus with
20 trainers they managed to outreach to over 4,500 affected people. This same
model was employed in Sri Lanka following the Tsunami of 2004. However, in Sri
Lanka the local trainers were made up of more then just educators or psychologists
They included medical doctors, psychiatrists, nurses midwives, health officers,
social workers, teachers, principals, community workers and monks. The concept
was that the trainers themselves would create an interdisciplinary group and
develop an integrated community approach.
Programs for community preparedness in the event of disaster must take
into account the conflict, which will face numerous volunteers and helpers over
who is responsible for which tasks. In the event of an apocalyptic disaster, such a
situation could completely disrupt both the preparedness plans for emergencies and
the ability to cope (Lahad and Ben Nesher, 2000).
The maintenance of voluntary emergency systems over time in the absence
of an actual state of emergency is a process that leads to attrition of enthusiasm and
preparedness and is likely to minimise the effectiveness of the system in the event
of an actual emergency. The challenge facing us in this age of global terrorism is to
create speedy models for the strengthening of community resilience and then to
upgrade the ability to cope after an attack. We propose an integrated model for the
development of systemic, self-initiating community resilience, which we call the
Integrative Resiliency Model (Ben Nesher and Lahad, 1997). This is a synthesis of
the Diamond Model (Ben Nesher 1990) and the Integrative Resiliency Model
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(BASIC Ph) (Lahad, 1993). The Diamond Model identifies four primary resources
for the building of operational resilience: internal locus of control, self-efficacy,
commitment and cohesion. The unique contribution of the Diamond Model is in its
insight that within an organisation (which is comprised of people) there exists a
complex dynamic of processes. These contribute to operational resilience on the
one hand, and exposure to pressure and threat from the surrounding environment
that weakens resilience on the other.
Thus, to develop organisational, operational resilience (community
resilience) requires that assistance be provided to the organisation coping with the
difficulties and challenges that emerge, which are caused either by external factors
or are the result of processes within the organisation itself. The creation of
operational resilience is a continuous and dynamic process that is constantly
updating itself in relation to the status in the community of each of the four
preliminary categories (internal locus of control, self-efficacy, commitment and
cohesion). The combination with the integrative BASIC Ph Model (Lahad, 1992)
facilitates early identification, also referred to as prevention, or immediate
identification, also referred to as mitigation, via the individual coping profile of
individuals in the community. This helps to direct the intervention by focusing on
the identified coping abilities. The building of a coping resource profile for the
individuals in an affected community can help to identify various resources, even if
they are of differing strengths. The person providing the intervention can choose
different channels for interventions based on an assessment of the available
resources and thus can encourage a renewed galvanising of coping abilities. The
integrated model facilitates identification of the appropriate "codes" for the
community and the individuals within it. The synthesis between the two models
enables the matching of interventions to each community unit (from the individual
to the organisation) by adopting the approaches and tactics that increase its chances
of successfully coping with difficult situations. A schematic description of the
model is provided in Diagram 1 below. A necessary condition for utilising the
integrated model is the creation of the awareness of threat (a partial neutralising of
the denial) with which the community must contend. The advantage of the
Diamond Model is apparent in the fact that each of the four preliminary categories
of the sources of operational resilience is expressed in an operational form that
facilitates identification of overt behaviour and the expressed values of the
individual or organisation. On the one hand, the individual providing the
intervention is offered criteria for identifying the principal codes for the sources of
the coping resources that can be applied and brought into action (BASIC Ph). On
the other hand, we believe that the Diamond Model can be applied quickly by an
intervention team assisting a population under attack both during an event and
subsequent to it. The proposed model also facilitates application in the process of
building future coping abilities.
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The Integrated Model -Sources of Resilience - Synthesis of the BASIC Ph and
Diamond Model

טבלה
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This model has been used in different circumstances, mainly in the wake of disasters
and crises including terrorist bus bombings in Jerusalem (No. 18 bus) and in Tel
Aviv (No. 5 bus); terrorist explosive devices in Tel Aviv (Café Apropos) and in
Jerusalem (the Ben Yehuda Pedestrian Mall and the Mahane Yehuda Market); the
helicopter disaster in Sha'ar Yeshuv; and the settlements on the front line in Northern
Israel after Operation "Accountability" (1993) and "Grapes of Wrath" (1996). The
model was also applied in situations of tension resulting from threat and uncertainty.
These included the settlements in the Golan Heights following the declarations that
the Heights would be returned to the Syrians; settlements south of Mount Hebron
and other settlements in Judea, Samaria and Gaza following terrorist attacks on the
residents; and various organisations against a background of decisions to apply
"recovery plans" that would involve reducing work forces and firing employees.
The main result of applying the intervention model was apparent in the
ability of people and organisations to function despite pressures and hardships.
This was accomplished through effective multi-dimensional coping with the crisis
to the extent of creating a new situation that allowed the participants to achieve
their objectives despite the losses and difficult experiences that they encountered.
As stated, there is a pressing need for evaluative research to expose the proposed
intervention concept to objective scrutiny.
To summarise, we would like to focus on a number of operational
recommendations for community teams during the stages of preparedness and
intervention for disasters and emergencies. Our experience shows that the
following are important:


To instil a social-community approach in all models of
intervention following disaster;



To assist in the creation of a professional social-community team
in the framework of a decision-making headquarters;



To assist in the defining and mapping of target populations, to
identify their various needs, to develop responses and approaches
for effective coping with the new situation and its implications;



To assist in identifying coping resources and applying them, while
creating opportunities for recovery, rehabilitation and renewal on
the levels of the individual, the family and the group;



To strengthen the administrations, the reciprocal relationships and
the co-operation between the social-community systems and the
defence and economic systems;
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To facilitate the smooth functioning of, and circumstances
permitting, to assist in the preservation of the family, social
community and organisational frameworks throughout all stages of
the rehabilitation process; and



To recruit the mass media to help to strengthen coping efforts and
to assist them in temporarily refraining from the media’s tendency
to negative reporting and criticism that represses self-efficacy and
to discourage the media from searching for "guilty parties."



To facilitate the above the groundwork must be laid to develop the
following:



A regional/district behavioural system for intervention, support
and rehabilitation that will be able to function even in the absence
of or in the event of a delay in response from the central
government;



A local system of volunteers;



A guide for the creation of immediate-response networks of
community activists with a defined purpose;



Flexibility in providing solutions to problems;



Doctrine on the subject of the role of the local and national mass
media during and following a disaster;



Indices according to which community and national resilience may
be measured;



Protocols for assessing the efficacy of the interventions;



A standard intervention kit based on an evaluation of which basic
services are required to ensure the survival of the citizens;



Focused programs to further the concept of individual capability
and community resilience for the family and community; and



A system that supports and relates to a positive solution to the
conflict among helpers resulting from tensions about who is
responsible for which services during an emergency.
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Chapter 4

The Right to Intervene:
Ethical Questions Regarding the Disengagement
Mooli Lahad
In this chapter I wish to review, almost from a documentary viewpoint, the
process of developing preventive responses for the residents of Gush Katif (the
Jewish-held Gaza Strip communities) before their evacuation in August 2006 and
the difficulties we faced in putting these responses into practice. I will also review
some of the professional deliberations which accompanied us throughout the
process: whether to intervene at all, and if so, how; or to accept the settlers’
vehement opposition to receiving help, despite professionally held opinion on the
topic.
It is still difficult to write about the process some time after the
disengagement, when the prevalent picture is still one of severe need, as if the
question of whether to provide psychological intervention was ever in doubt. One
might suppose that just as one would not ask a drowning man if he were in need of
assistance, one ought to provide a group in imminent danger of all kinds of mental
pitfalls with psychological tools. However, does knowing the end of the tale
invalidate the person's or group's right to make their own decisions?
Can we force citizens to take preparatory psychological action for events
such as forced evacuation or disengagement? Does knowing the price one will have
to pay justify forcing help upon them? Isn’t there some kind of abuse involved
here? The settlers could very well claim: "You are not only throwing us out of our
homes, but are also forcing us to deal with the matter days or weeks before it
actually happens (if at all), while the very thought of it or even talking about it
makes us sick.” Is the doctor's responsibility to report the same as the patient’s duty
to know? Does anticipated mental damage necessitate forceful intervention? I do
not intend to lay down the rules here, but at the end of this chapter I will outline the
conclusions which seem relevant in the light of the possibility that these scenes
may be repeated in similar or other circumstances.

Some History
Towards the end of October 2004, Dr. Yael Shoshani, the head of the Israel
Psychological Association (IPA), and myself were invited to join the Council for
National Security. We were asked to participate as IPA representatives in the
professional Think Tank about the psychosocial repercussions of the
disengagement on the residents of Gush Katif and Northern Samaria. Even at that
early stage, there was concern regarding how to find a way to examine the topic
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without involving political standpoints. It was important to be optimally sensitive
to those whose lifestyle was about to change dramatically and not to be patronising,
as if to say "We know what’s best for you.” After a few Council meetings, it was
decided to set up a combined team in which representatives from the welfare
services, the Union of Social Workers, the IPA and school psychological services
would take part. I participated as the IPA representative and as advisor to the
school psychological services.
It was both an opportunity and a challenge to create a work paper giving
directives to the two disciplines dealing with mental health from an individual,
family and community perspective.
Parallel to this, we set up an IPA Think Tank, to which we invited people
who had been involved in research or intervention during the previous evacuation
of Sinai and Yamit in 1983. Prof. Amiran Raviv, Prof, Shifra Saguy, Prof. Meir
Teichman and Dr. Yossi Toubiana responded to our call. In the second stage, we
were joined by Miriam Shapiro, Head of the Samaria Emergency Deployment
Team (Mahut), Dr. Moshe Leibler from Kochav Hashachar, Gittit Goldwater from
Samaria and Eliyahu Ackerman from Gush Katif. This team's job was to provide a
formulated consensus of research and field workers for presentation to the
psychosocial committee and the policy makers.
We held many meetings, in which we heard about the frustration and the
pain arising from the lack of communication and information, even before this was
ever put into writing. We also became aware of the problems of professional
people in the field who were torn between two contradictory feelings On the one
hand, they had difficulty in accepting decisions regarding the disengagement, as
they themselves were personally affected by it. On the other hand, they felt a
professional responsibility, which compelled them to deal with psychological
preparation and preventive activities. Our overriding objective was to make it clear
to our colleagues from Judea and Samaria that we were not agents of the
authorities. Our aim was to convince them that taking correct action based on years
of research and experience in the field of prevention could minimise damage,
strengthen resiliency, locate those most in need of help and most importantly,
develop channels of communication.
By mid-December a detailed work paper had been drawn up based on the
limited research that had been done on the populations evacuated from Yamit and
Sinai. The main conclusions were that group transfer should be given priority and
that special attention should be paid to adolescents and children, emphasising that
the family as a whole was to undergo a crisis. At this stage it had already been
unanimously agreed upon not to consider the population in pathological terms, but
rather in terms of their strengths and abilities to cope with crises.
The psychosocial team made the following recommendations:
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To immediately set up a multidisciplinary information centre
independent of the Government that would be able to provide a
response in the areas of medicine, health and emotional support, as
well as financial and legal advice. This centre would also be
responsible for disseminating updated and verified information
regarding each projected step of the disengagement.



To immediately set up a resiliency centre in Gush Katif (in
Northern Samaria this had already been done with the help of
Mahut). The purpose of this centre was to channel services and
resources on several levels - community, social, educational,
family and individual - and to provide assistance regarding matters
of employment and finance.



To prepare a prevention and intervention programme for the
education system in Gush Katif and for use in schools in general.



To ensure that Gush Katif residents would be able to deal with one
authority and would not be forced to apply to several government
offices;



To hold an ongoing dialogue with Gush Katif residents, and enable
them, first and foremost to talk with the Prime Minister's Office
and the PM himself.



To ensure that the media would not depict the settlers in a negative
light, but conversely, would show their courage and deep
commitment to Zionist ideals and settlement under enemy fire;
and



To ensure that the disengagement, should it take place, should
happen in a way that would enable each child to begin learning in a
new school immediately at the beginning of the new scholastic
year.

In order for all of this to take place, it was recommended that municipality
representatives, community and religious leaders all continue to be involved. There
were many delays due to the lengthy legal process in the Knesset (Israel’s
Parliament), mainly because it took a long time to authorise the necessary funds
and legislate the disengagement law.
The Ministries of Welfare and Education were prepared to give immediate
help, and did in fact actually do what they could. However, the anger and
alienation of the Gush Katif residents made them react to any mention of
preparation and prevention as if it were capitulation and weakness, thus rendering
the ministries' recommendations almost totally impracticable.
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In practice, a number of official and semi-official efforts were made, such
as setting up a resiliency centre in Katif. Until a late stage in the process, this centre
dealt with maintaining resiliency and routine and did not take a pro-active stance.
The centre attempted to answer difficult questions regarding the future and
accompanied the ongoing situation (while similar action was taken in almost every
household in Northern Samaria).
The Educational Psychology teams, Mahut, the Jerusalem Psychotrauma
Centre and the CSPC from Kiryat Shmona carried out extensive activities in the
educational system, particularly in primary schools, kindergartens and nurseries.
These activities focused primarily on the adults in the system, giving them support
during the days when the official local policy was not to discuss the future, even
though the children were already dreaming about disengagement and were asking
all kinds of questions about what would happen.
Efforts were made to develop a dialogue with the spiritual leadership, but
this did not percolate down to the population in general. In some of the
communities, the local social services activated counsellors, who made a
considerable effort to impart a feeling of resiliency, but this was impeded by their
tremendous daily workload and by official policies.
It became apparent in closed meetings that there were individuals in all the
communities who were in dire need of help. Nonetheless, until a very late stage in
the process, it was extremely difficulty to put the various programs into operation
to help people suffering from tension, uncertainty and unbearable stress.
Throughout the disengagement process, the prevailing atmosphere in Gush
Katif was hope that the harsh decrees would be revoked. However, towards the end
there was more flexibility, which allowed contact with various agencies.
Nevertheless, it was only during the last months before the disengagement that
psychosocial volunteers began to work in the communities to help the residents
with their distress. In particular, a bridge was built between the settlers and the
professionals who would be working with them "the day after" the disengagement,
when some of them would be in real need of help.
Volunteers from Tzohar, a group of rabbis, together with other
functionaries, only began working during the weeks before the disengagement,
when there was practically no time left at all for preventive work, but only for
preliminary bridge building.
What can one do under such conditions? How does one stand looking over
to the other side of the chasm at people making an effort to pretend that nothing
whatsoever would happen, when impending crisis loomed? This was complicated
further by the fact that this stance was reinforced by social and interpersonal
pressures, both ideological and political.
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These issues were made even more acute when political stances became
polarised and questions were raised such as the legitimacy of the government to
make decisions and uphold the law. In addition, ethical matters were raised, such as
children's welfare, arresting adolescents and the threat of civil war.
How, if at all, does one circumvent such obstacles? Does our professional
knowledge give us supremacy over the spiritual and official leadership? Do we
have the right to place people in even greater conflict between their feelings, their
information and their political and spiritual beliefs? How can one pack up without
actually packing (or at least without being seen to do so)? How can one plan for the
future (including financial plans, children’s education, etc.) without accepting the
inevitable? How does one part from one’s kindergarten or schoolteacher and
friends without saying goodbye? How can one run a house in which the adults are
positive that there will be no disengagement and no need to prepare for anything,
and worst of all, where it is forbidden to show signs of weakness and where there
are young, concerned and frightened children around? How can professionals
bridge the gap between the different perceptions of couples regarding making
preparations or talking to the children? How can they stop a rift from forming in
the communities, even before the disengagement, between those who wish to be
informed about what is happening and those who have been living there for years
and consider any such action tantamount to treachery?
These questions posed serious questions for members of the mental health
professions that had never before risen on this kind of challenge. Although we had
sometimes encountered complicated ethical situations regarding an individual or a
family, in my view these were not questions that could be answered by
comparisons or precedents; they were on a different plane altogether. The
implications here did not involve the client–therapist relationship, nor did they
constitute a situation that legally demanded intervention, since there was no
therapeutic contract between the settlers and the mental health professionals.
Over the period under discussion, most of the recommendations were
based on general assessments, accumulated knowledge and comparisons with other
processes or events that had taken place at another time and place. These included
communities that had been displaced, either temporarily or for an extended period
of time, due to natural disaster or political events, and one case of a community
that had been evacuated over 20 years previously. This prior event differed
regarding the demographics of the population: their age, religious outlook and their
degree of attachment to their homes. It was difficult to compare the Gush Katif
disengagement with the evacuation of Sinai 20 years previously in light of the few
qualitative research studies that had been conducted then. Even our knowledge of
how such processes actually take place did not give us a clear picture of the overall
situation. We could not draw conclusions and make professional recommendations,
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since the population at large had no wish to co-operate with external forces, which
were identified with the dreadful threat.
Even outsiders who came to help the population cope with ongoing
uncertainty, people who identified with the ideology of the religious settlers, were
put to the test: “Are you for us or against us?” The social pressures placed on the
mental health professionals of all types actually living in the threatened
communities caused them to experience a severe emotional load and great trouble
in functioning. Their major source of stress stemmed from the conflict between
their faith in preventive work and their exposure to families in severe distress families in which the process had wreaked havoc - and their professional loyalty to
their municipality and their spiritual leaders, who opposed any show of weakness
at all. Unfortunately, psychology is still considered by many as something that
weakens rather than empowers.
It is important to remember that Gush Katif had undergone repeated rocket
and mortar attacks that had killed and injured residents. Thus, the welfare staff had
a sufficiently heavy workload dealing with ongoing mental and social problems
without the further load of the disengagement process. Perhaps no less important;
many of the Gush Katif mental health staff were residents and parents themselves.
Therefore, they were not only dealing here with professional issues, but first and
foremost with their own lives, homes and communities. From their point of view,
this was not merely their job; it concerned their own fate as well.
It should be remembered that these dilemmas also existed within the
national context, with declarations on all sides becoming more heated daily This in
turn exacerbated the anger of the Gush Katif residents and their supporters.
The situation became more emotionally charged as the government
experienced many delays, involving authorising the budget, establishing the
Minhelet (the administration that was to oversee the whole process) and funding
Minhelet activities, in addition to clarifying many unclear point of law.
Furthermore, the process suffered from bureaucratic complications (making
resources accessible, taking clear responsibility for what the residents should be
told and who should inform them). There were a lack of communication and
mutual accusations between settlers and authorities. Decision-makers suffered from
political problems.
In light of bureaucratic pitfalls on the one hand and the open resistance of
local leaders on the other, the most sensible professional decision seemed to be to
respect the settlers' wishes and the legislators' ambiguity and acknowledge that we
were unable to break down the two walls, each one higher and thicker than the
other.
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There is a certain element of professional presumption in saying, "We
know what's good for you!" But does this mean that professional knowledge has no
place at all? Is this not the central question in the ethical concept of intervention? If
someone is in mortal danger, do we have to ask him if he would like us to help
him? On the other hand, could we establish without doubt that they were in
danger? Even today, after the high price that was clearly paid due to not being
prepared and living in denial and delusion, was the pain caused by the crisis
definitely avoidable? Wasn’t that pain an integral part of coping with the losses
inflicted upon them?
In my opinion, one could not make a professional decision that would fulfil
all the requirements, nor could any objective committee provide a clear answer.
Based on the facts in the field and on a professional view that was as objective as
possible, free of any political concerns, we reached the conclusion that we needed
to act on many levels. We needed to vary our pace according to the needs of the
residents; their psychosocial situation and the extent of involvement allowed by the
official Gush Katif authorities. This pace had to be determined by consulting with
the official relevant government decision-makers (mainly from the fields of welfare
and education) and those responsible for psychosocial deployment within the
Minhelet. Sometimes this activity seemed like taking a well-equipped boat out into
a typhoon. After each huge wave, we asked if we should go on, and how, and who
would be waiting on the other side.

What was finally done?
Prevention
Activities to be carried out focused on dividing the target population into
sections and identifying the family as the central object of attention, since at the
end of the day, it was the family that would bear the brunt of the disengagement.
The type of family we could work with was one that was aware of the negative
consequences of doing nothing and that had open communication lines. This was a
family in which the parents were willing to take responsibility for their children
and involve them in the decision-making process.
In this spirit, the Mahut team in Samaria compiled the first workbook. This
team worked with the communities in North Samaria in an exemplary manner.
They went into each household, worked with the adults, the adolescents and,
through the education system, with the younger children.
The workbook was expanded by the CSPC and appeared in an extended
format, which included information regarding how to identify signs of distress. It
detailed how to deal with these symptoms, what to do when they persisted and
whom to turn to and also activities for parents and children at all stages of the
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disengagement process (before, during and after). The workbook is called "The
Coping Family" and was aimed at parents who bore the brunt of heading a family
under stress, but also at adolescents and young children who were able to read. A
special section was devoted to the legal rights due to settlers under the
disengagement; compensation law, information centres, telephone consultations on
a wide range of topics (finance, employment, welfare, etc.) and details of internet
sites and telephone numbers of government offices and other services, which
would be able to provide assistance.
It is difficult to assess the extent to which the workbooks were actually
used. They were officially rejected on the grounds that whatever had been prepared
by the "Minhelet" would never pass the residents’ doorsteps. Even the media were
not helpful in providing the workbook with a positive image; they preferred to
focus on marginal issues such as individual criticisms, rather than looking at the
larger picture. For all the reasons stated above, professionals were not allowed to
conduct even the most limited training sessions to help parents use the material.
Nonetheless, very few of the 1,500 workbooks that were printed remained
in stock. "Someone” must have taken them and it is my hope that whoever read
them was encouraged by the motto chosen for the cover "Have strength when you
go on the way…" Samuel I, 28:22.
Another effort was made to prepare a professional intervention programme
for the combined team of psychologists, social workers, teachers, counsellors,
medics, rabbis and municipality workers. The programme was built on the basis of
tools that could be tailored to a variety of groups and scenarios.
Planning took into consideration scenarios involving different degrees of
tension. These included the possibility that the communities would empty out
slowly, that there would be rapid evacuation under fire with parents bring detained,
and more. The most significant result of this work was that the team arrived at the
understanding that the most accurate model to which one could compare this
situation was a model of loss and mourning.
This theoretical understanding enabled the programme writers to free
themselves from the "common" trauma model such as that present in terrorist
attacks, and attune themselves to what was about to happen in Gush Katif. This
distinction enabled us to understand a relatively new situation in which the enemy
is not a clearly defined external body upon which it is easy to project all the world's
evils. This time we were talking about "the enemy within.” The cost of this
situation was much more complex. The settlers might have said: "The same
soldiers and policemen who have protected me until now are the ones who will
harm me. I'm now harbouring strong feelings of resentment and anger against
them, but right after the disengagement, I will have to change my attitude again and
view the soldiers and policemen as those protecting me from evil.”
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Hindsight reveals that the major damage to the army stems from the
unfortunate fact that it is no longer taboo for a youth to attack a soldier or to
destroy military equipment. For some youngsters, the army is perceived as alien
and hostile, whereas in the not-so-distant past, the army was a body to be admired
and one that even offered a career to the ambitious.
The kit prepared for the professionals conceptualised the general issues of
stress, anxiety, crisis, loss and mourning, adapting the material to the current
situation, while building possible scenarios and recommending ways for the multiprofessional team to act. Each member of the team had a specially designated role
in each of the scenarios, and suggestions were made for co-ordination at various
professional and administrative levels.
This effort was also only of limited effectiveness. The reasons were mostly
bureaucratic: co-ordination problems between the different professionals working
in Gush Katif, who were overloaded beyond their capabilities, and organisational
problems of the authorities who were supposed to receive the evacuees, mainly due
to the fact that it was unclear where they would actually go (apart from Ashkelon
and Beersheva). In the end, the training sessions were conducted and the multidisciplinary teams were prepared and dispatched to all the hotels and locations to
which the evacuees were to be sent.
Activities in the field
Various activities in the fields of welfare and education were performed
throughout Gush Katif. Teams of volunteers from local authorities in Judea and
Samaria accompanied the families. At first this was on a limited level, but as the
date drew near, these people took heavy and significant professional responsibility
and worked to empower and give mental support. Even though the official message
was "business as usual," the special ties they formed with the population proved
effective during the disengagement and the afterwards. However, even today it is
difficult to appraise the mental toll these professionals had to pay, both in terms of
emotional upset and challenges to their faith.
The "organisational consultants” were another professional group that was
active in the field. Some of them accompanied the settlements for a long period
before the disengagement, while others started only shortly beforehand. These
consultants’ activities were partially funded by the "Trauma Coalition" and their
task was to accompany the community emergency teams and the families in the
various decisions that lay before them. A relatively small group of clinical
therapists were also active for a short period.
Other Circles of Vulnerability
Further efforts were made to prepare the hospitals, which were to receive
any people injured during the disengagement from both sides of the fence. Here
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also deployment was planned taking into consideration that this was not a terrorist
incident (even though some forecasted a large number of casualties). It was
assumed that the emotional state of those sent to the hospital emergency room
might interfere with medical treatment, therefore it was arranged for two separate,
distant points to receive the injured.
The fact that this unique situation involved existential questions and
political viewpoints raising strong emotions, combined with the concern of some of
the helpers for the wellbeing of their own families, made us ensure that the helping
teams focus their attention on hospital staff, but also on themselves. We did this
bearing in mind that "there would always be tomorrow." For this reason we
endeavoured to enhance inter-personal patience and tolerance.
There was also a preparatory process involving the Ministry of Welfare, in
which social workers, probation officers and child welfare services were made
aware of the possibility that adolescents would be sent to detention centres or that
children would be separated from their parents during the disengagement. The
Ministry of Absorption trained workers to accompany groups and individual new
immigrants who were living in the communities earmarked for evacuation. The
police also supplemented their support services for policemen participating in the
disengagement. However, to the surprise of some but not to those who work with
communities in crisis, the main source of help given and accepted by the evacuees
came from volunteers. In the time it takes a bureaucratic system to receive the
information, process it and then react, volunteers are already on the scene doing
valuable work. (This is so even though in some circumstances there is the danger
that a "bear hug" from the volunteers may prevent the evacuated residents from
being active themselves.)
Even though this phenomenon was well documented and referred to in
mitigation plans, there was no structure set up to receive the volunteers, build an
overall picture together with them and mobilise them accordingly. What actually
happened was that there was fierce competition between the authorities and the
volunteers, which disappeared on occasions when volunteers took over complete
control from the authorities, who relinquished responsibility for the fate of the
evacuees. Volunteers are vital for community recovery, but the central government
should never abnegate its responsibility to those whom it has decided to eject from
their homes.
But all that we did still wasn’t enough
Did any of this help? Is this how we should act in future if we ever face a
similar situation in Judea and Samaria? Do we as mental health professionals have
answers to all or even part of the questions raised here? Are there other questions?
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Rejection of our offers of preventive work and a lack of practical
experience and professional leadership on the one hand, as well as a lack of
authorisation to deploy it as needed on the other, all led the process to the edge of
disaster. The local authorities were insufficiently prepared to provide immediate
accommodation in order to safeguard the resiliency of the family unit, and were
unable to supply employment for the hundreds of adults who were uprooted
overnight, made redundant and bundled into temporary accommodation.
However, the major crisis was not one of finances or of accommodation.
Unfortunately, as we had predicted, the major damage was borne by the family
unit. The disruption caused to parental authority and the authority of the adult
world in general, the exposure to interpersonal tensions between parents and
between parents and children (especially adolescents), mutual accusations
regarding the intensity with which one should conduct the struggle at the time, the
intense anger at people's cowardice and utter helplessness, the loss of community,
the anger at the leaders' loss of face – all constituted a severe threat to the mental
health of the evacuees.
Mental health professionals conducted research on the settlers both before
and after the uprooting. The questions may be asked: “Will we have the courage
this time to examine the mental and social cost of the disengagement?” and “Will
we be capable of considering this cost in terms other than political ones?”
It seems to me that we must immediately begin developing a serious
dialogue between mental health professionals, leaders of the settlers' communities,
spiritual leaders and local political officials regarding the vast responsibility
involved in the decision to delay mental preparation on the grounds that it is a
weakening factor. As mental health professionals, we must place ourselves under
scrutiny and insist on our viewpoint in future crises. Work teams must be set up to
confront government officials and the media. This must be done with the intention
of building a process in which professional recommendations are accompanied by
an intense public discourse that puts our viewpoint to the test in the light of the
lessons learned from the evacuation of Gush Katif. It is important that we conduct
a dialogue with mental health professionals from the population under threat and
that we strengthen them. Thus they will succeed in expressing a clear professional
stand from a position of internal strength and will be able to turn to their fellow
professionals as a source of support and clarification. It is extremely important to
improve the image of mental health professionals and reinstate them into the good
graces of the population and its leadership. This should not depend on religious
allegiances, but rather on professional qualifications. Just as one would not choose
a doctor due to his beliefs alone, we hope to emphasise that professional
consultancy is neither "mercenary" nor subject to manipulation of any kind. Our
professional abilities, recommendations and viewpoint are based on knowledge and
experience. We must make this clear to the authorities, especially the army. The
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public lauded the mental preparation that army personnel underwent before the
disengagement, but what about the follow-up afterwards? We are talking about
young soldiers who were forced to cope, but not with an enemy. They were
showered with terrible insults and were forced to withstand extremely stressful
situations. Here too, our efforts to invest equal resources in preparation and followup afterwards did not bear fruit. One can assume that the violent reactions that we
witnessed in Amona in February 2006 (when the Government decided to demolish
illegally built houses) were a direct result of the fact that the experience
accumulated during the disengagement had not been processed. The outrage and
frustration expressed at Amona was met by disproportionate force on the part of
police and soldiers.
Work of the nature requested by the Council for National Security initially
necessitates convincing national policy-makers to adhere to professionally drawnup guidelines, rather than acting as if they did not exist - or even worse - working
in complete contradiction to professionals’ recommendations. In order to achieve
such a situation, there should probably be a wide coalition of mental health
professionals, and funding should be allocated for developing these programmes. It
seems that volunteers have hardly any status and are lacking the power to influence
officials or decision-makers. Similarly to the evacuation of Yamit, bureaucrats,
politicians and other interested parties acted out of populist motives based on
emotional blackmail and political bullying. They claim to act in the best interests of
those they place in dire straits, but in fact their actions only increase distress and
suffering.
The notion that behavioural science can be put to use in planning,
alleviating suffering and promoting rational, balanced and well-thought-out action
is still alien and surprising to decision-makers. It is no wonder, then, that the results
of a legally sanctioned action have turned out to be the focus of discussion in the
law courts, mental health clinics and all other places to which the evacuees are
turning for help.
This chapter has no pretensions of being based on research. It rather
presents the viewpoint of a professional observer who has been accompanying
crisis situations for over 25 years. This viewpoint allows a heuristic examination of
processes and developments over time. However, this does not mean that serious
research isn’t necessary. We must attempt to learn from the lessons of the past and
conduct a multi-dimensional and multi-disciplinary investigation in order to reach
conclusions and make recommendations. Thus it will be possible to develop ways
of planning for future crises on the one hand and using this knowledge to
rehabilitate those affected by the current process on the other.
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Chapter 5

Parenting under Stress: Parents Develop their Children's Resiliency
Mooli Lahad and Nira Kaplansky
Background
Between January and April 2002, there were 102 acts of terror in Israel.
Television broadcast non-stop news flashes full of horrific pictures of these terrible
incidents, which had not always been edited, nor were they the sort of pictures we
would like young children to witness. Places of entertainment were empty and the
atmosphere of anxiety in Israel was one in which people would not indulge in
activities which until recently were considered perfectly normal, such as travelling
on a bus or going to a cinema or restaurant.
The project described here, "Parenting in six channels," was developed by
CSPC as a response to the wave of the second "Intifada" (the uprising of 2000),
which brought terror into every household in Israel via the media. It caused real,
prolonged anxiety and fear and affected the daily functioning of many of Israel's
citizens (Bleich, Gelkopf & Solomon, 2003).
Based on Lahad's (1992) BASIC Ph model, the CSPC developed tools
which would prevent stress, intervene in emergencies, treat and help victims of
disaster and teach self-help towards reducing tension. These activities were aimed
at all sectors of the educational system, the welfare service, the psychological
services, the Ministry of Health and municipal services. Our attention on psychoeducational guidelines focused on identifying existing coping skills and adjusting
them to the current needs of both the helper and the person to be helped.
Why Parents?
Over the last 25 years, the CSPC's regular "target audience" were the
people who work with the population in general, namely teachers, social workers,
health workers, emergency workers and volunteers. They learned about prevention,
intervention and recovery in emergencies, disasters and situations of uncertainty
(Lahad, 1999).
One particular "profession" - parenthood - has no union, compulsory
training courses or guidance and supervision. It could be said that parenthood
combines something of all the above mentioned professions with whom we have
worked over the years. It may be that they are all derived from the task of
parenting, the primal vocation that is focused on protecting, nourishing and
healing.
Our thanks go to the NY Jewish Federation who funded this project and to the ITC.
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Sutzkover-Cohen (2002) claims that there is no argument nowadays about
the importance and centrality of parenting in children's and adolescents' proper
physical and psychological development. Parenting is the central feature in the
social structure of many societies and cultures. Defective parenting is one of the
major sources of violence, addiction, anxiety, depression and under-achieving in
children and adolescents, even after they reach adulthood. Good, nurturing
parenting, based on love, commitment and investment, is a significant asset for
children, parents and society as a whole (Sutzkover-Cohen 2002).
Quite often, parents themselves are in distress and cannot function at their
best. They are in distress because the sources that are supposed to nourish their
resources as parents are poor. These parents discover that there are different points
of view regarding the task of being a parent. Some of the parental strategies with
which these parents are familiar, such as beating their child, strict discipline and
withdrawing love, are no longer acceptable.
Sagee (1998) claims that most Israeli parents acknowledge the centrality of
the emotional needs of their children and really wish to fulfil them. However, there
is much research that shows that there is a significant gap between what the parents
intend to do for their children and what they actually do provide. Even educational
frameworks such as schools consistently ignore the emotional needs of their
learners, despite all their good intentions.
The behavioural sciences teach us how people use survival mechanisms in
order to save themselves from danger. Only a few theories consider the fact that the
person under discussion may well be a parent, probably of more than one child. In
times of threat, he or she would try to assure the safety of their child and only
afterwards would they try to take care of themselves (Lahad & Ben Nesher 2005).
Ensuring the physical safety of one's offspring is an instinctive response, and over
the years this reaction has developed further to cover the mental health of one's
offspring in extreme situations.
"Six-channel parenting" was developed as a response to requests from
parents all over Israel to help them cope with the prevailing atmosphere of terror.
This encompassed the huge quantity of information and horrific pictures streaming
into the eyes and ears of children and the concern that this situation would be
psychologically detrimental to young children, while the parents would be poorly
equipped to help them (Pfefferbaum et al., 2001).
Stress and Routine: Two different languages
When we started setting up the parents' groups, we were beset by many
doubts. Our experience and that of others points to great difficulties in getting
parents to come to more than a once-off meeting. Fortunately this was not the case
for "Parenting in six channels". There were many requests from the field. In
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addition,, the number of parents coming to the groups, new parents who joined in
at the second meeting in a large number of groups, the need for new facilitators for
a second and third series of meetings in many places and an unending stream of
thank-you letters obliged us to try and understand what it was about the content and
structure of this project which made tired and busy parents come out to take an
interest, learn and apply the material.
Ayalon and Lahad (2000) claim that the human creature makes an effort
throughout his life to cope with stress and despair. This process builds up the
individual's coping style. However, acute crises characteristically increase feelings
of uncertainty and threaten one's sense of continuity and one's ability to predict
how they or others would behave. According to Ayalon and Lahad, humans are
aware of their mortality, but they defer this awareness until they come face to face
with death. This kind of confrontation floods the individual with all his suppressed
fears and interferes with his ability to function for an unforeseeable period - at
times short-term and at times long-term. (Ayalon & Lahad, 1996). The events of
the Intifada that broke out in October 2000 and resulted in 1,000 deaths and
thousands more wounded in Israel, caused the issue of personal vulnerability and
daily exposure to life and death matters to affect each and every Israeli resident.
Suddenly the defence mechanism of denying our own deaths was put to the test,
due to the inability to say: “That won’t happen to me.” Furthermore, a parent
couldn’t say: “That won’t happen to my child,” since so many children were in fact
killed and wounded on both sides. This direct threat to the life of both parent and
child turned the parent from a protective figure ensuring the child’s safety into an
anxiety-ridden figure who was often helpless.
Even though in ordinary life many parents enlist strengths and creativity in
coping with challenges of uncertainty and fear, here many of them felt helpless and
impotent when attempting to ensure the safety and security of their children and of
themselves. The parent’s role of identifying symptoms of distress in their children,
and restoring their sense of security and routine in ways commensurate with the
mechanisms that dictate behaviour in times of ordinary crisis, seemed at times to be
unbearably difficult.
Working with so many parents taught us that parents see themselves as
socialising agents in the most general sense: their job is to convey to their children
knowledge, resources, love and security, thus ensuring their future place as adults
in society. Since the Western society in which we live tends to negate the
possibility of disaster, death and pain and avoids thinking about them in hope of a
good life, parents don’t present their children with the possibility of disaster, crisis
or stressful situations. Parents often find themselves facing such a situation with
the feeling that they do not know how to act “in front of the children,” how to
explain, how to find the right words.
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The “Parenting in six channels” workshop aims, among other things, to
teach parents to identify the ways in which children say what is bothering them and
how they experience stressful situations and difficulty, in addition to the ways in
which children cope with stressful situations and how adults do so. But especially,
the workshop’s purpose is to give parents a rich toolbox filled with highly
accessible and easily applicable tools and methods, so that they will be able to use
them in stressful situations, without feeling isolated in their attempt to determine
the right thing to do.
Coping: The BASIC Ph Integrative Model
The BASIC Ph Integrative Model was developed by Lahad in the 1980s
(Ayalon & Lahad, 2000). The model describes six clusters of coping resources that
are activated by human beings at times of stress, uncertainty and crisis. In
situations of pressure, different combinations of coping styles will appear. We will
offer a generalised description (stereotype) in order to demonstrate the main
characteristics of each component. Following is a summary of the model:
B=Beliefs : People of the this type will rely on beliefs, values and a search
for meaning in order to direct and guide themselves through times of stress and
crisis. This not only involves religious belief, but also political positions, credos of
one kind or another or a sense of purpose and mission, such as the need for selfrealisation and strong expressions of the ego, self-direction and focus of control.
People of this type are likely to rely on hope, optimism (or pessimism) and
fatalism, in addition to mysticism and the employment of ritual.
A=Affect: Other individuals employ an emotional coping style. They tend
to use expressions of emotion, such as crying or laughing, anger, happiness and
sadness. They tend to ask for emotional support from others or express themselves
through non-verbal means, such as drawing, reading or writing.
S=Society: People of this type are characterised by a social coping style.
The individual receives support from belonging to a group, assuming a role or
being given one and from the feeling of belonging to an organisation and a
hierarchy and “locating” himself in the social order.
I=Imagination: This cluster of coping reactions typifies people who use
their imagination to ameliorate difficult reality. They employ creative activity or
distraction (such as watching entertaining programs on television, daydreaming and
immersing themselves in pleasant thoughts). These people will distract their
attention by using guided imagination or will alternatively try to imagine additional
solutions to the problem that are a departure from the facts through using
improvisation, humour and creativity, which include trying to imagine how things
will look in the future.
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C=Cognitive: There are people whose preferred coping style is to employ
thought and intellectual mechanisms. Cognitive strategies are typified by collecting
information, problem solving, directing self-thought, constructing programs,
learning by experience, looking for “alternatives” and listing priorities.
Ph=Physiological: People of the bodily-physiological type are those who
cope and react mainly by means of the body, that is, physiologically, i.e., through
physical reactions and feelings. Their ways of coping with stress are divided
between focused activity whose aim is to restore the balance or solve problems by
initiating activity or by unfocused activity whose aim is “activity for activity’s
sake.” In this cluster it is also possible to find both relaxation and rest. The coping
language of these people includes meditation, sports activities, eating, sleeping and
at times a tendency to somatisation.
It is obvious that every person uses more than one cluster, and the unique
combination of coping clusters of every individual constitutes his own “coping
language.”
Learning this model gives parents the ability to decode the coping
resources they activate when under pressure and also those of their children. This
understanding adds to the parent’s sense of control and his or her ability to react to
the child through control rather than lack of control.
The model aids parents to understand behaviour as a means of
communication through which they can identify the manner in which their children
try to cope with the situation. Parents who had learned the model reported that
understanding it allowed them to see the child’s “negative” behaviour under
pressure as his attempt to cope with the situation (even if this attempt was not
successful). As a result, they stopped interpreting behaviour as “problematic,
antagonistic or stubborn,” an interpretation that would naturally turn interaction
into a closed circuit of anger and frustration for both parent and child.
During the “Parenting in six channels” workshops, the model was
presented to the parents and they were shown how to identify their own and their
children’s coping styles. The parents reported that they were quickly able to
identify their children’s different styles at times of pressure or uncertainty. In
addition, they found that they were capable of easily identifying their own personal
style when they had to cope with pressure. They also developed awareness of the
similarities and differences between their own styles and those of their children.
Parents’ behaviour and group interventions
Today’s family structure isolates parents from support and from the
communal behavioural model that was at parents’ disposal for hundreds of years,
when large families lived together in close proximity. Isolation from the extended
family causes parents to feel lonely and lacking in role models to learn from.
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Intervention groups, then, can replace the community that has been lost due to
industrialisation and modernisation, and to give parents the opportunity to receive
social support and also the understanding that they are not alone in the decision
making involved in good parenting (McCubbin, Cauble & Patterson, 1982).
Research shows that families at all stages of life can identify various “defensive
variables,” components that contribute to family resilience. Among them can be
listed financial security, mutual support among family members, a feeling of
control, the amount of time spent together, the commitment of the husband or wife,
their employment status, the feeling of family solidarity, and more. This perception
changes according to the family’s life stage (the stage when the children are of
kindergarten age as opposed to the “empty nest” stage, for example) and also
according to ethnic characteristics. But the component that families at all stages of
life consider central to their resilience is community support.
Wolfson et al (1992) showed that by means of a community program that
trained young mothers, it was possible to change sleep patterns in infants. WebsterStratton (1999) pointed out that it is possible by means of community intervention
to change parents’ behavioural patterns and considerably strengthen co-operation
patterns of school-age children. Forgatch and De-Garmo (1999) demonstrated that
it is possible to improve parenting patterns of single-mother families that are
defined as being at risk by means of group training. The goal of this training was to
avoid decline of mother-child interactions, thus avoiding incidences of violence
and coercive behaviour on the part of the mothers.
Gross et al. (2003) found that parental group intervention resulted in more
benefits in lessening coercive behaviour on the part of the parents and in the
improvement of behaviour in children who were identified as having behavioural
problems than group intervention by caregivers only. The best result was observed
in hostels in which training was given simultaneously to caregivers and parents.
The workshop’s structure
The “Parenting in six channels” workshop was conducted in the framework
of four meetings of two-and-a-half hours each, and was geared towards parents
from various populations all over Israel. The project was designed for parents who
had nothing in common except for the fact that all of them had experienced
parenting under the security situation that was and still is prevalent in this country.
At the first meeting, the parents became acquainted with the multi-faceted BASIC
Ph Integrative Model. The rest of the meetings focused on activities geared to
personally experiencing every coping channel or cluster in the model. This was
meant to allow the parents to enlarge their reaction arsenal within the channel they
experienced in their children, assuming that remaining in an activated channel
would be more efficient than moving to a channel that was not activated at a given
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time. At the completion of the different experiments, the parents were given the
opportunity to contemplate how available a certain channel was to them as parents
and to their children.
At the second meeting the parents were made familiar with some basic
principles for identifying the child’s present state and gradually and slowly
planning how to calm him down. The technique was based on intervention
principles formulated by Milton Erickson (Rosen, 1982) and it was practised at the
rest of the meetings as necessary. Every parent received a pamphlet that included a
detailed description of the model and a large number of suggestions and activities
to do with their children, which were organised according to the various coping
channels.
At the third and fourth meetings, the parents tried out activities in the areas
of the body, intelligence and emotion and activities from the sphere of beliefs and
social activities. These activities included drama, drawing and imagination. The
workshop did not deal with estimating parental ability or effectiveness and did not
put the parents to the test or criticise them. This was due to the basic assumption
that the current threatening situation and parents’ and children’s reactions to it were
normal reactions to an abnormal situation. Since none of the parents were referred
to the workshops as “patients,” it was possible to start off from a positive position
similar to Winnicot’s (1971), which stated that “most parents were good enough
parents.”
The workshop focused, then, on a “tour” of all human coping resources in
order to become acquainted with them and to learn what could facilitate our own
and our children’s coping. We encouraged the parents to try out various methods at
home and share their experiences with us at the following session. In this way we
learned together what worked and what needed improving, updating or changing.
When the parents encountered any kind of difficulty, we tried to understand the
event together from the point of view of the model. For example, a daughter was in
the emotional channel and her mother suggested that she transfer to the imaginative
channel. Perhaps the mother should first of all have made an effort to join her
daughter in the emotional channel and calm her down within that channel.
Evaluation
The evaluation of the project was conducted by means of individual
questionnaires. At the first meeting, even before getting acquainted, a pre-learning
questionnaire was distributed. At the last meeting, before the concluding round,
another evaluation questionnaire was passed out. Every questionnaire included
twenty questions through which we tried to learn about the demographic aspects of
the participants, what they had learned, what they had internalised and what they
had applied as a result of the workshop.
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Demographic background
Ninety-nine percent of the participants were women, mothers of children
between the ages of a year and ten years, and the average age of the youngest child
in most of the families was two years old. Many were native-born Israelis, and
others originated from all the countries of immigration to Israel. Their level of
education and degree of religiosity represented the entire range – from those
lacking in education to university degree holders, from secular participants to ultraOrthodox Jews, Arabs (including Muslims and Christians), Bedouin, Druze and
Circassians.
The population included one-parent families, new immigrants, well-to-do
parents, parents from depressed areas, parents who spoke various languages,
parents of a first child and parents of eight or ten children, parents practising the
free professions and unemployed parents. They all signed up for the workshop due
to the same anxiety and the same feeling of responsibility: to protect their children
from the psychological burden of traumatic events, to strengthen and expand their
coping resources and their psychological resilience.
The deployment of the workshop
Until September 2005, more than 180 workshops were conducted, in which
more than 2,000 parents participated. The workshops took place in all parts of the
country: in Sderot and Gush Katif; in Homesh and evacuated settlements in
Samaria, Judeah and Mateh Benjamin; in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Haifa and Netanya;
in the Jezreel Valley; on the Golan Heights; in moshavim and kibbutzim in the
South and in the Galilee; in Arab, Druze and Circassian settlements; in ultraOrthodox sections of Safed and in secular communities such as Rosh Pinah and
Metulla.
Groups of parents ranged from sets of parents who knew one another
through kindergartens or schools in the settlements to parents who had read a
notice in the newspaper, had been referred by the community centre or had
received recommendations from parents who had previously taken part in the
workshop. The workshops were led by 24 group leaders who had undergone
special training for this workshop and were generally of the same background as
the participants (religious or secular, speakers of the same language, residents of
the same town, etc.)
Findings
The findings presented here are drawn from 2,000 questionnaires that were
completed before the first meeting and at the end of the last meeting.
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The exposure level of the participants
The exposure level was measured, as the professional literature (PatHorenczyk et al., 2003) indicates a significant correlation between exposure level
to traumatic events and the development of anxiety or post-traumatic symptoms.
From the findings that were collected throughout the workshops, we learn that 76%
of the parents who joined the groups lived in a city or settlement that had been
affected by at least one terrorist incident. Approximately 60% of the parents who
participated in the groups had a family member, acquaintance or neighbour who
had been injured, killed or wounded in a terrorist incident before the beginning of
the workshop. An interesting finding was that about 37% of the participants
reported that they were at the location of an attack or nearby when an attack took
place. About 23% reported that they should have been at the place where the attack
occurred and weren’t there due to random circumstances (a near miss).
Secondary exposure, but with the potential to affect the mental health of
adults and children, is exposure by means of the media (Pefferbaum et al., 2001;
Ross, 2003). This type of exposure was found to be very high. As many as 96% of
the participants reported that they were exposed to horrific scenes of terrorist
attacks in this way. Geographic proximity was also found to be a predictor of the
appearance and persistence of post-traumatic symptoms (Shacham & Lahad, 2004;
Klingman, 2003). As stated above, geographical exposure to catastrophic events
occurred to 23% of the participants. Social-family closeness and a “near miss” are
among the best-known types of exposure as a source of anxiety and even
symptoms of post-trauma. About 60% of the participants met this criterion. It may
be assumed that these exposure levels were among the factors that motivated
parents to join the workshops, despite their fear of leaving their homes.

The influence of the workshops on the parents
The questionnaires were especially constructed for the workshops and
measured the change or lack of change in the parents’ knowledge regarding coping
with stress, the level of understanding of this knowledge and its significance,
acquisition of intervention tools and the level of application, the subjective anxiety
level of the parent and the children as a result of the security situation, and the
personal exposure level to traumatic events. In addition, the level of satisfaction
with the workshop was examined and the parents were requested to evaluate the
amount of use they would make of the tools they acquired in the workshop in the
future. The answers were given on a scale of 1 to 5.
On the first questionnaire, the parents were asked to estimate their anxiety
level and that of their children. If on the first questionnaire parents tended to see
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their children as more anxious than they were (“I’m here because of my child.”), on
the final questionnaire the parents were more willing to admit to their own anxiety.
From the results we can learn that the workshop did not change the threat
level that parents feel in light of the security situation, but it did change parents’
awareness of their anxiety level. The findings were analysed by means of the
Spearman Correlation. We found a strengthening correlation between the parents’
anxiety level and that of the child as was reported by parents at the last meeting
(0.495) as opposed to their report at the first meeting (0.408).
Table 1 -The Spearman Correlation for the examination of anxiety level of the
mother and the security situation and between the level of her children’s anxiety as
a result of the security situation, according to type of meeting (first, fourth)
Number of
meetings

1

4

How much my
were under child(ren)
stress due to the
security situation in
Israel
How stressed I am due to the
security situation in Israel

.408**

Number of replies

1074

How stressed I am due to the
security situation in Israel

.495**

Number of replies

230

p<0.01** p<0.05*
A possible explanation for this is that under the influence of the workshop, parents
became more aware of their own anxiety level and stopped projecting in onto their
children. As a result, they attributed a lower anxiety level to their children and a
higher one to themselves than that reported at the first meeting.
This finding is familiar from other studies, which indicate that workshops
that empower people under pressure allow participants to admit that it exists,
resulting in enlisting conscious resources for coping with it (Lahad & Abraham,
1983).
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“Knowledge,” “Application” and “Understanding” variables
Additional issues that were examined were the knowledge level regarding
strengths, the ability to identify coping resources and the ability to apply what was
learned in the workshop. There was an increase in the average of the “Knowledge”
measure surrounding concepts of strength and coping, from 3.34 to -3.98
(Sig=.187). In addition, an increase was found in the “Understanding” measure.
This measure was made up of all the questions related to ways of applying the
knowledge that was acquired and the willingness to apply it (3.53 to - 405.)
(Sig=.000). We found an additional significant increase in the “Application”
measure, which measured the amount of use made of the skills that were learned in
the workshop between the meetings and the willingness to use them in the future
(3.52 to-4.06) (Sig=.000).
In an examination of the questionnaires that indicated the greatest
difference, the differences between the findings of the first and last meetings were
calculated (the average of the fourth meeting minus the average of the first
meeting). Among the three questions that displayed the greatest difference, two
questions were found regarding “Knowledge” (“I know what coping resources are”
(0.64-) and “I know what coping resources my children activate” (0.64-). But the
greatest change was recorded for the “Application” variable: (“I do activities with
my children in order to teach them additional coping methods” (0.71-). These
findings can indicate that parents made a connection between learning content and
acquiring practical tools.
The amount of parental competence as a result of the workshop was not
only measured by questions of application, but also by questions regarding the
sense of helplessness or loss of control and the negative interpretation of children’s
behaviour. For these three variables, the difference between the findings of the first
and fourth meetings were calculated (the average of the fourth meeting minus the
average of the first meeting). From an analysis of the findings, it is possible to see a
decreasing trend: helplessness (0.12-), “control of my children” (0.14-) and
negative interpretation of coping methods (0.24-), as stated above.
From this it is possible to conclude that the workshops were perceived by
the parents as a source of strength and security, of lessening parental helplessness
and expanding the possibilities of interpreting children’s behaviour and
understanding it.
The increase in the level of knowledge and understanding regarding
concepts of strength and coping (0.64-) indicates that it is possible to help parents
understand their role as developers of psychological strengths in their children.
This situation is encouraging in light of the fact that during the groups, participants
often expressed despair, helplessness, frustration and a feeling of failure due to
their inability to protect their children from shocking information and its import. A
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good deal of the time, the discussion centred on parental responsibility to prepare
the child for situations of coping with pain and sadness. The parents reported that
the workshop taught them that protecting the child is made more effective when the
parent conveys a message of belief in the child’s coping mechanisms and abilities.
The protection that children receive from surrounding adults is far more effective
than withholding information from them (Grotberg, 1977). The parents reported
that the children also reacted positively to this new approach and co-operated fully
with the parents when it came to strengthening the children in their own coping
methods.
Parents reported orally and in writing that they had learned to identify the healthy
strengthening mechanisms of their children and to respond to them, while trusting
in the fact that these mechanisms were proper for the child at a given moment.
They also reported that when they identified that the immediate reaction of the
child was not calming him down or helping him to come to himself, they employed
“joining” and “leading” techniques. In this way they succeeded in penetrating the
jumble of emotions/reactions and reaching their children and when necessary
leading them without confrontation towards various other ways of coping. This
ability appears in parents’ reports as greatly lowering their sense of helplessness,
and it was also found that the chance of their using violence as a reaction to a
frustrating situation was also respectively lessened. It seems to us that by teaching
parents how to learn from their children regarding their coping styles, we gave
them a key strategy that would remain with them a long time after the workshop
ended.
Although we conducted many parents’ groups, the first group we opened in
Nahariya is impressed on our memory. This was a group of veteran immigrants
from Russia, all of them single mothers. One of the mothers reported at the second
meeting:
Last time I learned that my son is very “intelligence-oriented” and I
am “emotion-orientated.” Well, what can be done? Then after the
meeting I told him that I don’t understand anything about computers
and that he sits at the computer all the time and I wanted him to show
me what there is in there and how to use it. Then we sat down together
in front of his computer, and he explained it all patiently to me. I had
had never sat with him like this, I can’t remember that we had ever sat
together for five minutes without arguing. I always thought that he
didn’t understand me, but apparently I didn’t understand him. He is
“intelligence,” he doesn’t show emotion and cry, and when I joined
him in “intelligence,” it suddenly seemed so simple to get
closer…that’s the way he copes.
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Throughout the workshops, interim evaluations were conducted and changes were
made according to leaders’ and parents’ feedback. We learned quite quickly that it
was not enough for a parent to identify the coping resources of their children and
themselves. There was an urgent need to equip the parent with practical tools for
intervention at times of crisis. So, in light of the feedback from the parents
regarding the need to apply simple intervention methods at times of emergency or
crisis, we added the topics of “joining” and “leading” to the program. We also
attempted to help parents develop the ability to make simple decisions and function
normally. Parents were encouraged to apply methods of “joining” and “leading”
and to arrive at the next meeting with reports of their children’s reactions to these
methods. Results were not slow in coming. Parents not only reported that these
methods and the rationale behind them were effective, but they also felt more
secure when they had to decide how to react to their child.
However, the verbal summaries in the groups indicated that the major change in
parents’ reactions to their children’s stressful situations was in the way they
perceived what was happening. They moved from “What’s the problem now?” to
“What will help you get through the next two hours/function normally/feel better?”
The simple question “What will help you now?” shows the parents and
consequently the child that there is always something that can be done to make
things easier. All we have to do is locate it from amongst the coping resources that
exist within us.
Parenting at times of pressure - Do we have a “message”?
The professional literature contains much information about typical
reactions to children in distressful situations and crisis (Ayalon & Lahad, 2000;
Lahad, Ankor & Cohen, 1989). From our point of view, stressful situations are
those in which our expected routine and life course are interrupted due to
unanticipated situations, and even if we anticipate them – we have not previously
experienced them. Parents and educators work hard to give children a feeling of
security, calmness and continuity: fixed, safe frameworks, in which there are only
slight changes in their schedule and physical conditions and the human beings that
people their world.
When a significant change takes place in the permanent structure that
children are used to, parents expect them to be flexible and adjust quickly.
However, these qualities are acquired over time and from recurring experiences of
successful coping.
The project “Parenting in six channels” is based on two levels: imparting
knowledge regarding coping with children’s and adults’ stressful situations
(psycho-education) on the one hand, and transforming the perception of the
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concepts “crisis” or “stressful situations” from a source of stress to a source for
activating coping resources, on the other.
A mother from the Zefat workshop reported:
I am a mother of eight children, and I wanted to share with you what
happened when I returned home from the previous meeting. I entered
the house and found five of my eight children crying at the same time.
This is not unusual at our place, but this time instead of starting to
scream at them about how inconsiderate they were of me when I had
arrived home so late, I understood immediately that they were coping
at that moment on the “emotion” channel… so explanations wouldn’t
do any good. I picked up the two youngest children first and put them
to bed and spoke with them in a low, empathetic voice: “I can hear
that you’re sad, so you’re crying, but Mommy is here with you, so
isn’t that nice? Here – will a hug from Mommy help?” When those
two calmed down, I picked up the three others and did the same thing
– until they had all calmed down. One of my older daughters, an 11year-old, said: “Mommy, keep on going to those lessons. They’re
doing you good…”
Trans-culture and community support
Safe, unsafe, ambivalent and unsafe-avoiding communication patterns are
universal and found in all cultures. Parents have the ongoing responsibility of
acculturating their children, i.e., preparing them for physical, psychological and
economic situations that are acceptable in society and are typical of the culture in
which they grow up. For this reason, an economic and ecological situation that is
unique to a particular culture can generate parental activity and special attitude
systems for that culture (Sagee, 1998).
The “Parenting in six channels” workshops were therefore meant to give a solution
to parents in Israel, specifically to improve coping skills in face of the threat of
terror. For this reason, the workshops were conducted with all sectors of the
population: religious and secular groups, Jews, Druzes and Muslims, single-parent
families, new immigrants, affluent parents and parents from lower socio-economic
echelons. Despite the varied population, no difference was found in the results. The
basic common denominator of all cultures is that raising offspring demands greater
effort and resources than raising offspring in the non-human animal world.
There are in effect no prior conditions for entering the parental state. Any adult can
assume this role at any time and in any circumstances. No preparation is necessary,
regarding knowledge or anything else. But once they have assumed this role,
parents have the obligation of meeting the constantly changing expectations
demanded of them by their surroundings – both familial and social – and
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themselves. The result of this is fundamental parental “shock.” The moment they
recognise the huge responsibility and weight of the role, parents find it difficult to
bridge the gap between fantasy and reality. Parents say: “Why didn’t anybody tell
me? Why didn’t anyone let me know how difficult and frightening it is to be a
parent?” The shock of the parental role fills the gap between the heavy
responsibility and the paucity of resources, such as knowledge, support and
guidance.
In a threatened and pressured society like Israel, the shock of the parental role is
exacerbated by anxiety, and this is liable to engender heightened sensitivity and
defensiveness. A society under siege whose very existence is under threat tends to
develop strong group associations. This tendency engenders a large degree of
closeness between parents and children, and it increases the total dependence of
children on their parents, thus placing an additional burden on the parental role.
On the other hand, the overburdening typical of Israeli society causes parents to be
extremely worried and as a result – less emotionally available for their children
(Sutzkover-Cohen, 2002). Many parents feel extremely isolated in face of the
myriad tasks and expectations society heaps on them. In the best case scenario, the
nuclear family includes two parents, but in many cases, only one parent copes with
a tremendous variety of tasks as an adult and as a parent. In most cases other
family members (grandparents and other relatives) remain outside the nuclear
framework and the chance to learn from different role models is very limited.
In this case, the parents’ group can be significant as a substitute for the extended
family or the traditional community, that in the past was involved in nuclear family
life. In a certain sense, limiting the size of the family that lives together has brought
in its wake a restriction of community support of parents. At the same time, it is
expected today that parents can “get along” on their own, and every “admission” of
difficulty and inability brings in its wake shame, a sense of failure and the
conclusion that the parent is “not good enough.”
It seems to us that the “Parenting in six channels” group constitutes a kind of shortterm substitute for the historical support system that has collapsed. It offered
solutions to parental distress during the Intifada, when questions of life and death
were raised on a daily basis and parents’ ability to protect their children was put in
question in face of the rising wave of terror. The workshop mainly focuses on
active participation rather than on theory and discussion, and we immediately give
the opportunity to try out what has been learned by focusing on emotion and
becoming aware of our internal coping resources. This being so, the workshop
causes parents to feel able and prepared, a seemingly universal need at times of
uncertainty, which transcends cultural background and religious belief.
Many parents feel threatened and are afraid of losing their children due to the
security situation or as a result of dangerous behaviour on the part of their children.
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These circumstances “shrink” parents and further limit their ability and desire to
exert parental influence. Parents today also feel threatened by professionals, in case
they harm their children’s mental health by exerting over-strict parental authority
(Sutzkover-Cohen, 2002).
Participants constantly pointed out that the workshop did not award grades and did
not deal with assessing parents’ abilities, but rather focused on imparting
knowledge. It did not determine what correct behaviour was, but rather widened
the repertoire of possible responses. It didn’t declare itself non-judgmental, but
behaved in a non-judgmental manner. It did not ask parents to expose themselves,
but rather presented enough examples from the field to give parents the opportunity
to identify what went on in their homes. The workshop did not apportion blame or
offer interpretations, but rather supplied additional material that could be
immediately applied.
I understood that my children are “physical.” Since the last meeting, I
simply wake them up in the morning and invite them to come into my
bed for physical activities. They always like coming into my bed, but
in the morning, I’m always in a hurry and don’t let them. But now I let
them and we play for a few minutes, rolling around, tickling one
another and jumping up and down. From then on organising the
morning goes easily. There’s no more resistance or delays. I simply
didn’t understand beforehand that they were “physical” and I fired
instructions at them in the morning. It was always a nightmare to get
them ready to leave - there are three of them and I’m divorced – but
this week was fun and they left the house without fighting. I had
learned to join them in their channel… (A mother from the Carmiel
group).
Parenting doesn’t take place on a chair or in an orderly circle; parenting is a
constant situation of changing backdrops and plots, coping with chaos, change,
improvisation and coping with the unexpected and with the boundaries of our
strengths as adults. Therefore, we made sure that the workshops took place partly
on the floor, standing up, in a circle, in small groups and in pairs, while integrating
dance, drama, drawing and writing.
I’m glad that this kind of workshop was made available to
us, ordinary parents, who didn’t join because of problems with drugs
or disability. We also need guidance sometimes. The fact that we are
successful breadwinners doesn’t mean that we know what to do when
our children are under tremendous stress… (A mother in the Upper
Nazareth group).
Parenting by its very nature involves coping with constant uncertainty. The
fact that during childhood a child can cope with a constantly changing world and
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uncertain situations helps him rely on “world knowledge” and on interpreting his
experiences through the eyes of his parents and their reactions. This fact adds to
parents’ psychological burden, since they feel responsible for helping their children
navigate the maze of life in security and stability. Terrorist incidents immediately
raise a threat to life, limb and sound mind, and place in question parents’ efforts to
ensure their children’s safety and stability.
The most important task of our generation is to support parents in light of
the stimuli that engulf children from an early age. In Israel, where there seems to
be no foreseeable end to coping with disaster and pain, stronger and more effective
parents are the key to creating a resilient generation, which will be able to stand
psychologically firm in face of the winds of change.
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Chapter 6

Community Outreach, Action and Ritual
Elizabeth Capewell
Bridging the gap between survivors and resources: A personal account
of voluntary community action following a major train crash in
England
“On a dark and wet November night, a trail of flares made a pathway down to the
track-side, while over a hundred people gathered to light candles of remembrance
in a rain-drenched field. Those who could not be there in person created their own
vigils in far-flung places. Even for those who had no faith in any divine being, the
presence of a force beyond themselves was created in that gathering of human
beings sharing their sadness, yet feeling the strength that each had found to be
there at all.”
That gathering at 6.12 p.m. was a reversal of the scene of chaos and
despair in that same field exactly a year before. Around 2002 people were
struggling to find their way out of the eight derailed, overturned and contorted
coaches of a high-speed inter-city express train. The cold, wet weather was the
same, so too was the darkness of the night that was shot through with fireworks
from displays commemorating Guy Fawkes Night3. But a year before, there was no
line of light marking the route to safety, and few had any idea of what they were
jumping onto when making their escape. They were then a disparate community of
strangers rendered strange to themselves and others by trauma that was alien to
most. In this new emotional territory, the instinct to survive made them forge new
bonds in hastily constructed medical teams and as rescuers and rescued; as givers
and receivers of human support; as leaders and followers. Passengers, train crew
and early arrivals from the nearest village were thrown together to start making
order out of chaos before the emergency services took over. The reports of the
fireworks were accompanied by the cries of pain and grief and the ringing of
mobile phones. The path to the road and safety was not lit and some made that
walk alone feeling the guilt of not being able to save a dying person.
The train crash occurred in a rural area 50 miles west of London near the
small village of Ufton Nervet (near Aldermaston of nuclear weapons fame). It was
the third major crash to hit this line in recent years, so previous survivors/bereaved
2

Numbers vary from 180 (RSSB report, 2005) to 300 (West Berkshire Council Report
2005) – numbers were not recorded systematically at the time of the crash.
3
Guy Fawkes Night is marked with large firework parties and displays. It commemorates
the failure of the plot by Fawkes and others to blow up the English Parliament on 5 th
November, 1605.
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in the area could also have their traumatic memories re-stimulated. Being a
Saturday, people were travelling for many purposes - leisure, family and business,
so there were many couples, friends and family groups on the train. Seven people
were killed - the train driver, a teenager, a mother and her young daughter, two
men and the driver of the car who chose to kill himself by driving onto the level
crossing. Some survivors assuage their anger towards the car driver by thinking
that he intended only to kill himself and did not foresee this greater carnage.
Unusually, every carriage was derailed, probably the result of a specific
configuration of the track at that point. Seventy passengers and crew needed
hospital treatment, 18 were seriously injured and most received some kind of injury
from being jolted, thrown around and hit by falling objects at 100mph. Witnesses
were also traumatised: the passengers of a few cars at the level crossing and people
living nearby. Professionals who arrived on the scene to sort out the chaos were
also severely shaken by what confronted them. As one responder told me, “I
couldn’t believe the scale of the chaos – I just didn’t know where to go first.”
I am sure that few readers will have any knowledge of this train crash,
except perhaps due to its cause - and the possible “copy-cat” incident in Los
Angeles a few weeks later, when another car was driven on to a level crossing.
Locally the crash was soon forgotten and nationally it carried none of the seductive
interest of tragic events that have political significance. Nor did it activate the
compassion and support mobilised by incident affecting an identifiable
geographical community, rather than a loose community of passengers, relatives
and friends from places all the way “down the line” and far beyond. I notice my
own hesitancy in writing about this crash, feeling that this event was too
insignificant to warrant interest from others and thereby mirroring4 the feelings of
survivors who felt guilty about their suffering when the London bombs exploded
and the tsunami hit. “Hierarchy of suffering” and “downward comparison” are
powerful and potentially destructive constructions. Yet incidents less able to grab
the headlines still provide a microcosm of the complexities found in any traumatic
event and its aftermath and provide learning and practical experiences through
which professionals and society can prepare for the most challenging disasters.
In this article, from my perspective as the initiator of the chain of events
that led there, I shall tell the story of how those people in the vignette above came
to be at the crash site a year later. I shall particularly focus on the thoughts and
feelings that allowed the structures to emerge by which some of the negative
4

The dynamic of mirroring or parallel processing between survivors and professionals is
discussed in Hawkins & Shohet (2000, p 200). Doehrman (1976) Hodgkinson, P. & M.
Stewart (2001.)
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ripples of disaster could be reversed. It provides an example of what low-cost
community outreach can achieve when mobilised in an informed manner that stays
in close touch with the needs of the survivors.
It began because I live and work in Newbury, the next station down the
line from the crash site. This fact produced a sense of “moral proximity” and the
imperative to offer my experience of psycho-social aspects of disaster response.
This experience began 17 years earlier through my work role following another
local tragedy, the Hungerford shootings. Since then I had been involved as an
external consultant in many disaster responses in the UK and abroad, including two
air crashes and two train crashes. Early in my disaster response career, my own
belief in the power of community outreach was affirmed by meeting Dr. Ofra
Ayalon and CSPC, but it always seemed to be a difficult concept for many officials
in my own country to grasp. I had seen too many early responses cut short by
officials who could not understand that it takes time for the full impact of a
traumatic event to emerge and, until it does, preventative action and outreach can
reap great benefit. As Robin Gurwitch found in her work in schools after the
Oklahoma bombing (Sitterle & Gurwitch, 1999), officials commonly used “their
own reactions and coping styles as yardsticks for making evaluations and
decisions” about the emotional needs of others.
As an action researcher, I used the skills of first-person inquiry (Marshall,
1981, 2001) to explore my own motives and processes. I observed how my strong
desire to act was set against my own equally strong desire to resist. I pleaded with
myself, “I haven’t got time … I’ve got a tight deadline to meet (for a thesis) … It’s
not my business … I’ve trained the social work team – just leave it to them … I
haven’t the energy to work with officials who may have little time and
understanding of this work…” I then looked at the 300-page thesis I had just
written about community responses to disaster and argued “What is the use of all
that work if I can’t offer it to people in my own locality?” Not far from my mind
were all the insults about external consultants that I had had to counter when
working in disasters away from home5, usually by people wishing to deny the
impact and need for a response. No doubt there would still be unjustified jibes of
another kind, but with this incident, I was not an “outsider” but a member of an
affected community with a great deal to offer.
My early enquiry with the relevant statutory agency left me with little
confidence that the response would be more than token, and certainly not involving
outreach. The social services team I had trained no longer existed and managers
were engaged in meetings, which would not be held until after the weekend. I was
told that social workers had not gone to the site because “a reception centre was not
5

Arguments for the benefits of external consultancy can be found in the work of Nader &
Pynoos (199)
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needed,” as survivors were taken to a local hotel. No one appeared to be out in the
“field” listening and talking to people directly involved, thus missing the chance
for collecting “first thoughts,” the “oral histories born of the moment of disaster”
(Meyer & Poniatiwska, 1988 p 15). The importance of this kind of data collection
is indicated by Hewitt, who views these personal stories as:
“…evidence already verbalised and communicated,.. containing intersubjective nuances and symbolic meanings, …the only way to recover
experience. They don’t get published but give some participation and
control over the impersonal processes and places of expertise that
dominate the disaster community” (Hewitt, 1995).
The agency declined local consultancy because they were being advised by
a statutory authority involved in a crash several years earlier, thus demonstrating
the process by which responses become mechanistic formats which “delimit
flexibility and creativity...iron cages in conceptualising the future”(Dynes, 1999). I
committed myself to act only if I sensed that urgent needs might not be addressed,
but it would have to be in a voluntary capacity as a member of the community.
With that I turned to my own decision-making rituals and asked myself “What can
I do?” bearing in mind the context and limits.
I set about gathering data from a variety of sources and paid special
attention to the stories of survivors interviewed on TV and in the press. In addition,
I contacted national and local journalists I knew to learn more about what had
happened on the night, bearing in mind that their information had to be checked. I
watched out for messages and signs of leadership from officials and contacted
anyone I knew to find out what was being done to reach out to places such as
schools and youth clubs. I researched and observed as best I could what the
statutory agencies were offering, knowing that as a member of the community
official sources of data would be difficult for me to access. This “real-time”
research, informed by the principles of Torbert’s action inquiry methodology
(Torbert, 2001) meant I could gain some indication of the experience of a survivor
or relative seeking information and support. At the same time, I could also assess
the effectiveness of official communications, remembering that I had the advantage
of knowing where to look and an “un-traumatised” head on my shoulders. In
addition, I contacted journalists and others I knew who had been at the site of the
crash on the night. It was then a matter of deciding whether and in which
circumstances I should trust my instincts that something more might be needed.
These instincts were grounded in past experiences and my observation that most
recent responses to such incidents had been mechanistic, reactive, non-communitybased and totally reliant on individual brief counselling for those who were able to
present themselves in time, before services closed.
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Using CSPC principles (Lahad, et al 2000), I quickly drew up the “circles
of vulnerability” (Ayalon, O, 1993) created by the crash (Diagram 1). Doing this
gave a broad picture of the range and complexity of the different needs, even
without the benefit of knowing exactly how many people were on the train or
where they were from - figures still unknown to anyone at that stage.
DIAGRAM 1: CIRCLES OF IMPACT AND VULNERABILITY
MAPPING: CIRCLES OF IMPACT
UFTON NERVET TRAIN CRASH, 6th November 2004
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I also used the assessment method I have developed over the years to
ensure that all factors are considered. I call this “Site-Specific Critical Incident
Review and Action” (Capewell, 1997, 2004). Broadly speaking, S-S CIRA
(Diagram 2) uses a variety of methods to assess the Community affected, the
nature of the Incident, the human and physical Resources available and the nature
of the Affected people and communities.
DIAGRAM 2: IMMEDIATE RESPONSE ASSESSMENT MODEL
IMMEDIATE RESPONSE ASSESSMENT MODEL
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These exercises structure my data collection and mobilise ecological
thinking about the impact and significance of an incident on individuals,
community and groups, including those whose voices and needs are forgotten in
their wider social and political setting. It is an action research model that values the
consideration of all types of formal and informal knowledge and ensures an
iterative cycle of experiencing, reflection, action and review at personal and
systemic levels. The conversations created to elicit information can be used as the
vehicle for offering information as the first step in recovery – without waiting for
meetings, reports and long-drawn-out decision-making procedures and grand
responses of bureaucracies. Thus it is ideal for emergency situations requiring a
more responsive style of management, where information emerges haphazardly,
triggering actions, dynamics and decisions that need to be reviewed continuously
as new situations emerge. It offers another approach to those who believe current
statutory emergency response too rigid and increasingly inadequate (Dynes, 1994),
too narrow, seen only in psychological terms (Davis, 1999, 2001; Hirshleifer,
2002) and missing too many hidden voices (Hewitt, 1995, 1998)
I observed that even the usual synthetic rituals of post-trauma response
were slow to appear, books of condolence, increasingly popular in recent years,
being the first. It took some time for the usual disaster information leaflets, based
on those devised for the Australian 1983 Ash Wednesday fires, to appear on the
Local Council’s web-site, and longer for them to appear in print. The leaflets were
not easy to find locally and certainly not by people unable to leave home or too
traumatised to function well. The leaflets would not easily reach those who lived
far from the crash site. I have not yet come across anyone kept in hospital who was
given any psychological support or information about how to deal with trauma.
The local social services department set up a part-time help-line advertised as
“counselling.” On investigation, it was run by council staff who volunteered to
answer calls, signpost to other services and provide a listening ear. They were not
counsellors and could not offer counselling, yet one survivor was referred to the
help-line by a GP for counselling, which indicated a lack of inter-agency
understanding. A few weeks after the crash, a relative desperate for help phoned
the help-line only to be answered by reception staff who had no idea what she
wanted. The relative was left on line while the staff went from one section to
another trying to find out who could help, reporting back all their own frustration
to the caller, who could not cope and hung up.
My contacts on site reported a great deal of chaos in the rush to get a large
number of passengers off site as quickly as possible. A few passengers left the
scene immediately and found their own way home. Appeals had to be made later
for survivors to contact the police, so that a list could be compiled and letters sent
out with information about sources of help. Feedback from survivors later showed
what happened to this information. Some used it, some did not receive the letters,
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some lost the letters or could not take in what was written, some did not think they
needed external help at that time or wanted to rely on families and friends. Still
others felt that they did not qualify for help, since they weren’t physically injured
or bereaved.
The difficulties created by so many agencies being involved in a response
is well documented (Raphael, 1986; Davis and Scraton, 1997; Stewart and
Hodgkinson, 2000). The causes of the on-site inefficiencies and later inter-agency
chaos issues surrounding this incident became understandable when my “S-S
CIRA” assessment highlighted the large number of agencies involved in the
response, each with a different purpose, culture and procedures. Considering the
significance of the incident to these agencies was crucial when it soon emerged that
several key people for the response were bereaved and impacted by it, so they were
both the resource and part of the affected community. The agencies and their
characteristics highlighted by the assessment included two police forces, several
fire and rescue services, three hospitals, several local council departments, the train
operating company, the rail track company and several voluntary agencies. They
were joined by the local MP of the time, the prospective MP, the owner of the
track-side land and journalists from the national and local media. This complexity
of agencies was soon increased by the involvement of the Motor Insurance Bureau.
For insurance purposes, this incident was primarily a car accident with an
uninsured driver, and liability was accepted by the MIB, thus enabling survivors
who made claims to use private services. This added to the confusion of survivors
who were still in shock.
I knew from past experience that the window of opportunity for reaching
survivors and their support networks was limited. Timing was crucial – soon but
not too soon, and not too late, when emotions were closing down and negative
beliefs were becoming entrenched. I knew that doing anything would be an act of
faith on my part because I had not yet met survivors or relatives directly. So
anything I did had to ensure that further assessment of need was combined with
offering something that was immediately helpful. Whatever I did had to be a
dialogue of giving and eliciting information, support and alternative ideas
(Diagram 3), based on the crisis intervention models of Kfir (1988) and Caplan
(1964). I decided to create a forum in which people needing information, support
and ideas could gather and where information could be exchanged about the
impact, the needs and the gaps in provision.
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DIAGRAM 3: CRISIS INTERVENTION DIALOGUE MODEL

IMMEDIATE RESPONSE: A BASIC SKILL
The Helper - Survivor I -S-A Dialogue Mode

SURVIVOR
Requests
Uses
Adapts
May reject

Dialogue to:
•discover needs
•stimulate reflection
•activate participation

INFORMATION
Incident
Reactions
Coping
Resources
Needs
SUPPORT
Personal
Professional
Practical
Self -help
Community

HELPER
Offers
Checks out
Facilitates
Gives boundaries

ALTERNATIVE IDEAS
Perceptions
Meaning
Coping skills
Options
Support
Based on Nira Kfir’s model of Crisis Intervention, 1988

© Elizabeth Capewell, CCME, 2005

Creating a forum for dialogue: The Community Meetings
My efforts to create a forum for dialogue can be placed in the model I use,
shown in Diagram 4, that simply illustrates the means by which a community in
need following a traumatic event can be connected to those with resources to assist.
The model is based on my observation that a massive gap can be felt by survivors
and helpers alike, as they seek to connect with each other. The gap can be bridged
by a combination of action by agencies with resources: by making their services
accessible; by sending their services out to the people; and by empowering local
professionals and volunteers as their “agents of recovery.” I was an expert who had
taken personal power to find and create such agents, both from local people and
any local professionals who wanted to help.
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DIAGRAM 4: A COMMUNITY OUTREACH MODEL
Improve access to
specialist services

AFFECTED
COMMUNITY

Specialists work in the
community
to break down barriers

TRAUMA
& DISASTER
SPECIALISTS

Specialists exchange information
and skills with local Community
‘Recovery Agents’

Pre-disaster Preparation:
Bridges are best built
before disaster strikes

Post-disaster structures and channels:
Leadership - Leaflets - Media - Meetings - Internet Groups - Networks - Fund-raising - Fun - Oral history - Self-help Rituals - Community arts & sports
Economic action

documentaries

memorials

I searched for an organisation that would host several community
information meetings free of charge, several because the first meeting would
advertise the rest. The town centre church offered its facilities free of charge to
host and advertise the meetings via leaflets and e-mail. Relevant local agencies
were also informed, but I observed that none offered the kind of backup I had met
in disaster responses in which I have been involved elsewhere (Capewell, 1996,
1998). If we needed anything, we had to go and find it, and the church itself had
only been sent a handful of leaflets for survivors, in spite of being involved in the
area disaster response plan.
In checking my own reactions, I had to admit how liberating it was to work
in a voluntary capacity, without having to convince inexperienced officials trapped
in bureaucratic systems responding as if the incident were a costly inconvenience
to be pushed away as soon as possible. This unspoken attitude is, I am convinced,
behind the rapid move from over-estimation of needs to the denial I have so often
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experienced in past disasters and which Stanley Cohen’s book, States of Denial,
has helped me understand (Cohen, 2001). The commonly held public and
professional view that only short-term support is needed, is backed by media
stories of heroism, quick recovery and myths about the particular strength of an
affected community that makes those who cannot recover in a few weeks feel
inadequate. Being free to activate community outreach quickly took me back to my
first disaster response after the Hungerford massacre in 1987. Though I was then an
official inexperienced in disaster response in an unprepared bureaucracy, I was
experienced in community outreach. This was part of my role, and I could operate
unchecked because managers who later denied the impact and resisted our
service’s involvement were away on holiday. Though I did not know it then, I was
acting in the way advocated by Koehler in his application of chaos theory to
disaster management. He advocates that in disaster situations, where even “rules of
thumb may be unstable, the challenge is to develop managers who possess the
capacity and tempered self-assurance to contend with ever expanding rules of
thumb” (Koehler, 1996).
At this early stage after the train crash, no one had any idea how many
survivors came from the local area and it was impossible to know how many
people would attend the meetings. Local media agreed to publicise the events, but
that increased the likelihood of meetings being spoiled by their presence if people
feared being pursued for stories. I visualised the worst case scenario in order to be
realistic about my own and other helpers’ ability to cope with a high degree of
emotional distress in the audience, though I did not actually believe that many
direct survivors would be prepared to attend a public event. I also took into
account the likely criticism, if anything went wrong, from professionals who
question the need for such meetings in the strongly held belief that survivors only
need “friends and family.” I decided to gear the meeting to families, friends and
local community professionals such as GPs and clergy. This was based on the
principle of reaching the next ring of people around survivors if they cannot be
reached themselves. Invitations to some professional agencies were met with a very
clear, bureaucratic response that their staff had been trained and knew what to do, a
view that was challenged when their staff attended the meetings desperate for
information.
I have great trust in throwing a pebble in a pool and letting the ripples
spread out to have their own effect. I used my intuition, well grounded in first hand
experience and academic learning, to choose the pebble, the pool and the time.
The actual number attending was only relevant in terms of how many chairs to set
out, as even a few better informed people can be mobilised to become powerful
“community agents of recovery” if they are well motivated. Careful thought was
given to the way the hall was set up, with the need for flexibility to cope with small
or large numbers. Chairs were placed around tables for those wanting to chat with
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others; some rows were set up at the back for those who were shy and wanted
anonymity; some chairs were placed behind screens if anyone wanted to retreat but
still hear what was being said. The screens could be moved to create a more
intimate space or accommodate more chairs as needed. A volunteer from a
bereavement group was on hand to direct anyone needing extra privacy to a
separate room. The advertisements for the meeting had assured anonymity, so no
names were requested or gathered, though people were invited to leave them if they
wished. I did not bar journalists as long as they attended in their own right and did
not approach anyone for a story. This agreement was respected. In return for their
help, I helped them write reports on the meeting, thus advertising the next.
About 30 people attended each meeting. As far as we could discern, they
were a mixture of relatives, teachers, youth workers, volunteers from local agencies
and clergy. I observed that the audience included a number of staff from agencies,
who had previously denied their need for help, saying how desperate they were for
information and skills. As predicted, only a few direct survivors attended. One was
extremely distressed, and had been since the crash, but had forced herself to return
to work fearing the stigma from colleagues of “not coping.” She felt undeserving of
help because her injuries were minor and also because she feared being considered
a scrounger if she sought legal help and compensation.
The content of the meetings
The meeting took the form of a simple overview of the recovery process
using my “Trauma Recovery Map” (Capewell, 2003) as a guide to show the need
for early preventative work and the appropriate timing of different kinds of
support. A salutogenic approach was encouraged, with tips drawn from the six
channels of coping (BASIC-Ph, Lahad, 1993). People were still very stunned by
the crash, so cognitive information was kept to a minimum. It was only used to
exhibit leadership and confidence that, with a range of appropriate and timely help,
people could recover from the most awful experiences. Once the audience relaxed,
questions began to flow naturally, and a more interactive style developed in which
information could be geared specifically to the issues being raised. These
exchanges thus meant that an exchange of information could take place, so that
initial self-help tips and other ideas could be passed on, while also providing me
with more data to assess needs, especially those not being satisfied elsewhere.
One of the immediate results of the meetings was that local solicitors
offering “walk-in surgeries” for survivors asked if I would attend them to offer
information or support to anyone needing it. This gave me another opportunity to
both assist and assess survivors and relatives.
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What was learned?
The conversations during the evening and the surgeries that followed gave
me the first of many later indications that survivor guilt hindered the survivors and
the bereaved from getting help. The processes of “Downward Comparison,”
expressed in terms such as “I’m not as badly affected as….” (Tedeschi and
Calhoun, 1995) and the ”Hierarchy of Suffering” (Wilson & Raphael, 1993) and
therefore, the hierarchy of who is deserving of help, were apparent in most of the
conversations. The trauma level of those with minor injuries also emerged,
showing the dangers of society’s tendency to believe that there is a direct
relationship between the severity of physical injury and psychological reaction.
The slightly injured were in a position to take in all the chaos in the carriages and
the sites outside AND feel helpless or guilty because they could not rescue the
seriously injured. Some who tried to help had felt bereft, and in some cases terribly
abandoned, when professionals took over their caring role either on-site or in
hospital. Others were shocked by the responses they received from friends and
family when they used mobile phones to tell them what had happened before or
soon after they were rescued.
In terms of the response by agencies, several key pieces of information
were gained. Very few of the people attending, and especially survivors and
relatives, had little idea that the Local Authority had offered any response at all. At
that point most people had not had more than brief contact with the Transport
Police or the train company. Most were not yet able to use or make sense of written
information or the Internet, especially if they were also struggling to get back to
work or dealing with injuries and the impact on the whole family. The difficulties
were exaggerated when several family members were on the train, often with very
different experiences, outcomes and coping styles.
The professionals in the audience were very clearly in need of information
to help them deal with survivors and manage their own reactions. However, as is
often the case with helpers, they insisted that they were not the ones with needs or
that they did not qualify for help, as they were not on the train. Several staff
members worked at the most obviously affected school. I learned that useful initial
help had come from the local clergy and thereafter teachers had used their own
common sense rather than the official support sources, which they sometimes felt
were misguided. From what I could gather, there had been no attempt at a
systematic assessment of needs or preventative intervention with staff or children
in any schools in the affected area. Any help that was given appeared to be of the
“Wait and see. Let us know if you need anything” variety. The sessions
empowered teachers and support staff to become important “community recovery
agents.” Those in one badly affected school were reassured about what they were
already doing to support the family of their pupil who had been killed in the crash.
They were also given information and ideas about how they and the family could
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support the dead child's bereaved sibling, who also attended the school. It was also
the first stepping stone that enabled them to receive more help later. Several
teachers in the audience were concerned about pupils from their schools who had
been on the train, including some who had run away from the scene. It was clear
that there had been no attempt by school principals or the Education Authority to
use schools as vehicles for even the most basic forms of preventative information
or support. Rumours and gruesome stories were running rife in the playgrounds,
and I was able to give some suggestions about not only how to stop rumours, but
about how to reverse the process to disseminate other views and ways of coping. I
have often found before that this simple, practical kind of support is ignored in
favour of “grand responses” or offers of individual “counselling” to those who
were visibly affected. It seemed that an important opportunity for teaching coping
skills had not been seized for fear of “upsetting children” or making them worse, or
due to the idea that “our pupils don’t get affected by such things.” The
consequences of these attitudes were considerable for one survivor who was a
teacher at a school where pupils had also been on the train. The pupils had showed
no distress whereas the teacher had; unfavourable comparisons were made between
them. Offers of information sessions to help staff understanding were refused by
the principal, though some staff did attend a private meeting.
Outcomes
If we achieved nothing else, the meeting persuaded the distressed teacher
to take the first step. She was encouraged to visit a solicitor and her GP, who
persuaded her to take some time off work and gain funding for physical and
psychological help. Another survivor was characteristic of those hidden voices
whose needs can easily be overlooked. She gained help, which would otherwise
have passed her by as she spoke poor English, had no right to citizenship or
benefits and was in danger of losing her accommodation.
These survivors and a few others, especially the teachers and other
professionals, became key agents who were the “yeast in the dough” that allowed
connections to be made and ideas to develop later. Local journalists were also
important, as their reports of the meeting resulted in contact with survivors who
had not attended. Important links were also created between the journalists, local
solicitors and other sources of professional help, all of whom have proved
invaluable for dealing with the repercussions and keeping issues alive in the public
arena ever since.
The most important outcome emerged several months later with the
creation of the Ufton Nervet Train Crash Network.
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Waiting for the ripples to spread
I wished that more meetings could have been held in places “down the
line” and around the Newbury area, but I did not have the vital information needed
to know where best to place them or the time to create the links that could have
made them work. I had given examples in the meetings of what else could develop
from these links, including the idea of a network or group of some kind for
survivors, the bereaved and others involved in the crash. I did not want to proceed
with any idea unless it was really wanted, so then it was a matter of waiting for the
right moment and the right people, while also keeping communication lines open.
The media reports of the meetings resulted in other people making contact. I
offered them some private information sessions, floating ideas without putting any
pressure on people to follow them. I was also able to tell these people about the
Memorial service planned by the Bishop to be held a month later in Reading, the
nearest city to the crash. I discovered with surprise that none of the official holders
of the passenger lists were circulating this information directly to survivors, much
to the annoyance of those who found out about it by chance or missed it
completely. This knowledge was further proof of the need for some means of
connecting between survivors. I was able to attend the service. This gave me
another opportunity to observe and make connections, as well as engage in
conversations that allowed tips and ideas to be passed on and information to be
gained about the real experiences of survivors and rescuers.
During this waiting period, I often felt that I was in “a chicken and egg
situation,” wanting to take the lead, but not wanting to push ideas if they were not
wanted. At the same time, I was aware that survivors might have little energy to set
up a Network, since they were struggling to survive or did not yet see the need for
it. There was no single issue creating the kind of anger that draws people together,
especially as liability was quickly accepted by insurers. Survivor guilt was also
keeping people apart. Relatives and friends were looked upon as a source of
available help and they in turn could set up an acceptable mechanism for gaining
information and a social role, thus reducing their helplessness.
It took a long time for many survivors to realise their need for external
help, even from solicitors. Survivor guilt, lack of information or the stigma of the
compensation culture myths were all significant blocks to seeking external help.
Alternatives to these views were given in the community meetings. In the early
stages GPs rarely offered help, apart from sleeping pills and anti-depressants.
Waiting lists for public trauma services were long and often located far away, and
some survivors were overwhelmed by the five long assessment questionnaires they
were required to complete. Work-place health and counselling schemes were
available to some people, but were generally inadequate for their needs. Others
made use of the private psychology service offered by the train company, but some
of these users were left feeling intensely angry by the absence of trauma-focused
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approaches. Many had not realised that solicitors were vital to their recovery
through the funds they could seek for private physical and psychological health
services from the insurers. As a result of the information received at the
community meetings, more people began to seek legal, physical and psychological
support.
It took about four months for the ripples created by the meetings to take
effect. Once enough people had expressed a strong wish to network with others, a
small team gathered to work out the best way to proceed. It soon became apparent
that people were very attached to their own interpretations of the crash and their
own individual coping styles. “Leaders” found it difficult to appreciate that
managing a voluntary effort needed a different mind-set from managing a business
project. I became more cautious and more aware of the general suspicion that many
professionals and officials have of survivor groups. Some of our survivors had
been told categorically by their GPs and police officers not to get involved with
such groups. I knew the dangers myself from having initiated a community
campaigning group and from observing past disaster groups when strong trauma
reactions were acted out and caused splits. One survivor had experienced the
dangers of unfacilitated meetings, having been bombarded by drunken phone calls
all night from another survivor she had met. This helped the team understand the
need for caution and the retention of some form of control, while also using a
consultative approach, intending to pass on skills and power as soon as possible.
Fortunately, some relatives of survivors and “bereaved” teachers who had the
capacity to organise various tasks also wanted to be involved.
Together, we set up the Ufton Nervet Train Crash Network for anyone
involved in any way in the crash, primarily using regular e-mail circulation to
exchange news, with arrangements for those who didn’t have e-mail to receive
them by post. I held the address list and acted as a go-between, if members wanted
to communicate with one another, until both parties felt confident enough to e-mail
directly. Soon two members with computer skills offered to set up a web-site, and
doing this proved to be part of their recovery.
Reaching out to people was always difficult, even locally, without access
to the train passenger list. I asked the British Transport Police to help by sending
details of the Network to all the names on their passenger list, but they inevitably
mistrusted an informal Network without any official status. They were persuaded
with difficulty to do so after I told them how much our survivors were being
affected by the resonance of the London tube bomb survivors’ stories with their
own. Even then, our information could only be sent as part of another
communication from a national disaster charity. We learned later that this
prevented contact with survivors who only wanted involvement with people from
their own crash and not those linked to other major disasters. However, with the
responses from the circular and those received through the media and solicitors, we
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managed to connect with some extremely socially and psychologically isolated
people who lived down the line as far as Cornwall in the far south west and in
many other parts of the country. Their relief at finding us was all the proof we
needed that our efforts had been worthwhile.
Our community is spread out over a wide area, so face-to-face gatherings
for everyone are not viable, though two meetings for people near Newbury and
other meetings between individuals have been facilitated. I have tried to meet as
many members as possible or speak to them personally on the phone in order to
give them a better sense of who I am. A loose Network continues to be the most
appropriate form for such a diverse group of people. Although there has been
plenty of frustration about various agencies and the ups and downs of the recovery
process, anger has not been a driving force in consolidating the group, as is often
the case. This is perhaps because the insurers quickly accepted liability and the
inquest, which might generate more emotion, is not likely to be held until 2007 due
to legal complications.
The achievements of the Network in the first 18 months have been as follows:
1. The sharing of information, opinions and ideas, for example
different kinds of support and physical treatments, self-help tips,
opinions and messages of encouragement, especially once
survivors have realised that recovery in its widest sense can be
slow and full of ups and downs. Networkers have been able to
share stories about the compensation process and have learned
from one another how to negotiate bureaucratic systems and joke
about the predictability of psychological assessments and the
reports from the health care company managing their cases. They
have reminded each other that they are the wronged sufferers, who
have some rights as to how they choose to recover, a fact often
overlooked by that insurers and their agents, the representatives of
the perpetrator needing to make reparation.
2. To facilitate contacts between survivors, especially with those they
met during the rescue and recovery.
3. To act as a safe point of contact for the media and various agencies
who have information to impart. This role in particular has helped
these bodies value our presence and continued existence. Network
Rail, for example, has used us to warn survivors and the bereaved
of the hard-hitting TV campaign to promote the safe use of level
crossings. The train company, First Great Western, has used us to
organise sessions with the Train Simulators used in driver training,
to help survivors conquer their rail travel phobia.
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4. The gradual development of the web-site (www.untc.co.uk), which
has brought new contacts, and the sharing of information and
support. This will be a lasting legacy for the group.
5. To test out ideas and events such as the first anniversary activities
and the proposal for a memorial stone at the site of the crash.
I have committed myself to keep the Network running until just after
the second anniversary or the inquest. At times, when everything goes quiet I
wonder if there is still a need for the Network. But then someone will send a
message or ask a question and say how it has helped them and why they are so
glad it exists and was around long after other official help vanished. Such
messages reaffirm my faith that people who, when asked soon after an
incident, say they need nothing change their minds when they begin to realise
the complexities of recovery and the repercussions of a major event which they
would not have believed if told about them at the start. A lot of people still find
it hard to contribute and I have discovered that some of them felt their stories
were not “worthwhile” or felt ashamed that they were still experiencing
problems. They are helped by the messages of encouragement and the
challenges to the “quick recovery” expectations of society. Only one person
has misused the Network and broken our guidelines to be legal, decent and
tolerant of difference. His critical, demanding and intolerant contributions and
unwillingness to share and support others showed that my role as “gatekeeper”
was vital. Such networks come alive when there is a shared problem to solve or
an event to commemorate, and I shall now describe how the first anniversary
plans gave our Network a very real sense of purpose.
The First Anniversary
The issue of the first anniversary was first raised by a member, the mother
of a young survivor, who was more than capable of taking on the task of
investigating options. Other Network members supported the idea, especially as
many people were angry that they had not been told about the official memorial
service a month after the crash. Our organiser asked the relevant agencies about
their plans. The local authority reported that elected councillors had discussed the
issue but had decided, without reference to any survivors, that nothing was needed.
They seemed suspicious and nervous about being contacted by an empowered
relative of a survivor. Other agencies had nothing planned and were delighted to
know that we were taking on this task. The Network was thus gaining credibility.
Only the local clergy had planned anything and this was to be an act of
remembrance as part of a normal Sunday service on the actual anniversary in the
church nearest the crash site.
Our members had a real need to hold some kind of vigil at the exact site
and at the exact time of the crash, and I set about gathering their ideas and trying to
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ensure that all were involved in some way. Contact was made with the owner of the
land by the crash-site, who was present on the night of the crash and who six
months later became the local Member of Parliament. A few of us met the local
vicar, an inspirational man skilled in multi-faith work, who offered to help. Several
atheists objected strongly to the vicar taking any kind of lead in the vigil, as they
felt the Christians had the morning church service to attend, so we had to create a
format that would be inclusive of everyone’s belief systems. In the absence of other
offers, leading the vigil fell to me and I set about devising an acceptable format that
could be adapted to everyone, wherever they happened to be at the exact time of
the crash. We calculated that ten survivors would brave the weather, the darkness
and the emotions of the night, though just the presence of one or two of them
would provide the symbolic reminder that the crash and all those involved had not
been forgotten.
I used the simple format common to many remembrance rituals:
recognising the loss, saying goodbye and moving to the future. I also wanted to
emphasise the value of unity in diversity (thus countering the hierarchy of suffering
and divisions between the direct and indirect survivors, the bereaved and the
rescuers). An acknowledgement of the pain and distress of all of our various losses
had to be included, along with a special mention of the dead and silent reflection.
This would be followed by an acknowledgement of the courage and hope to live
fully in the future as the best memorial to the lives that had been lost. Every word
and sentiment was scrutinised carefully, especially as some members wanted to
mention the car driver who caused the crash. However, I wanted to take into
consideration the anger and pain of those who did not want to hear his name
mentioned. The basic format was sent to the Network members for comment, and
they were also asked to submit ideas for texts, poems and symbols. Everyone was
invited to send a message or a symbol of their loss and a hope for the future, so
they could feel that they were included in the vigil, even if they were not actually
present. A place was found in the final ceremony for every contribution.
We wanted the vigil to be a personal ceremony free of officials and
hierarchies of any kind. Once our members were happy with the format,
information about the vigil was sent out by letter and through the media a week
before the anniversary. We wanted to include people from the local community and
the rescue and recovery services, though we asked them to be present in their own
right and not as representatives of their agencies. We invited them to attend only if
they agreed with the purpose and the safety guidelines. We were surprised at how
quickly the local media and some agencies picked up on what we were doing and
offered their support. Local people who lived near the site offered to help, as they
had done at the crash, and the vicar organised refreshments and was an important
link to other help sources. The Transport Police provided security cover in case of
an attempt at a copy-cat crash. They were concerned about a large family group of
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around 30 bereaved relatives who wanted to lay flowers by the side of the track.
This group was told they were welcome to join us, but they needed to be informed
about our plans to mention the car driver. We were also concerned that such a
prominent group might overwhelm the needs of others that felt they were less
deserving of attention.
It was a little unnerving to prepare a semi-public event under the eye of the
media, including many uncertainties regarding the weather, the number of
participants and possible reactions. But we were gratified that our plans had
emerged organically, through constant contact with our members and their needs.
Practical help was at hand to set up the table, the cover and the lanterns. I kept in
mind what Ofra Ayalon used to say at training sessions: ”Allow a little chaos,
because it is in the rough edges that creativity emerges.” Attending the local
church service helped us get in tune with the mood of the day. There for the first
time we met some survivors and local people who had helped with the rescue.
Some survivors gave their first media interviews and were proud of being able to
do so. We checked out final details for the site and got to know the police officers
on duty at the level crossing.
The rain fell all afternoon and continued to fall as we arrived in the field to
set up our table, candles and a borrowed summer gazebo. The field was far too
waterlogged for people and cars, but the wonderful couple who lived in the
adjacent cottage invited us to use their land, which ran alongside the field. They
had already set up refreshment tents in their garden. We discovered that this couple
had played a major part in the rescue the previous year, but could not bear to be
near the site that night, so they were leaving us to use their property while they
went out. The estate manager also appeared with a large number of all-weather
flares with which our organiser and her son marked the path over the field to the
crash-site. Such acts of unsolicited kindness touched us deeply.
While we were still setting out lanterns on the fence posts and tables, I
became aware of a large group of people in very smart clothes and without
umbrellas who were walking slowly towards us in the darkness. There was no
shelter at the level crossing, so the police officers had sent them to us long before
the ceremony began. We invited them to take shelter and I hastily informed them
they had a long time to wait and what had been planned. At that moment an intercity express train thundered by (later trains would be stopped for our vigil). Several
of the group, none of whom I had met before, cried out with gut-wrenching howls
of grief. The group were used to supporting one other, so I maintained a quiet
presence while they dealt with their distress. An elderly bereaved mother found me,
telling me she knew from some friends that I was also a mother bereft of a child;
thus we established good rapport, as she felt safe to talk about her loss.
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As others began to arrive, I had to use assertive body language and actions
to ensure they too could be near the central table and under the gazebo. This was so
that no one would felt marginalised by the dominance of one group. The only
problem came from an “outer” member of the family group, who began shouting
abuse at a TV cameraman who had been given permission from the Network to
film at a distance. Fortunately, the cameraman was sensitive to the situation and a
confrontation was avoided.
Others continued to arrive, alone and in small huddles, swelling the
numbers far beyond our expectations of ten participants. They came with partners
and children who had not been to the site before, and I hoped they had been
prepared as we had advised. Network members drove up all the way from Devon,
including a family that had been bereaved in the crash, who conducted their own
track-side act of remembrance before joining the vigil. Then there were local
people, the MP and others we did not know. Members of the emergency services
and rail companies were particularly evident, as most arrived in uniform. Local
station staff, who had been severely affected by the crash, were touched that we
had not forgotten them. Survivor guilt and hierarchies of suffering were clearly
being demonstrated; those placing themselves on the margins were still clearly
suffering from their crash experiences. However, at least they had felt involved
enough to attend, unlike the mother of a badly injured survivor who, I discovered
later, felt she shouldn’t attend, as she was “only a relative.”
The darkness and rain provided anonymity and a cover for those who
didn’t want their distress to be observed. Yet it was the darkness soothed by the
lights that could be seen across the field and the lanterns that drew us together and
surrounded us in a circle of light. I reflected with amazement at the power of a box
of cut-price candles and lanterns. The atmosphere they created made the words of
the vigil flow easily, and I was carried along by the spirit of people united by a
common bond of humanity. They had shared an experience the previous year as
strangers and were now sharing another a year later as “friends.” The hairs on my
neck still stand up at the memory of that cold, wet night and I still find it hard to
dispel the healing magic of the experience by trying to express it in words. The
vigil format appears in the appendix attached at the end of this article.
Being aware of the power of symbolism and transitional objects, I wanted
these to somehow be included in the vigil. But what would work? Candles could be
relied on as a universal symbol6. A Network member suggested giving everyone a
candle, lighting it and passing it to someone else. This was a wonderful way of
symbolising our togetherness and our support for each other. Another idea came to
6

As I discovered while working in Northern Ireland, all assumptions have to be checked.
Some who held with the more fundamental Protestant Christian tradition objected to the use
of these ‘symbols of Popery’.
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me spontaneously when I went to a little shop near the crash-site, an Aladdin’s
cave crammed with craft items, where I stumbled across fairly inexpensive bags of
polished pebbles. There were also more than enough of them to go around if more
than ten people came. I remembered all the stories I had heard about the sound of
the stones chipping as the overturned coaches and the people were dragged over
them. It struck me that these ordinary polished pebbles provided a beautiful
metaphor for transforming pain, signifying that the pain is always there, but over
the years it can be smoothed over so as to hurt less. While the pebbles were being
passed round, I became aware of the power of these symbols. As Robbie (1988)
noted, “Metaphor is respectful and people cannot fail to get involved, as it draws
on their own experiences to make sense of their story and it allows their own
resources to be brought to their problems. Change is made at an unconscious level,
so people can respond without trying and without conscious processes getting in
the way.”
There were only just enough pebbles to go around and people were
desperate not to be left out. I saw uniformed men desperately searching the wet
grass for a pebble that a colleague, who had been present at the crash, had dropped.
I offered another but that would not do – he had invested too much in his chosen
pebble, and we searched by torchlight until owner and pebble were reunited.
After the vigil, the local people commemorated the event in the way most
comfortable for them – by providing hot drinks and biscuits, as they had done at
the crash. People were able to connect with each other in a way they had not been
able to do during the intervening year – naturally and without any need for an
engagement they needed to initiate or could not maintain. Some exchanged
addresses and phone numbers and have met up since. Alone and in small groups,
people began to make their own pilgrimage through the boggy field down the path
of light to the track. It was really important that survivors could show their
relatives and friends the exact spot in similar conditions, so that the latter could
really understand what the survivors had been through and why it had affected
them so profoundly. Sadly for one woman, this still did not change her relative’s
belief that she should “pull herself together” like his military friends, who had been
through much worse.
While we were conducting the vigil at the crash-site, others were doing the
same in other places. One survivor decided to go to India and followed our format
with a group of friends:
“I fixed seven candles on a plate and surrounding them with beautiful
tropical flowers. One member of the group read out the names slowly and
I lit a candle for each. It was mainly a silent vigil but there were a couple
of readings. We more or less followed the format you sent. I felt very
emotional of course, but very happy to be joining with you all”.
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Another survivor did something similar in a dark field near her house in Devon:
“We lit candle-lanterns and went out into the field in the dark - it wouldn’t
have been the same to be inside. We stood quietly to get the atmosphere and
I read the vigil programme. I said we should turn away from the lights and
look into the darkness - because that was all we had in the crash. Only then
did he realise just what it had been like and I described it more to him. Then
I sang a verse of an American Quaker hymn from the Pilgrim Fathers - it
came out a bit wobbly:

“My life flows in an endless song
Above earth’s lamentation
I hear the strong, though far off song
That hails a new creation.
Through all the tumult and the strife
I hear that music ringing
It sounds an echo in my soul
How can I keep from singing?”
It seemed to do some justice to the occasion. I am doing a weaving of the
crash and when it is eventually finished, I shall place it in the river near the
railway line and let the water wash away the pain.
A survivor who played a crucial role in the crash rescue could not
cope with the long drive to the site, so he created his own ritual:
“I know that the idea of having a mass offered isn't everyone's cup-of-tea,
but (here come the tears again...) it was the best I could do. As you were all
gathering for the vigil in atrocious weather, I was able to say mass - at the
exact time - using the same format as you and mentioning the dead by name.
It was quite strange being in a largely darkened church, with wind and rain and the dreaded fireworks - going on outside – quietly holding all the events
up to God.
As for the pebbles, in the Jewish tradition stones are placed on graves.
There's something very powerful about the indestructibility of stone: "as my
love for you lasts forever - so does this stone" (etc.). Years ago, I was given
a candle by a special friend - I had never been able to light it. But yesterday I
had it lit in the mass - and it will now be lit at special times - of sadness - and
joy - and I'll place the pebble by its side.
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I returned home to spend hours on the phone chatting to the boys who'd been
with me on the train. They're doing well - but also valued a chance to re-visit
it all. Thank you for all that you are doing to heal the brokenness.”
When different people told me later about their anniversary experiences, I
noticed that those who had gone through some kind of symbolic ritual, however
brief and simple, told their stories with more profundity. A look in their eyes
suggested they had gone “beyond themselves” and had undergone some kind of
transformation. The vigils were cited by many as being the turning point in their
recovery, especially where they had increased relatives’ understanding. One
woman, who had been reduced to a quivering wreck by the time she connected
with the Network four months after the crash, amazed herself and others at the vigil
by giving an interview to the local TV station. She seemed to rediscover her belief
in herself and shortly afterwards found the courage to return to work, something
she had never believed would happen. Those who did everything to avoid the vigil
told more distressing stories and seemed to have gained nothing. One person felt
exhausted and re-traumatised after driving some distance to get away from the
area, only to conduct a long phone call with another survivor that reconstructed the
awfulness of the crash night.
Though it was hard to explain, rituals appeared to allow people to reach
understanding that went beyond words, and in some cases, beyond belief. The best
explanation can be found in the meaning of the work metaphor, the transfer from
one place to another. Ayalon adds that symbols and metaphor act as a bridge
between the logical conscious data processing of the left hemisphere of the brain
and the emotional-experiential-unconscious processing associated with the right
hemisphere (Ayalon, 1996). People at the vigil were given evidence that they were
neither alone nor forgotten and that the date and place of the crash could have
another significance apart from death and disaster. When the images of the vigil
appeared on television and in the press, significance was given to their experience.
Furthermore, other people who had forgotten the survivors’ plight were reminded
that the impact of life-changing events is slow to disappear and has other
repercussions. The publicity was also good for the Network and heightened its
credibility. It also helped others find their way to us.
The vigil experience began the process of making meaning for those
survivors who had previously chosen to keep to themselves. They began to look for
ways of passing on their learning or of doing more to support others. This imparted
additional meaning to my nearly 20 years’ journey of wanting to offer my
knowledge to others. The vigil turned out to be one of the most rewarding and
profoundly moving things I have ever done. Even as the initiator of the idea, I
could not quite believe how it had taken on a life of its own. It had taken shape
from a simple wish for a presence on site at the time of the crash, a bag of pebbles
and a car boot full of cut-price lanterns and candles. We were stunned by the
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amount of unsolicited goodwill that was present at the site and we guessed that our
close work with survivors meant that we had tuned in successfully to the very deep
needs of many people. The number who attended from groups whose needs tended
to be marginalised or forgotten affirmed my hunches based on previous experience
that had given me the faith that it was worthwhile to act.
However, the relief that all had gone well was short-lived, as it suddenly
occurred to me that anniversaries happen every year and a similar event might be
wanted a year later. To allay my anxieties about whether such a profound an
experience could be repeated, I gave up any idea of trying to replicate it and
decided instead to continue connecting and listening to Network members.
Another, different commemoration will be allowed to grow organically out of their
future needs. Someone else may organise it. It might be combined with the
unveiling of a memorial stone near the site, another idea brought up by a member,
though few seem ready to do the work involved in making that happen just yet. Of
course the crash cannot entirely be laid to rest until legal issues are resolved, so the
postponed inquest might perhaps take place in time for the third anniversary.
At times I feel that my professional efforts to promote community-based
and community- initiated responses are useless. This occurs when time after time
the lessons about the need for outreach that have been learned since I entered the
field of disaster in 1987 appear to have been forgotten in the world of quick curealls and measurable actions. The new wave of disasters is giving rise to more
centrally administered, tightly planned command models in which the aim is to
control public disorder more than necessary without balancing it with a more
flexible social response geared to each event’s unique set of circumstances. Such
models provide less possibilities to empower local people. This is true even when
they have already undertaken much of the rescue themselves (as happened in the
9/11 attacks in the U.S. and the London tube bombings). In addition, they are
expected to deal with the impact on friends and family. Dynes (2003) suspects that
in such scenarios, the public is viewed as disruptive and lacking in skills, so it is
not surprising that even official voluntary agencies have had to fight to have their
role included in UK Government Contingency plans. However, as central control
increases, the complex chaos that lies at the heart of any disaster, even minor ones
like our train crash, ensures the tendency of rigid plans to crack to pieces. Thus the
creativity of the human spirit is allowed to emerge, helped considerably by the
Internet and the power of unmet needs to spur people to actively solve problems.
The official local response to our crash survivors was minimal and token in
nature. The agency claimed it could do little without access to passenger lists, but
our voluntary, minimal cost effort managed to reach many people in and out of the
local area. Our commitment to be around for at least two years after the crash, as
opposed to the two or three weeks’ duration of the council’s help-line,
demonstrated to survivors that they would not be abandoned. Soon after the crash,
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many survivors did not want to believe that this would be necessary. However, the
accumulation of repercussions from the impact, from sudden bankruptcy to lost
jobs, the delay of the inquest and the stresses of the compensation process have
made them realise that even two years may not be long enough. The council’s
report of their response has shown that some mistakes have been acknowledged,
but they were mistakes of ignorance about issues for which solutions have long
been available, such as the need for a system for recording names. I am sure some
mistakes have not been appreciated. For example, if you ask survivors what they
want too soon after the incident and without any understanding of the issues, they
might respond in a way they may regret later, when they have experienced the full
impact of the event and have understood what they really needed or could have
received.
My approach corresponds most closely to those often found in less
westernised communities. These include the community-centred responses of
Tortorici (McCallin, 1992) and Brinton Lykes (2001) in South America and the
ecological, “person-in-environment” and holistic approaches of Germain and
Dagnino (McCallin, 1992). In the western world, such approaches may be found in
the work of CSPC, the participative action research of the “Cost of the Troubles”
group in Northern Ireland (Smyth, 1998) and the response approaches of people
such as Tortorici Luna (2002) in schools in California, where she has designed
collaborative assessment and healing responses. The inclusion of creative
community activities and rituals can be found in several examples from Australian
disaster responses (Hill, 1987; Wositsky, 1998), in which the community took
symbolic control of the powers of nature that had overwhelmed it. All of these
approaches share the same values as Dynes' ideas for disaster management (Dynes,
2003), which focus on building social capital and mobilising community resilience.
He suggests that such approaches require creativity; flexibility (the ability to swap
roles); wisdom (the ability to question what is known, to know one’s limits and to
seek new knowledge); respectful interaction (the capacity to listen to others and act
on or integrate what they say; the ability to self-organise; and the courage to bypass old experience. I hope that in a small way this article has presented a practical
demonstration of some of these values.
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Appendix
UFTON NERVET TRAIN CRASH NETWORK -THE FIRST
ANNIVERSARY OF THE UFTON NERVET TRAIN CRASH
A Vigil which took place near the site of the crash on 6th November, 2005
Welcome and introduction:
This vigil came originally from a Network member and was designed in
consultation with other members. It is for anyone to use or adapt according to his
own belief system. It is being used in many other places at this time -India, Cyprus
and in England from Eastbourne to Nottingham; London to Oxford to Wells; in
West Berkshire and all the way down the line to Exeter and Plymouth.
This vigil brings together people from many walks of life, who were
unexpectedly united by this horrific crash a year ago tonight.
The purpose of the vigil is twofold:
Its first aim is to acknowledge the tragedy and loss that rippled out from the crash
to touch and change many lives.
Its second purpose is to unite us in mutual support while people continue to find
the courage to face the future with hope.

REMEMBERING THE HORROR OF THE CRASH AND ITS IMPACT
Welcome and introduction:
We remember the lives lost in this crash and send love to their families and
friends:
(Names of the dead to be read out.)
We also invite those who find it possible to send thoughts to the family and friends
of Brian Drysdale, whose chosen manner of death has caused so much anger, pain
and confusion.
We remember all the groups of people involved:


the train passengers and crew who felt the threat of death and received
many kinds of physical and mental injury;



all those waiting at stations and at home;



all the local people who rushed to the scene;



all the professional & voluntary services and many others involved in
the rescue, recovery and care;
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all the managers of agencies who bore the responsibility of responding,
while they too were shocked and grieving; and



all the families, friends, colleagues, teachers and others close to all
the people above who received the shock of the news and had to cope
with the impact on those around them.

A short reading will be given – during which people may place their symbols of
loss or things they want to let go of on the table.


“Your pain is the breaking of the shell that encloses your
understanding.



Even as the stone of the fruit must break, so that its heart may
stand in the sun, so must you know pain.

Bear sadness with dignity and recycle the pain into something useful for you and
others. Running away from the pain of sadness is like thinking of light without
shadow; trust without the risk of betrayal; love without the possibility of
separation; or life without death”
(Adapted from the writings of Khalil Gibran)
We ask for SILENCE as the exact time of the crash approaches
AFTER THE SILENCE - a statement
We honour the past because we are the past
We honour the present because we are the present
We honour the future because we are the future
We are the now. Life is ours.
We are here and share every breath we breathe, every word we say and every
thought we release
Each of us is a contributor
Symbols act of hope, courage and mutual support to be placed on the table as I
speak


We give our thoughts to the future and how we can live life to the full
again as the best memorial to those who no longer have life.



We recognise that such thoughts are still impossible and incomprehensible
for some of us.
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We give our thoughts to people who cannot understand the ups and downs
of other people’s recovery and hope for their tolerance.



We offer our thoughts to the children and young people who haven’t yet
understood the full impact of the crash on their lives - and hope their
carers find strength.



We acknowledge the everyday efforts and courage needed by all survivors,
bereaved and those around them, to rebuild their lives.

Bring to a close
As we bring this vigil to a close:


We hope that it remains in your memory as a symbol of unity that reminds
us that no one has to bear these struggles alone.



We pass round the light from candle to candle symbolising the hope that
by this means we have transformed a small corner of our fields of pain into
a pool of light for the future



We pass round these pebbles for you to take away as symbols that the
rough grit of pain can be smoothed with love, time and support so it hurts
us less sharply.

Now in your own time leave the field and if you wish take refreshments in the
cottage.
Farewell; go well and keep in touch.
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Chapter 7

Burning Flowers - Burning Dreams
Consequences of Suicide Bombings on Israeli Civilians,
2000-2005
Book summary
Marie Therese Feuerstein
In 2001, as families queued to buy pizzas, a suicide bomber blew up in the
Sbarro Pizzeria in downtown Jerusalem, killing 15 people, including seven
children, and wounding 146 people. Media coverage was cursory, as journalists
described the scene, then rushed to the next scene of civilian carnage. An urgent
feeling that victims and survivors needed to bear evidence, document and report
these events in a more genuine way emerged in Israeli communities trying to cope
with the multiple stresses of continuing attacks. It was the ‘wake-up call’ for Israeli
civilians to collect testimonies on what really happens when a suicide bombing
occurs, and to bring to light the hidden stories of victims of suicide terrorism,
which had previously been downplayed by the international media.
A multi-disciplinary team of health professionals and associates (Civilian
Coalition) coalesced to make this aspiration a reality. The team members drafted an
outline for the research and arduously raised basic funding. Despite encountering
hostility and indifference in many circles, they proceeded to conduct the research,
consulted with trauma experts and terror victim organizations and developed and
field-tested a questionnaire with which to interview survivors and families of the
victims of seventeen suicide bombings. The team members identified criteria for
selecting interviewers and conducted interviews in Hebrew, English, French,
Russian and Arabic. They also carried out web-site and library research on this
issue in Israel, England, America and Switzerland.
These efforts have yielded an innovative community narrative process, that
was sustained for almost four years, through difficult periods of conflict and a
constant lack of funding. The Civilian Coalition was independent, not connected to
any specific political, religious or ethnic group. It reflects the multi-ethnic diversity
of Israeli society. Throughout the four years, all of the work was carried out on a
voluntary basis.
The outcome of these four years of uphill struggle, was the publication of
the book “Burning Flowers - Burning Dreams - Consequences of Suicide
Bombings on Israeli Civilians 2000-2005.”
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Chapter by chapter book description
The book reveals what really happens when civilians are the primary target of
suicide bombers. The first chapter, “Path Towards Suicidal Terror,” traces the
origins of suicide bombing as a strategic attack on civilians. It draws on
international examples of using lethal weapons primarily directed at civilians
during conflict, and looks briefly at the origins of suicide bombing (Ayalon, 2002).
The second chapter, “Deadly Profile,” outlines the pattern of suicide bombings
in Israel from September 2000 to February 2005, and has been recently updated to
include suicide bombings in 2006 (Danieli, Brom & Sills, 2005).
Chapter Three, “When the World Explodes - Who Helps?” explores the
provision of primary assistance at the bombing scenes, from passers-by and
ambulance crews to volunteers who collect body parts for burial. Testimonies are
included from interviews, such as the following one:
“There Was No Body – Just a Heart Beating on the Sidewalk
“Suicide bombing number 76 was aboard a crowded Number 4 Dan bus in
central Tel Aviv on September 19th, 2002. As soon as the Hamas bomber boarded
the bus, he detonated his bomb, killing the driver and four passengers at the front
and wounding 60 other passengers, one critically. A woman who was walking
nearby at the time of the bombing recalls: ‘The dead were dead and those who
were alive lifted themselves out of the window of the bus. The driver, poor thing,
lay slumped dead, his head on the window.’ The owner of a nearby restaurant
remembers: ‘There were arms and legs on the ground. It was a horror.’ When the
smoke cleared from the explosion, Heyn, an 87- year-old man, saw a heart still
beating, lying on the sidewalk amidst the shattered glass. ‘There was no body - just
a heart beating. I didn’t think such a thing could happen. But I saw it and others
saw it.’ He had been standing with his son in front of a bookstore, which his family
owns. He continued: ‘Glass shards fell on me. I was covered with smoke and dust. I
looked to see what had happened to me, but I was not hurt. The bus had continued
to travel a short distance (after the bomb exploded). A body was lying on the
sidewalk. Later someone told me the man was dead. I saw a man walking covered
with blood. Then the ambulances came. I went into the store. People there were
frightened. They were hysterical and crying.’ One passer-by sat on the sidewalk
crying. Another passer-by entered the scorched remains of the bus: ‘I took off my
shirt and used it as a bandage to help them,’ he said. A 56-year-old woman had
taken a break from work when the explosion occurred: ‘People (still inside the bus)
yelled “Help me!” One woman was banging on the window trying to get out. I
wanted to help, but I couldn’t. That is what hurts me. I tried to move. I couldn’t. It
felt like my legs would not hold me. All of a suddenly I fainted’ she said. She woke
up in Tel Aviv’s Ichilov Hospital.
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“Inside the bus, 24-year-old Carmit had been a passenger. She recalls: ‘I was
getting ready to get off, so I went to the front of the bus. The bus had stopped by
the light. Suddenly there was blood and glass everywhere. The bus was black and
smoky. I understood that there had been a terrorist attack. I was still standing.
People were grasping at my arms and legs. They were wounded, and didn’t want to
let me go. I was trying to escape but they held me back. A man outside yelled at me
to get out. I said “I can’t. They won’t let me go.” He helped me escape through the
window.’ She lay on the sidewalk and someone gave her water. She called her
mother on her cell-phone and said she had been wounded in the attack by flying
glass. In hospital she kept beside her an inch-long thick green shard of glass. ‘It
was still stuck in my clothing when I got here’ she said. Among those who raced to
help at the scene of the bombing was Boaz, who had lost his wife and three of his
sons in a terrorist attack in Itamar in the West Bank two months earlier in July
2002. He had been visiting one of his hospitalized sons in Tel Aviv when he heard
of the bombing attack. He immediately jumped into his car, carrying a first-aid kit,
and raced to the scene to help. He said, brushing aside initial concerns about going
to the scene: ‘At the moment I heard about the attack, all I could think about was
trying to save as many lives as possible. Afterwards there is time for thoughts and
soul searching.’”
Chapter Four, “Terror-Taught Innovations,” looks at examples of what
hospitals do in order to accommodate the often huge influx of casualties in a very
short time. Medical and surgical innovations are outlined, such as new ways to
treat wounds caused by bombs packed with nails and screws. Examples indicate
how innovations are being shared with other countries during international training
courses and study tours. This chapter also gives health professionals a chance to
speak out anonymously, from front-line first responders to Emergency Room staff.
Recently a health professional said:
“Each bombing brings back memories of them all-feelings, sounds, sights,
smells. we re-live the past as we deal with the present.” Experiences of hospital
staff include the following excerpts from the testimony of a Senior Emergency
Room nurse:
“Time Zero - My Job is to Think of Doomsday - and Prepare for It.
“Our coastal town is so small (80,000 people) that when suicide bombers
detonate their explosives, the immense blast can be heard all over town. In less
than two minutes, our 450-bed hospital receives its first phone call. Maybe a
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private car will pull up outside the ER, bearing the first bloodstained patient. Then
the ambulances start arriving. On 27 March 2002, when the Park Hotel Passover
bombing took place, 30 people were killed and 140 wounded 20 seriously. It took
only 12 minutes for the first 22 victims to reach the hospital.
“I always have to imagine the worst-case scenario, and spread out my
‘troops’ (staff). We call the time we hear there has been a bombing ‘time zero.’
From that instant, there is a slight lull - until the influx of terror victims. If you
want to save lives, you need a common protocol because you have to work so fast
that nothing should be based on memory. I make the first phone call which
simultaneously reaches three people. I have heard people talk about the important
‘golden hour’ they may have in order to prepare for reception of victims in the ER.
But we don’t have an hour - we only have a ‘golden minute.’ We begin emptying
the ER. I call staff from all over the hospital, and even from their homes. If
surgeons are operating they finish the operation, but non-emergency operations
have to be rescheduled for later. Staffs are already organized into teams, and they
know what to do. For example, some open pre-prepared packs containing
intravenous fluids. Some take blood pressure of incoming patients. We work
together, each one knowing what needs to be done – quickly. Health staffs have to
carry out their duties like robots - but inside they may be asking ‘What if my
husband is the next one carried in?’
“Some incoming patients after a suicide bombing may be white in
appearance, and apparently otherwise unharmed. But this can be like being calm
on the outside - but having a volcano inside. Blast victims may have hardly any
blood pressure. Such injuries are caused by the blast bouncing off walls and the
sides of buses. Blood vessels may have burst - but there may be few outward signs.
We photograph all terror victims and give them an identity number. We have to do
this because sometimes the face of a person is too disfigured to be recognizable.
We may in such cases also have to photograph their jewelry - or even their boots.
We have an information center set up for the public. One time five families all
claimed one victim. What to do? I told them all gently to go and bring back a photo
of their missing loved one. We reduced the possibility of identification to two
families. Then one got a phone call - they found their missing girl. This left us with
one family. I asked to see a family representative and talked to him 5-10 minutes to
prepare him to see his dead family member. I showed him a small part of what was
left of her face. He recognized her.
“The essence of our system is to provide quality care to victims in a matter of
minutes - and also when they come later. After a shopping mall bombing we had
112 admissions - and our ER normally only has 27 beds. One of our nurses died in
a suicide bombing. Others were near misses. Since the year 2000, we have had
around 800 victims of suicide bombings, of which around 350 were children. After
a bombing we debrief our staff. Sometimes the stress can make them short-
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tempered, or they call in sick, or have sleeping disturbances. They need
personalized de-briefings. Terrorism aims to inculcate fear and death - to neutralize
lifesavers. We try to put a smile on people’s faces. Our staffs are always striving
for excellence. They say, ‘How can we do what we do - even better?’”
Chapter Five, “Coping with the Consequences of Suicide Bombings,” looks at
what happens after the dead are buried, the wounded leave hospital, survivors and
families of victims attempt to rebuild their often shattered lives and passers-by
retreat into a state of silent and painful memory. Examples outline coping
approaches used by organizations, communities, families and individuals,
especially those who come from disadvantaged sections of society. Newer coping
and therapeutic approaches include the use of art, music and horticulture.
Chapter Six, “Wounds of the Mind,” looks at psycho-emotional consequences
resulting from suicide bombings, such as post-traumatic stress disorder. It contains
testimonies of survivors and families of victims, interviews with psychologists,
trauma counselors, a psychiatrist, a bereavement counselor. Examples outline how
Israeli experiences are being adapted to help other countries and international
organizations in post-conflict situations (Ayalon, 2005; Lahad & Cohen, 1998).
Chapter Seven, “Breaking the Silence - Testimonies of Survivors and Families
of Victims,” is the central chapter of the book. The testimonies provide a unique
“insider view” set within the diverse cultural context of Israeli society. Among
those interviewed were a young jazz musician, two widows, a therapist, a
schoolteacher, an overseas worker, a police family, a restaurant owner and a
vascular surgeon at the 500-bed Ha’Emeq Hospital. This hospital serves an
ethnically mixed population of around half a million in the northern town of Afula.
Not far from the hospital is the Ha’Amakim Shopping Mall. In the early evening of
Monday, 19 May 2003, the vascular surgeon headed towards the mall to return a
family video called “Chaos.” He stood behind a young Arab woman at the mall
entrance waiting for the security check. He noticed that she had sweat on her neck.
The security guard’s electronic device sounded as he searched the woman. The
surgeon recalls:
“A Surgeon Remembers - The Sight of Me Scared Them, My Right Eye Was
Hanging Out. I Was On Fire.
“I didn’t think anything might happen. I thought maybe it was a key that was
setting off the alarm. It was a bomb. There was a great explosion. Afterwards I saw
only darkness. I didn’t lose consciousness. I thought, ‘What is going on here? I
have never had an experience like this.’ I started to think rapidly of a ‘differential
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diagnosis.’ Maybe it was an electrical short cut, maybe I had been indirectly
shocked by the current, so I had lost my vision. If that was so, I might take a week
to recover. I thought that if my eyes were injured, I could not operate tomorrow. It
means that my life was changed that very moment - if I could not see anymore. I
felt no pain, although the bomb had exploded in my face. I thought: ‘If I can’t see,
there needs to be a second bomb because I don’t want to live.’ But, at the same
time, I thought: ‘If I die, what about my family?’ I thought of their survival and
flung myself to the ground pretending to be dead. I heard nothing.
“Then I started to feel pain. I felt miserable - although I know this happens to
so many fellow Israelis. You think it is something which happens to other people but now it’s you that feels miserable. I raised myself from the ground and clapped
my hands to attract attention. I called ‘Is there anybody there’. Everything was
dark. Someone shouted ‘He’s alive’. The sight of me must have scared them. My
right eye was hanging out, and I was on fire. I called for help - but no one came. I
was black and burning.
“I was taken to my own hospital. I was shocked to find that people who were
giving orders there about patients didn’t recognize me. I said ‘Don’t you know me
– you work with me.’ Then they recognized me. From their reactions, I thought
that it was now I who had to encourage them. Then I started to think, ‘-Will I be
able to see someday?’ I heard the staff asking after my Computer Tomography if
‘the doctor’ could give someone their results. Then I heard someone say: ‘It's not
him who is accompanying the patient, he IS the patient.’ I was worried. Then my
wife came. By then I was feeling more pain. I even asked: 'If I am not going to see
again, please put something in my veins. Let me go to heaven.’ They took me by
plane to hospital in Haifa, as they had seen a clot on my brain. I had an operation to
save my remaining eye. The other was removed. Then I started to realize that I
could not return to surgery. I had hoped I would have partial sight. When I went
home I had to walk with my hands out in front of me to avoid hitting the wall. I
couldn’t see my children clearly, or the lights.
“The staff at my hospital in Afula include Christian and Moslem Arabs. They
received me with evident sympathy. Their situation as Palestinians is very
complicated. Today I feel no hatred for the Palestinians. But families who send
their daughters to kill indiscriminately should be banished…
“Today I say ‘Thank you!’ to the Almighty for being able to see with one eye.
I now know the difference between seeing and not seeing, and as I cannot see, I try
to feel more. I don’t know how many years I will be able to see. But I still feel
angry when I remember the bomber. I was 70 cm away from her. I remember how
she looked, a 19-year-old who had seen so little of the world. Because of her I am
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now blind. I want to find out how I can best use what I experienced in that
bombing.” 
Chapter Eight, “Bombs With Eyes,” focuses on the human bombs, myths
about suicide bombers, their motivation, their dispatchers and social support
networks It considers the role of female bombers, indoctrination of children,
funding of suicide bombing, religious incitement and international attitudes
towards suicide bombing.
Chapter Nine, “Expressing the Inexpressible,” considers international media
coverage of suicide bombings. It looks at examples of biased and less biased
coverage, underlying motivations and outcomes. It focuses on characteristics of
Arab media coverage of suicide bombings.
Chapter Ten, “Burning Flowers - Burning Dreams,” questions why the world
appears to tolerate suicide bombings against civilians in Israel, and discusses
escalation of suicide bombings against civilians elsewhere. It considers Israeli
actions to protect its citizens. It looks briefly at suicide bombing in relation to
international humanitarian law, the role of the UN. humanitarian agencies, and
spiritual leaders. It cites examples from the evolving field of terrorism law. Finally,
it asks if joint Israeli-Palestinian definitions and actions to enhance human security
are still possible and what can be done to prevent those who support terror from ‘
“burning the flowers and dreams of peace of those who still value – and still dream
of – a world free from terror. We have to find new dreams and new flowers –
which are more immune to the bombers and their flames. Dreams of peace must
never be surrendered to those with burning and poisonous terror agendas. Suicide
bombing is seen as totally amoral, and to be fought strenuously to safeguard future
generations.”
An Overview
The updated version of the book was concluded during the Second Lebanon
War, and includes suicide bombings that occurred in 2006. The book ends with a
poem, which explains the choice of title. It concludes with references and a
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bibliography, a glossary of terms, and appendices containing the questionnaires
used to interview survivors and families of victims.
During the past four years, various books have appeared dealing with suicide
bombing. They have often been about bombing, the bombers, even about the
bombers’ families – but there has been little about their victims. This book is the
first to be produced by a civilian coalition, which includes interviews with
survivors and families of victims. Media coverage of suicide bombings continues
to be cursory, with the excuse that showing viewers the truth would be too
appalling. Consequently, the truth has been concealed. It is no general
comprehended outside Israel how many bombings have occurred between 2000
and 2005 or the pattern of their frequency. Sometimes there were bombings every
week – and sometimes every day. For every person killed or wounded, there is a
“ripple effect” on family, friends, classmates, whole communities. Effects of
bombings may be immediate or long-term – but they can often last a lifetime. By
November 2004, one out of five Israelis was said either to have been in a terror
attack, or to know someone who had. Between September 2000 and April 2006,
747 civilians were killed and 5206 wounded in 147 suicide attacks. This book
essentially reveals the effects of suicide bombings on the everyday life of civilians.
It tells the “hidden story” of suicide terrorism.
Current objectives of the coalition include continuing to get the updated book
to those who want to understand what really happens in Israel, who are trying to
promote peace in the world and who seek to halt the tragic global tide of civilian
deaths.
Some people say “There are no bombings at present. Is it now ‘history’?”
Sadly, it is not. For survivors, families of victims and onlookers, the traumatic
images and consequences remain. A young woman of 28 who lost her mother and
niece in a bombing said recently “We still live with it every day.” The surgeon who
lost his eye when a female bomber exploded in front of him in a shopping mall said
recently “It is only now I am beginning to realize the price that I am paying.” The
coalition keeps in touch with many of those who were interviewed.
It was traumatic for people to tell their stories and traumatic for those who
listened and documented them. But most interviewees said that telling their stories
was a stage in their own “moving on,” causing them to feel less isolated. The
coalition created a kind of cohesion, which was in itself therapeutic. The whole
process of producing and distributing the book was a major exercise in community
stress prevention and in coping with terrorism. International feedback also meant
that there are those who do hear both survivors’ cries of pain and cries for peace.
Also, it is hoped that perhaps other countries that have experienced suicide
terrorism, such as Spain, Russia, England, the United States, and Iraq, could adapt
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the model to tell their own stories in a similar way, to better illustrate the urgent
need for greater human rights and social justice in the world.
During the Second Lebanon War in the summer of 2006, volunteers of the
coalition, including families of victims of suicide bombings, were actively engaged
in preparing humanitarian packages for elderly house-bound people in the
northern mountain city of Safed, and they delivered them “under fire.” They also
prepared
“Starting School Backpacks” for 6-7-year-old children from lowincome families in the northern towns, which had been barraged by missile fire.
By the end of 2006, 1,000 copies of the book had been selectively
distributed/sold to readers in more than 80 countries. These included world
leaders, such as the Prime Minister of Australia, UN & international
organizations; public figures, religious leaders, international libraries and
academics. In many cases, there was no feedback from recipients, but where there
was, it was like “water in the desert.” Here are some examples:
“This is a timely, powerful and moving piece of research … it goes behind
the headlines to explore the experience of those whose lives are, in a single
moment, changed forever and irrevocably by suicide terrorism” ( Dr. Mike
Brennan, Department of Sociology, Warwick University, England).
“Thank you for having sent us your precious book ‘Burning Flowers, Burning
Dreams.’ It is a witness of such a dramatic reality which often remains hidden, but
which we all need to be aware of. That is why I decided to keep it on an open shelf
near the main entrance, where it can be seen by everyone using our documentation
center” (SIDIC Judeo-Christian Documentation Center, Rome).
“The astounding efforts of the volunteers have produced a mighty statement
for all the world to read” (Jewish Historical Society of Lower Fairfield County,
USA).
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Back cover

Community Stress Prevention Volume 6 takes an in-depth look at the
implementation of CSPC coping models both world-wide and in Israel
ranging from the individual to the community at large, before, during and
after disasters and emergencies. Coping strategies in incidents and events
such as the second Intifada in Israel, the tsunami in the Far East the
disengagement of Israel from the Gaza strip, a British train disaster and the
2006 Lebanon war.are covered.
The informed reader will be able to apply many of these new strategies to a
wide range of emergency situations in his or her own community.
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